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ABSTRACT

This research was prompted by my personal experience of dealing with elder carers as a
social worker and seeing formal resources available to this group diminishing. Eleven
women caring for elderly relatives were interviewed. The aim of the research was to
discover how they came to be in the elder care role, and to explore the impact of this
role on their lifestyles. Any change in the relationships between the person cared for
and themselves, and the wider relationships of friends and family, since care began, was
also investigated. A constant theme throughout the study was the issue of elder care
being unrecognised and unpaid.
Feminist theory was used to inform the thesis; qualitative feminist method was used in
the research. The main method used in the study was the formal interview and intial
direction in the interviews was based on a semi-structured questionnaire.

The

interviewees, however, soon took control of what information was provided and what
they thought was important. Time use diaries covering a twenty four hour period were
used to record the activities of the respondents. This allowed analysis of the unpaid
work by the carers.

One of the goals of the thesis was to provide an opportunity for the carers to be heard by
social workers and policy makers. The implications for social work were discussed as a
result of the professional issues highlighted during this study. Time was spent with
carers identifying formal and informal services. They were given an opportunity to
verbalise their areas of need which can be presented to policy makers.

Issues presented by the carers included feelings of isolation from friends and family,
lack of formal recognition of the work they do and the expectation of women to fulfill
an elder care role by family and society.
The challenge to me personally and professionally was to gain an understanding of the
womens stories and to present them in a meaningful way which highlights the

Ill

experiences and needs of elder carers. Although having worked in the area for several
years, some of the information given by the carers I was hearing for the first time. The
common themes in their stories surrounded lack of choice in becoming carers and the
subsequent isolation of the role. These were not explored through current social work
methods which revolve around the organisational needs of discharging the individual
back to the community as soon as possible not always working with the carers to
identify the supports they need. The final section of this thesis explored some of these
issues and provides social workers with an opportunity to share what I had previously
not had the opportunity to hear.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction:
Having come from a background of being a probation officer, a punitive role, working
with the elderly was refreshing.

Most people who receive the social work service

appreciated any work done and were thankful.

They also shared their feelings and

thoughts freely; quite a change from non-communicative clients who have no choice
about the working relationship .
Five years ago I began working in an Assessment and Rehabilitation Unit, which at that
time, was for people over the age of 65 years. The majority of the people I was working
with had both long and short term disabilities. All clients were discharged either back
home or into a residential facility. I soon began to see that this group of people had
problems that were not recognised by the majority of New Zealanders.
One of the first issues to challenge social workers who work with elderly clients is
acknowledging the issue of ageing itself. The people who are the focus of the work
represent what will inevitably happen to you, your parents and grandparents as the
natural life cycle takes its course. On the positive side it also became apparent that the
people who are disabled either by disease or accident represent the minority of the elder
population, the majority of whom live independently in the community.
Ageism is another issue that confronts the social worker. A period of enlightenment
occurs when, as a worker, there is an awareness of how older people are viewed by
society generally and by agencies. This is highlighted when acting as an advocate, and
when dealing with families and statutory organisations. At an organisational level most
social workers experience the strong marginalisation of minority groups and the elderly
are included within this. Most agencies are relieved that they are dealing with a social
worker, someone who understands systems and this may facilitate the fulfilment of the
advocacy role. There is also an understanding that social workers will persist when
seeking support for a client, and it is more difficult for the agency to "brush off' the
social worker than the elderly person.
Another example of organisational ageism was noted by social workers with the
inclusion of under 65 year old patients in the rehabilitation ward. Observations by the
social workers tended to support the view that the under 65 year old patients stay in
hospital longer and receive more attention from the staff. This was further highlighted

by social workers when a family meeting was called. Usually when meeting with over
65 year old rehabilitation patients and their families, only staff that are free to attend do
so, whilst the family meetings with under 65 year old patients tended to draw all staff.
The implication is that patients under the age of 65 years have a higher priority.
It is surprising that ageist views were held by the families of the elderly. It is a familiar
experience to have families making decisions for their relatives when the relative is
capable of making these decisions themselves. The role then becomes one of protecting
the rights of the client. This leads to conflict with families and it is here that social
workers can clearly see the older person being manipulated.
Manipulation can be subconscious; born out of a genuine concern for the older person's
safety.

Conscious manipulation can take many forms, the most prevalent, in my

experience, was financial. It is defined as abuse when the older person is capable of
making decisions about the management of their finances but the other people control
the money. Other forms of elder abuse are physical, where an elder person is either
assaulted or whose physical needs are ignored or subverted; psychological, where, for
example, a mentally capable person is treated as if they suffer from dementia; and self
abuse ; a common form of which is for the older person to suffer from a medical
condition which, with treatment, could be quickly resolved.
On a personal level one vivid recollection was watching a game of charades and the
portrayal of an 'old' person, the old person was portrayed as bent over and using a
walking stick. This was a graphic demonstration that society views the majority of
older people as "sick" or "disabled".
When these issues were discussed with my health social work colleagues, I found the
majority of the people we were working with across the health sector were older people,
mostly in their 70's and 80' s. The exception were those working with children. This
was a common experience. Although a social worker may be in a medical or surgical
ward much of their day to day business involved working with the elderly.
Having been educated within New Zealand and having completed a social work
qualification, I was surprised at how little published information was available on social
work and the elderly, and that I had not previously been able to learn much about this
area. The information I received advising of conferences on working with families
indicat~d

the family consists of young parents with children - there was seldom any

mention of older people within the family.

Several of my colleagues were very
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experienced and had worked in this area for many years but were so involved m
casework they were not interested in putting ·pen to paper' .
Health social workers nationally continue to see the impact of an ageing population and
find difficulties responding to the needs of these people and their carers, due to the
constraints of current government philosophy on social policy. The centralisation of
funding has reduced the options available when seeking resources for older people and
their carers. Further on within this chapter information will be presented highlighting
the marked increase in the number of older people within the New Zealand population.
The implications have yet to be recognised fully in the current health policies. Within
the health promotion contracts sought by the funders, there are no programmes directed
specifically at those over 65 years of age. Health funders recognise the secondary
medical and surgical services but are yet to develop preventive strategies to encourage
the elder population to take responsibility for "good" and "ill" health.
Social work with older people is a specialist field in its own right. The dynamic of
working cross-generationally requires a specialist knowledge base.

It requires the

understanding of values and beliefs that may be sixty years different from your own. It
is important to develop an appreciation that relationships and marital roles have grown
through times of war and financial strain as well as good times as life's milestones have
been reached.
Working with the elderly is a varied experience which requires a broad-based approach
from the social worker. The cross-cultural work, in terms of working with a diverse
group which includes a number of immigrants, and in Northland, different religious
groups. Family work includes working with the older person and supporting their rights
to be independent while balancing the safety of the individual and the needs of those
who are providing the support, which may include working with any of the carers and
their families.
Although an aspect m most social work, grief and loss is a constant theme when
working with the elderly. Grief and loss involves the individual making adjustments to
their own personal situation and the subsequent changes that this brings in their
interpersonal relationships.

An individual's dignity is threatened when they can no

longer perform basic personal tasks independently. The prospect of having a partner or
child doing these tasks for them can be difficult to accept. Being a social worker within
the health system, indicates the people needing the service are disabled either by disease
or accident. These may be reversible conditions, or if not, plans arc needed for people
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to deal and cope with the future in relation to their altered health status. the disability,

and/or change in lifestyle.
However, for the carers these tasks can be unpleasant and the carer' s perspective is often
not explored.

This research focuses on those who care for older people in the

community, specifically carers who live with the ones they care fo;. The goal is to
provide social workers and policy makers with information so that ·carers needs may be
heard and met on a daily basis.
For the first time, the elder cohort is becoming a significant proportion of the overall
population structure. Never before in human history have so many people lived for so
long. The needs and desires of this group and their carers, which have been largely
ignored, will need to be addressed in New Zealand social policy in particular, and by
society in general. Once again issues surrounding the elderly were discussed in the
recent 1996 election and, as a result several means tested social policies now existing
may be reviewed. However, there was little mention of the carers of older people.
Society is grappling with the ageing phenomenon. There are still many myths surround
ageing including the belief that once retirement is reached there is a decline in both the
physical and mental abilities of people.
The thrust of social policy in a number of areas has been to decentralise resources and
aged care has followed this trend. There have been a number of changes in policy to
limit the use of residential facilities, which have been rationalised under the term
'capping' of funding.

Changes have been made to ensure that the needs of those

requesting institutional care are appropriate for the level of care available. Alterations
to funding have reduced the numbers of residential facilities, known as "stage one"
facilities, that cater for individuals who are mostly independent. The impact on the
community has been for the elderly in this category to remain in their own homes or live
with family. The main load of caring has fallen on women carers.

The Organisation Of The Thesis:
Literature Review:
Little literature has been written in New Zealand on the topic of elder care either in
relation to those cared for or their carers. Anne Opie and Peggy Koopman-Boyden are
the leading New Zealand authors who have addressed these areas. As a consequence,
the literature review has been largely developed from international sources.
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To seek clarification on why women become carers or assume this role. several themes
were explored in the literature pertaining to those providing care for older people. The
role of women as carers was explored from a number of different angles. including the
assumptions made within social policy and by society that establish women as the
nurturers. The literature also evaluated the difference in how men and women
performed this care giving role.
As stated earlier elder abuse is an issue that confronts most social workers dealing with
carers. Having found very little written within New Zealand, I was interested to review
some of the international literature which defines abuse and debates how to address
these issues at a policy level.
Socialist feminism has been the theoretical perspective used to underpin this thesis .
Issues surrounding unpaid work and related research were reviewed to uncover the
invisibility of women and the role they are providing.
The final section of this chapter presents the Royal Commission on Social Policy report
(1988).

This report was collated by Peggy Koopman-Boyden.

The information

presented within the report illustrates the issues, current at the time, raised by New
Zealanders representing different sectors of society who present varying theoretical
positions. The RCSP has presented eight philosophies in relation to the elderly. Of
these the dominant perspectives currently affecting social policy are medicalisation of
the elderly, institutionalisation of the elderly and community care. Although it must be
acknowledged that all perspectives are valid, the one this thesis will focus on is the
community perspective as the policy in relation to community care affects carers the
most. These carers are providing informal care in the community. The medicalisation
of the elderly focuses on the disease process of the one being cared for and the
institutionalisation of the elderly refers to formal care.
Resources:

An important part of the social work role and one familiar to me, is to be a broker of
formal services. Three organisations fund all formal services for the elderly and their
carers, and these are presented. This gave me a personal opportunity to become more
familiar with those services and reflect on the systems that provide them. From this
reflection came an opportunity to evaluate the implications for those who receive or
benefit from the services offered.
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Central to the research has been to find out from carers what they view as necessary
resources to enable them to fulfill their caregiving roles. The reciprocity essential in
feminist research was active in these discussions with carers and as indicated within this
chapter an opportunity was given to talk about the reality for them in relation to the
formal resources offered.
To develop this further a social worker, new to the area of working with the elderly and
their carers, was interviewed. The systems and the responses of the carers become
familiar to those experienced in this work. The opportunity to interview Nikki enabled
me to present, at a grass roots level, her experiences of learning the systems while at the
same time having an expectation from her employer to provide a brokerage role.
Implicit in this expectation is that a social worker has this knowledge.
Finally, Gillian, a carer, told me about her experience with placing her husband in a
residential facility.

Her story echoed other experiences I have heard describing the

difficult decision for her to look at residential care and the consequences of the decision.
Methodology:

The backbone of the thesis has been the stories provided by the eleven research
respondents. The research was based on feminist methods and as a consequence was
driven by these women. Initially a questionnaire was developed to direct the questions I
had of carers. This revolved firstly around what the caregiving role actually consisted
of, secondly how being in this role affected their relationships between the person cared
for and the wider relationships of friends and family, and finally what personal benefits
and costs were associated with caregiving.
New to feminist methodology, I learnt quickly that the women themselves develop the
conversation and relay the information important to them. The challenge for me was to
forget my usual interviewing style and be non-directive.

Responding openly to the

womens' questions was also unusual as the 'professional' social worker clearly separates
the 'personal' to limit transference within the client/worker relationship. Transference
refers to the development of the relationship outside of the 'normal' working relationship
to transfer to another type of relationship, for example parent/child.
The relationship between researcher and recipient developed and, due to the previously
stated reciprocity, time was spent on reviewing formal services to revisit whether the
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carers could receive more entitlements. Several referrals were made and the majority of
carers did enquire about different services they had previously not canvassed.
The feminist method provided a way of allowing the women to break their silence and
become visible. For the first time these carers were able to talk about the difficult and
unpleasant aspects of the caregiving role without guilt. Often the women felt guilty if
they discussed what it was like for them because they were the lucky ones who could
live independently and did not have a disability. Since society encourages this elder
carer I believe there is an assumption by society that the carer should feel privileged at
being able to provide care for the 'less fortunate'; it is almost viewed as a 'saintly' thing
to do - "a calling".
The ethics guiding this thesis have been drawn from Massey University's "Code of
Ethical Conduct for Research and Teaching involving Human Subjects" 1990.
The carers were provided with time use diaries in which they were able to record the
amount of time spent on different tasks during the day. The time use diary was a tool
designed to enlighten the consciousness of carers to the work and commitment their role
required. This was also to provide quantitative data to analyse what care was provided
and the time that carers spent on different activities. Four of the eleven carers did not
fill in the time use diaries, in itself an indication of the lack of energy some carers had.
The information provided by the women respondents averaged approximately twenty
pages of text and these have been formatted, and in some cases edited for clarity, to
provide as much information untouched as possible while maintaining contextual
integrity. Some of the subjugated knowledge, that is, understandings which were not
part of mainstream learning, were lost through the necessary editing.

The results

presented were developed by collating the themes that ran through the transcripts.
Introduction of Interviewees:

In this chapter my initial objective was to introduce the women respondents. It was
important that they were named' and made visible so that their stories would be heard
and understood as dictated by the methodology. A key element in understanding the
consequences of becoming carers was to recognise what these women did prior to

I The women respondents all have pseudonyms to provide confidentiality, named implies the information is
personalized.
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taking on this role. This provided an identity which enabled me to get to know each one
and in doing so share what the elder person meant to them.
These women also shared how and why they had taken on this role.

Several

acknowledged for the first time that they had not made a conscious decision to be in the
role and if they had, they expressed that they had no idea of what they were getting
themselves into. This provided me with an insight into the context surrounding the
decision of becoming a carer and the process of socialisation that had taken place. This
socialisation was expressed in the decisions made by their families and the expectations
the carers placed on themselves to provide care.
The carers were asked to talk about the care that was provided. Some talked about the
lack of recognition given to the work they do. Defining what the work was reinforced
and validated the role. This provided a platform to unpackage and demystify the hidden
nature of the caring role. Most of the carers had not considered their care giving as
work because it occurred in the private world of the home. A clear indication of this
was when they were asked about their working lives and none of them discussed
voluntary work, or work in the home as part of their descriptions; in a number of cases
they described taking time 'off work' to raise children or care for their parents.
The carers also discussed some of their informal supports and networks. Several of
them have strong networks with other women that are often almost invisible.

Of

particular of interest to me was the Closed (also known as Exclusive) Brethren: three of
the women respondents described themselves as belonging to this group. Although
these carers were receiving formal services, the bond between them and their informal
support network was very strong and these women in particular described a feeling of
belonging rather than isolation. This informal support of each other was described in
the literature as the third shift (Gerstel and Gallagher 1994) behind paid work and caring
for the immediate family.
How has becoming a carer affected your life?
One aspect of social work that interested me was how situations changed an individual's
life and their wider relationships. For several of the carers their new role had changed
their lifestyle and it is the social realm that is of interest within this chapter.
In some cases the women were caring for their partners and the response from them
revolved around grief and loss for the person they once knew and were originally
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married to. This was reflected in a described change in dynamics. marital roles changed
as wives had to learn new tasks, such as managing finances and maintaining their
homes. My interest was to discover how they felt about this and in this regard the
generational context must be remembered. These women have had a relationship that
has, in most cases, had clear roles, the women being the housewife and the man the
provider.

The move from interdependence to dependence changes the balance in

relationships . Not only do the women have to perform all the financial transactions but
the majority of husbands in this study no longer have the mental capacity to even
discuss problems and advise their wives.
When the carer brings the older person into the marital home, marital relationships are
affected. How does the introduction of an older person needing care into the home
affect the relationship between the carer and her partner? In particular, how does the
husband deal with having to share his wife's time and energy with the person being
cared for? The majority of respondents did not have a problem with this and one reason
may be that all the husbands were working outside the home and the elder people
receiving care were mostly undemanding.
The relationship which seems most affected is the mother/daughter as roles are reversed
and the mother becomes dependent on the child. It is common for the parent to state
they believe the child ' owes' the parent as they have given them several years of their
life raising the child.

If the child takes this on board the ironic factor is that the

daughter may continue caring for a parent for several decades.
With a carer used to being totally independent, the lifestyle change can be drastic.
Some of the women recipients have Jived a single life for some considerable time and
the upheaval of having to share a home, quite apart from the commitment of hands on
care, can make the living arrangements almost unbearable.
Finally I wish to undertake a cost/benefit analysis of the role of caregiver.

I was

interested in both positive and negative aspects of the physical, social and emotional
demands of the job. Again this explored the invisibility of these women and allowed for
a deeper understanding of the caregiver role . One factor in the silencing of women is
the taboo of not being able to express any negative feelings about their role and the
personal costs of caring. This also included how the carer felt about the support, or Jack
of support. from the extended family. The exciting thing about this was that previously
these questions had not been asked. or if they had, the 'professional' relationship had
limited the depth of sharing from the carers.
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To summarise this chapter and all the information provided by the women, they were
asked how they would advise others in their own personal situation. This provided an
'open Iicence' for the carers to discuss their situation. The expectation was that the
carers would now be able to identify stresses in their roles and potential solutions.
These solutions could be defined as the formal and informal services needed, or support
that enabled them to continue with their own lives and transcend the perimeters that
keep them hidden in the private world of the home.
Theory:

It is unusual to have the theoretical discussion come so late in a body of research but, as
stated before, I am new to feminist methods. As this study was developed on the
interviews and information provided by the women, the inductive methodology
indicated that the theory could not be applied until the themes had been clearly
identified from the transcripts.

This approach was consistent with the structural

feminist theory underpinning the thesis.
Using structural feminism to inform the study led to a natural examination of the
position of women in production and reproduction, specifically in relation to elder care.
The role of women in production links to their place in the private and public spheres;
(Cox and James 1987) most of these women recipients have been active in the public
sphere but their contribution in the private sphere is unrecognised, even by the carers
themselves. The familiar reproductive role in the private sphere as experienced by them
when they were raising their children is comfortable to most of the women and they
embraced the opportunity to once again become nurturers. This of course is not the
experience of all carers - those who have functioned only in the public sphere find the
nurturing (private) role uncomfortable.
Elder care as unpaid work has been a continual theme throughout this study. This
directly relates to the value or worth of this work placed on it by social policy and
society. The evaluation of the time use diaries is discussed within the context of this
chapter as the theory about unpaid work is developed. The theory surrounding unpaid
work can be applied to the elder care situation.
Poststructural feminism in relation to the position of carers is briefly discussed as
postmodern theory provides a new critique. The philosophical position as expressed
through social policy in New Zealand as at 1996 explored the health system because it
is through this system that the majority of carers receive forrnal support. As stated
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earlier, one of the goals of this research has been to challenge the policy makers to listen
to the voices of the carers identified needs.
Implications for Social Work Practice:

Demographically the New Zealand population is showing an increase in the number of
people over 65 years. By the year 2031, 892,000 New Zealanders will be over 65 nearly 20% of the population. More than a quarter of those will be 80-plus (Clifton
1995). The main reason given for this is the improvement in medical services this
century which has increased life expectancy.

At the tum of the century the life

expectancy of a man in America was 43 years, now it is 77 years (Moody 1988: 1).
This trend has also been established in New Zealand. While life expectancy at birth in
1931 for a female was approximately 69 years, in 2031 it is expected to be between 82
and 85 years.

For men over the same period, life expectancy has risen from

approximately 65 years to between 74 and 78 years (Department of Statistics 1990: 19).
There are direct implications for New Zealand society faced with a growing older
population, and a need to address these through both economic and social policy.
Superannuation is always a hot election topic as its projected cost is increasing along
with the older population. There is stress on health services and the current graduated
care system has a phenomenal cost. For people who choose residential care there are
four stages provided. The government means tested daily subsidy is, as at June 1996,
approximately stage 1 - $60.00, stage 2 -

$70.00 and stage 3 and 4 - $125.00

respectively. This subsidy is negotiated with the purchaser and may vary from one
residential facility to another and provides the total cost of residential care.
Family systems are being challenged more and more to care for older people. Some
families can have up to five generations within the family structure, while others have
only three generations and the middle one is having to cope with caring for the young as
well as the old.
Within families the ratio of dependent elderly to working aged relatives will increase
thus limiting inputs from private sources of care. If the dependent elderly use their own
resources to purchase such care, then assets will decline thus reducing the magnitude of
inter-generational wealth flows through inheritance. Because of their size, the cohorts
that reach retirement during the decade commencing 2020 will place increasing
demands on public and private pension and superannuation schemes. It might also be
the c.ase· that these particular cohorts are less equipped to provide their own personal
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savings to this end. Due to intergenerational differences in the timing and space of
major life cycle events in the years before retirement, these cohorts could expect to have
dependent children and/or dependent elderly parents, and expenditure on their own
health and other needs. These demands will place constraints on their capacity to save
for retirement (Department of Statistics 1990: 39).
It is important when looking at older people and carers' needs to put these in a political

context. The major changes in services have been the result of the restructuring of the
health system by the National government through Regional Health Authorities 2• Prior
to this system the majority of home-based support in their own homes was provided by
Area Health Boards3.

The main services were meals on wheels, home help and

attendant care (although this service was only for those under 65 years old). Rest homes
and hospitals have always been available but the means testing for hospital care has
been recently altered to bring it in line with rest home care. ACC has always provided
home help and attendant care for all ages if they need the service after an injury, but
there have also been changes in the service provision from ACC.

The political

developments leading to these changes will be discussed later.
Locally in Whangarei the services that were available to carers at home were mostly
means tested and the main service used was the 28 day relief. This provided a carer
with a break, half a day a week. Those caring 24 hours a day appreciated the service but
acknowledged that this did not give them the opportunity to continue with their other
interests that they had prior to becoming carers. These include joining friends weekly to
socialise, continuing with support groups or interest groups and, in fact, just to have the
freedom to please themselves. One might say that a parent of small children is in the
same situation, however, with an older person the care situation can go on for years
leading to increased, not decreased dependence and there are more facilities available
for child-care.
Some of the information provided by the carers, I have heard for the first time.

I

thought in my role as a social worker that I would have asked questions in such a way
that carers would have told me how they felt and what caring was like for them. The
major difference has been that the interviewing within the context of this study was nondirective and the questions were unprescribed.

2 RHA : purchasing agencies for the distribution of funding dollars.
3 Area Health Boards: locally elected boards that ran health services, money for which went directly to the
boards.
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This chapter is a summary of my reactions, from a professional perspective, to the
information I have been receiving from the carers. It is important that the infonnation
provided by the carers had pragmatic implications for social work and that this exercise
was not only of academic use. The purpose of the final chapter is to challenge social
workers working with the elderly to assess their practice and to raise awareness of the
carers and the implications of the assumptions made about carers' choices and carers'
needs. To enable the social work practice issues to be explored first a review of the
literature must be conducted.
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CHAPTER2

Literature Review:

Introduction:

Increased life expectancy in New Zealand has created a new phenomenon - ageing.
Ageing can be seen in two ways: the natural process where individuals grow older and
the gradual variance in proportion of older age classes in the population. Reduction in
fertility and increased life expectancy all contribute to a higher proportion of older
people in- the population. Medical treatment of the elderly, and fertility control both
have had a significant impact on New Zealand society as people are living longer and
having less children. As the population ages, the community is faced with a new group
of issues and problems which are finally coming to the attention of New Zealand's
media. Jane Clifton (1996) explored the need for centralised planning to cope with the
'age bubble' created by the baby boom after World War Two.
A discourse results in a particular representation of the social 'facts',
which are not the truth but are a construct of practices arising from beliefs,
knowledge and power. The dominant discourses of ageing in Western
society have represented old age as a time of futility, despair and
(Biggs 1989, 47)

dependency.

The literature review provides an overview of some of the current information available
on ageing. The concept of ageing itself is presented and as reflected in the New Zealand
writings of Anne Opie, encapsulate the myths surrounding ageing. More detailed data
on the projected population statistics highlight the trends in New Zealand's
demographics. The literature on caring itself is explored and this includes the role of
women as carers. A number of authors discuss this and evaluate different stresses that
are experienced by carers of older people.

This includes the stress of being wife,

mother, and carer daughter. The difference between how the role of carer is performed
by men and women is questioned to evaluate if there is any variance.
A large proportion of literature on older people focuses on elder abuse and the majority
has been written in America. This issue is defined and the social policy responses to
elder abuse from different countries are discussed . A comparison of social policy
responses to child abuse and elder abuse is made.
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When studying women carers the issue of informal or unpaid work is developed by the
literature. This is explored through articles on unpaid work, definitions of womens'
caring role and defining caring work.
Peggy Koopman-Boyden, Dean of Social Services University of Waikato, collated the
1985 Royal Commission on Social Policy submissions on ageing. This report reflects
the differing perspectives on ageing within New Zealand. The perspectives will be
discussed pragmatically.

New Zealand Perspective:
The concept of old people, presented by Jane Clifton, as having no future, with no
reason to live and being a burden on society is a view that doesn't reflect New
Zealand's -multi-cultural nature. In New Zealand the western concept of retirement as
an end to a useful life is in contrast to the Maori experience where old age is seen as a
new chapter of life. The Western idea is one of slowing down while the expectations
for Maori are the opposite. The leadership and direction of the whanau, hapu and iwi
are now the primary focus and the practice of children being raised by grandparents is
common. Older people have a sense of worth and are essential within Maori culture by
providing leadership. I had this explained to me when in 1991 Dame Whena Cooper
was in hospital, she felt very tired because of her role and the subsequent demands.
Literature on care-giving and care-givers is gaining exposure within New Zealand
society. Anne Opie, a sociologist, has addressed the issue of what place older people
have in our society. The principal focus in her work on carers has been the care of
people with dementia. Anne Opie ( 1995) describes quietism, social withdrawal and
isolation as further social discourses. Quietism relates to a slowing down in the pace of
life, as older people become reflective. The majority of the population tend to socialise
with others who are working outside the home and the 'social scene' tends to revolve
around the forty hour working week. Isolation of older people is often defined by those
who do not socialise with older people during the day.
isolationas discussed by Opie is however a misnomer.

This concept of social

The majority of voluntary

organisations are only running due to retired people providing their unpaid work. For
example, in Meals On Wheels, run locally, the majority of volunteers are in the retired
age bracket. This is also reflected in other groups such as Age Concern and ADARDS 1.
The notion of waiting to die has been the subject of the popular television series

1 Alzheimers

Disease And Related Disorders Society Incorporated .
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'Waiting for God· . This series challenges many of the generalisations about older
people from issues about sexuality to concerns over residential care situations. The
concept of older people being socially withdrawn, isolated and dependent on others is
belied by the fact that eighty per cent of older people in the community are living
independently.
Alternatively, ageing has been theorised as constituted by act1v1ty, the
purpose of which appears to be to hold decline at bay (Fry, 1992; Wilson,
1991 ). In different ways both position older people as deviant because
both characterise ageing as a withdrawal from productivity (in the
capitalist sense of the word) and as predominantly concerned with loss (or
trying to avoid loss) of capacities arid relationships. Loss, expendability
and decline are, according to both theories, defined as integral to ageing;
botfi work to exclude other dimensions of the ageing process.

Such

discourses are productive of a certain fatalism, which has certainly been
active within medical thinking and practice.

Older people have been

deemed not in need of services because ill health, loss and discomfort were
seen as an inevitable part of ageing. These were conditions to be accepted.
Both theories, then, justify a reductionist approach to the needs of older
people and a dismissive approach to their significarit contribution to
society (Kendig, 1987; Walker, 1990), in part because the goals of older
people may be very different from, arid not understood by workers from
very different age cohorts with different imperatives (Biggs, 1989)...
... Over the last 10 years, competing discourses of ageing have begun to
emerge as researchers, practitioners and policy-makers have begun to
identify the structural, practical and psychological outcomes of ageist
theories.
(Anne Opie 1995: Introduction 4-5)
As well as raising the awareness of ageing issues, Anne Opie has promoted the role of
care-giving and provided practical information about providing care.
Giving and receiving is an integral part of all human relationships, some give more and
some take more depending on the relationship. Care-giving can be seen as an extreme
.-, case where the needs of an individual are provided, sometimes at the expense of any
other relationship>. This is common, and expected, when looking after babies, but this
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care-g1vmg role is becoming increasingly important at the other end of the age
continuum, as population age cohorts change.

Table 1: Projected New Zealand Population by Ethnicity and Age 1991-2031
AgeGroup(Years)

0-15

16-64

65+

Total

Total Population (000)

1991 Base
2001
2011
2021
2031

843
965
947
886
928

2190
2399
2631
2767
2765

385
455
543
711
892

3418
3819
4121
4364
4585

Maori Population (000)

1991
2001
2011
2021
2031

Ba~e

173
204
203
200
212

251
292
343
385
402

11
18
26
39
59

435
514
572
624
673

(Statistics New Zealand 1994: 21)
Changes in the age structure of the New Zealand population in future will be
more pronounced than those in population size:
The population will age steadily, reflecting the impact of both low birth
rates and the passage of baby boomers into retirement ages. By 2031, there
will be nearly as many elderly as children and half the population will be
older than 39 years.
(Statistics New Zealand 1994: 22)
This indicates that there will be increased growth in the working population 16-64
years. The working population is expected to remain stable but there will be an older
age profile. Linking this to implications for carers and older people in general, those
that are currently in the age range as carers will be increasing their participation in the
work force and therefore may not be available to provide informal care. The work force
will change by having more workers that are heading towards retirement age. The
impact of this may be that retirement, or societies perceptions of retirement, may change
and the work patterns of older people may transfer from voluntary to paid work. As
•'

most voluntary agencies rely on the contribution of older people, the informal care
through voluntary agencies may also be reduced.

Some areas that will need to "'be
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addressed are the ability of the work force to support those that become dependent on
others help and the social policies needed to meet the needs of both groups.
More importantly, who will care for this large number of older people? Women are
again providing the care.
A new phenomenon is the number of elderly women who are providing the care for
those in the same age bracket (Braus, 1994). This care is usually provided by their
spouse, or in some cases an in-law. This generation was socialised through the media,
church and education systems of the thirties, forties and fifties. The values perpetuated
during this time are however, different from today. Present day women have more
choices due to advances in contraception and changes promoted by the feminist
movement, such as changes in womens' paid work. It was more common in the past for
women to be at home caring for their husband and children. Demographics now show
that women do not marry as often, work in a wider range of jobs and have less children
at an older age. Traditional family values and roles play a very important part for those
who are carers today. While the ties of family and marriage provide a commitment to
care that could not be generated by the state (Levin, Sinclair and Gorbach 1989), one
wonders if this will be so in future decades.
The role of carers and the role of women is central to the following literature. One of
the concerns raised that a number of carers are also in the role of being a wife and in the
role of being a mother. In their article 'Caregiver Burden and Generic Well-Being:
Opposite Sides of the Same Coin?' Stull, Kosloski and Kercher (1994) question whether
being a care-giver is stressful. The participants come from Ohio and were self-referred,
the study was advertised through local media and mass mailing by the local
congressional representative. Stull et al (1994), query whether the care giver burden,
and well-being are actually mutually exclusive. It is assumed that because someone is
providing care for a dependent that they have a great deal of stress, however, the
question · raised is whether there is a reward for providing that care and whether that
reward actually out weighs any stressors. This study is inconclusive but does challenge
the concept that being a carer compromises your personal well-being.
Stephens and Franks, of the Psychology Department at Kent State University analysed
the 'spillover' between caring for a parent and the carers' husband's perception of the
change in the wife role (Stephens and Franks 1995). This study concentrated on the
links between the two roles rather than looking at the number of roles occupied. The
respondents were 125 married women who cared for a parent, and responses were also
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collected from the husbands. The conclusions of this study indicated that the positive
and negative effects of being a care-giver spill over into the wife's role. This was also
reflected in the husbands responses.

Time limitations were identified as the major

source of interference in a marriage relationship.
The concept that women are caught between two roles, caring for on older person and
caring for children. is explored by Donald Stull, Karen Bowman and Virginia Smerglia
in 'Women in the Middle' (1994), a study sponsored by the National Institute on
Ageing (USA). The people selected for the study lived in north-east Ohio and had
volunteered for the research.

The focus of this research was to explore whether

employment and parenting increases the stress for carers. Responses to a questionnaire
provided ? measure of perceived stress. The results, however, found that in relation to
employment and care-giver strain, the care-givers who were employed experienced high
levels of physical strain. There were no indications that working reduced the level of
strain. The impact of children was interesting. The children either had a positive effect
reducing the stress of care-giving, or no effect what so ever. The increase in care-giver
stress was related to the increasing dependence of the older person, this effected the
carers life in other ways i.e. "... greater care-giver physical strain, greater social

constraints and greater caregiver-elder interpersonal strain." (Stull et al 1994, 322 )
Gerritsen and van der Ende (1994) attempted to develop a care-giving burden scale
endeavouring to quantify the relationship of the carer and the care-receiver, and the
limitations on the personal life of the carer. This study was presented as objective, "An

improvement seems to be that this assessment is not contaminated by objective
evaluations of health, income and social support. " (Gerritsen and van der Ende 1994,
484 ) It seems difficult to evaluate information in relation to carer stress without taking
these factors into account.
Susan Allen, of Brown University's Centre for Gerontology and Health Care Research
(1994), presents another perspective on gender differences in spousal care-giving.
Although this research was focused on the caring being in response to cancer, two
interesting aspects of gender care-giving were presented. Firstly, wives provided twice
as many hours of care as did the husbands. Secondly, a perception that
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.. care-giving for most women (especially wives) is generally an extension of
their normal social roles of family nurse and household manager, whereas
care-giving involves the assumption of an entirely new role for many men.
(Allen 1994:sl87)

As women are the majority of care givers (Opie 1995, Levin, Sinclair & Gorbach 1989,
Doress-Worters 1994, Gers tel & Gallagher 1994) the present study has focused on
women in this role. There has been a major focus on research about how men and
women cope differently as carers.
The literature on elder care as noted, points to the unique stressfulness of the
elder care role, but fails to place it in the broader perspective of the array of
the roles in women's lives. The multiple roles literature, on the other hand,
suggests that accumulation of roles is generally enhancing to women as it is
to men, but that a simple additive model is not adequate to describe
women' s role configurations.

However, the multiple roles literature has

failed to include the elder care role, and has only begun to address multiple
care-giving roles.
(Doress-Worters 1994:612)
When caring for a child, the usual process results in the child becoming more mature,
independent and leaving home. In the case of an older person the degree of dependence
usually increases and the amount of energy required also increases. Some people are
happy to provide that care however, the concern is that when people are providing this
ongoing care without the resources to manage, then abuse may occur.

The first

publications in relation to abuse were seen in the 1970's (i.e. Block and Sinnott 1979,
Lau and Kosberg 1979). No books have been written or published about elder abuse in
New Zealand, however Age Concern ( 1992) have developed a manual for training in
relation to Elder Abuse.
It is estimated that 4% of the elderly population are victims of elder abuse (Eastmann
1984). Pillemer and Finkelhor (1988) provide what is considered to be the first solid
evidence of the existence of elder abuse. Research based in the Boston metropolitan
where 2020 elderly persons were interviewed regarding their experience of physical
violence, verbal aggression and neglect. This group was randomly selected. The rate of
elder abuse was presented as 32 per 1000. Spouses were the most likely abusers with
equal numbers of males and females as victims.
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The current study clearly establishes that incidences of elder abuse can be
obtained that are free from some of the biases of clinical samples and
reported cases.

It is hoped that this effort will open the door to other

investigations and that many of the remaining, troubling questions about this
disturbing problem will soon yield to greater insight.
(Pillemer and Finkelhor 1988: 57)
Four factors were identified to explain violent feelings and violent behaviours by caregivers toward relatives with dementia. These were; shared living situation, care-giving
Care-giver characteristics

demands, interactional stresses, care-giver characteristics.

were predictive of violent feelings on the part of care-givers, including physical
aggression by the care recipient, disruptive behaviours. Violence by the older person
with dementia was related to violence by the care-giver (Pillemer and Suitor 1992).
Concern has been expressed at the fact that abuse cannot be identified until after the
event.

Prevention is therefore paramount.

Education is seen as the most effective

method of prevention with the family education model (Gold and Gwyther 1989). Their
programme identified four areas of potential conflict.

These included financial ,

functional (problems of long-term di sability), age-linked physiological limitations and
social implications such as changes on roles from receiving care to providing care. The
idea is to teach older people and their families appropriate strategies for coping with the
problems of ageing. The model promotes the philosophy that if solutions to possible
problems are taught early then people have the resources to solve them. Kosberg ( 1988)
believes potential abuse can be predicted through systematic assessment of the older
person and the potential care-giver, as well as the family.

Risk factors have been

identified which are not seen as the cause of elder abuse but also contribute to the
problem these are; poverty, unemployment, lack of community resources, intra-family
cycles of abuse and personal hedonism. Pre-assessments of a potential carer for these
factors is presented as an effective method of elder abuse prevention rather than the
process of detection and intervention once abuse has occurred.
American literature is well advanced on the issue of elder abuse with debates on
whether mandatory reporting, and the legislation, is successful.

Definitions are

discussed by Salend et al (1984) and it is believed that raising the awareness of
physicians and other professionals, and clarifying definitions of abuse will result in
appropriate interventions, and professionals also need to have wider knowledge of the
services available (Salend et al 1984). Legislation is scrutinised by Skelos ( 1988), who
presents a personal view of the legislation process. A number of hearings provided a
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platform for victims to tell their story. and resulted in a push towards establishing
respite services.

The information collected by Skelos ( 1988) has provided data on

abused and abusers, which could be used to increase public awareness and develop a coordinated response to the problem of elder abuse.
Older people are seen as capable of being self determining, a position that children
cannot share. It is recorded that child abuse was recognised in the 1800' s but it took
until the I 970's for elder abuse to be identified. The emphasis in child abuse has moved
from saving the child to saving the family. This same process is now occurring forthe
elderly. It has been valuable to draw on some of the lessons learned from the Child
Protection service. The consequences of raising issues of abuse is that people become
defensive and the problems are hidden if people who are not coping, as carers, feel they
will be labeled as an abuser. The issue of child abuse was initially politicised by
arousing anger and outrage in concerned people in a variety of communities. In the
1960's public awareness was raised by the medical community.

Reporting laws

established information systems and evidence of incidents of abuse that kept the issue in
the public eye. Emphasis was originally on defining, identifying and reporting child
abuse and the establishment of central registries rather than intervention, treatment and
the provision of services. Expectations for universal protection of children are unable to
be fulfilled by the public social service. The growth of single parent families, between
1960 and 1988, poverty and divorce exacerbated the problem. The demand for tax
resources outgrew the political support for the intervention system.

However,

involvement of a broad range of public and private agencies in the past and present is
building support in responding to the problem (Schene and Ward 1988) and the focus
has now shifted from a rescue of children in at risk situations to one where the families
were given the opportunity to parent through leadership and public education.
This background knowledge about child abuse provides a useful basis from which the
development of programmes to prevent elder abuse can start, with people telling their
stories to raise awareness of the problem, to the obtaining of support from key
professionals, and the politicization of the issue. Reporting laws need to create systems
that will collate reported elder abuse, and regular press releases need to be made.
Emphasis needs to be on intervention, treatment and services for both the abused and
the abuser, to support families to relieve carer stress and protect the abused. Adequate
resources need to be provided to public service organisations to successfully detect
abuse and intervene in an abusive situation. A multi-agency approach will be needed in
responding to the problem. One advantage of working with adults is the involvement of
the people themselves in the helping process. Based on current knowledge it is an

opportune time to introduce both preventative and remedial programmes. Some ideas
can be taken from the programmes for child abuse prevention, as long as the differences
between children and adults are identified and noted.
There is concern that health professionals become desensitised to elder abuse and can
even accept neglect as the norm and only respond to 'special cases· labeled as abuse.
Giving service providers access to avenues of intervention, practice and training issues
are presented in cases of family abuse of the elderly. One training programme uses
responses to vignettes describing four levels of elder abuse; verbal , pushing, hitting and
severe beating is used to determine how service providers categorise the severity of the
abuse (Pratt et al 1983).
The complexity of confronting abuse is more involved than definitions portray (Phillips
and Rempusheski 1986).

It is suggested that social and health professionals need

training on how to respond to the special needs of the elderly and this includes the
development of the skills for sensitive interaction with both the abused and the abuser.
Procedures for assessing the needs of the victim and the abuser should be developed to
ensure timely interventions, and the involvement of police and other legal professionals.
A review process is also required.
Currently carers in New Zealand are beginning to be identified as a group by
government policies such as the Disabilities Services Act 1993. There has clearly been a
trend since 1984 when Labour became government, to move towards a community care
philosophy and this has affected people providing care.

New Right ideologies and the policies derived from them for community
care are internationally regarded as problematic by many researchers and
practitioners. There has been extensive debate about the sustainability of
such policies, in part because of their gender and equity issues as well as the
weight placed on informal family care-givers who play a key role within the
health system because of the quality of care they provide (Anderson, 1994;
Hanson, 1994) and because of the economic significance of that care. In
many countries, delivery of services to care-givers continues to be
fragmented and poorly co-ordinated. New Zealand is no exception in this
regard although it also needs emphasis that in different parts of the country
the degree of support offered care-givers may very well vary.
(Anne Opie 1995: 220)

The socialisation of women to care for their own families has saved western
governments millions of dollars as institutional care is far more expensive than
community care (Braithwaite 1990). It would be difficult for a number of older people
to remain in the community if they did not have support. It is acknowledged that if
informal care was not available in the community many people would not be able to
remain in private households and institutional care, for many, would be avoidable.
However, it is generally recognised by those working with older people that individuals
are happier if they are living in their own home with family and friends.

In my

experience a number of carers believe that they are providing something for the
dependent that is very precious. They are promoting the older person 's independence as
much as possible and enabling them to live outside an institution. The quality of life a
carer can provide for a dependent person should not be underestimated, however one of
the questions_ for this research is at what cost to the carer?
Unpaid work is the subject of Braus' work (1994). She identifies that two-thirds of all
home-care assistance is provided free of charge by friends and family . The implication
of this is that it is not a valued service provided in our society and as outlined in Gerstel
and Gallagher's (1994) article, women provide an enormous amount of care on a
number of different levels. The work is usually appreciated by those receiving it but it
appears to be taken for granted by policy makers.

While it is valuable to show that women benefit as men do from
participation in socially integrative and valued work, it is equally crucial to
call attention to women' s continuing and unequal contribution to nurturing
and care-giving ..... It also obscures the fact that women are recognised and
compensated only for part of their work, their market work, while their
family care-giving contributions continue to be as under recognised in the
social science literature as in the GDP.
(Doress-Worters 1994: 611)
A woman over the age of 18 can expect to spend 17 years of her life caring
for children and 18 years helping an ageing parent. Thus women who care
for an elder parent may actually provide such care for more time than they
spend rearing children ..... Eighty-three percent of women over 18 will care
for both children and elders at some point in their lives (OWL, 1989).
(Doress-Worters 1994: 60 l)
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Naomi Gerstel and Sally Gallagher ( 1994) believe that a more structured approach to
gender differences in care-giving is needed. The underlying hypothesis is that 'wives'
will provide care to a much larger group of people than will their husbands. Gerstel and
Gallagher observe that men provide less hands-on care. The focus of the research looked
at working women to try and evaluate if employment was a factor that may create
similar patterns of caring for both women and men. The sample was randomly selected
from the phone book and the participants were interviewed face-to-face. The findings
of the research confirmed that care-giving remains predominantly women's work. Care
was provided on a number of levels, to friends, neighbours and strangers through
volunteer work .
To put it quite starkly, wives add more than an extra work week to their
monthly load by caring for those outside their nuclear households.
(Gerstel and Gallagher 1994: 533)
This extra care was called the third shift as it came after paid work, while the second
shift was that done in the home, attending to the house and the family.

From a

structural approach at a time when community care is being encouraged women are
already stretched by providing care on these three levels. The study identified that
women who are employed try to provide paid help rather than provide hands on care.
Changes in work patterns of women caring for an older person were examined by Susan
Franklin, Barbara Ames and Sharon King (l 994). The study was in response to an
American corporate concern about their obligations to women employees.

This

research involved 630 Michigan family care-givers of elderly relatives in three month
intervals over a period of eighteen months who were interviewed by telephone and
completed self report questionnaires. The three types of employment issues were shortterm work adjustments, leave of absence and leaving work all together. The major
discovery in this research was "the immediacy of the influence of acquiring the

e/dercare role on the employment adaptation of women." (Franklin et al 1994, 355) The
impact of moving into the role of caring for a dependent elder directly affected the
woman's' employment situation.

The companies then need to be able to provide

flexibility in employment conditions at an early time to support their employees.
The focus of the literature presented is largely on women as carers. Care-giving itself is
a role that is provided mainly by women and benefits all levels of society from the
policy makers to the husbands at home. The multiple roles of women have been
discussed and also the debates on the benefits for women. More recently in America,
the issue of care-giving is beginning to affect employers and research is focusing on
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developing social policies that will help retain good workers and encourage them to be
able to remain in the work force while caring for an older person at home.
The Royal Commission on Social Policy:
Peggy Koopman-Boyden is acknowledged as one of New Zealand's leading authorities
on ageing in New Zealand and this has been recognised by inviting her to contribute to
the Reyal Commission on Social Policy (RCSP).
The exploitation of women by the family and state has been identified and the
emancipation of women from their private worlds will decrease the number of women
who choose to take on a role that is not valued by society. Already carers are speaking
out about the financial hardship experienced by them due to their financial situation
when choosing to care for an older person. The comments made by the carers when
asked to give advice to others thinking about becoming carers was to take time to make
a choice rather then take on a role because of societal expectations. Self sacrifice was
also discussed and the personal costs were also displayed as reasons to be clear about
the choice the carer is making. The concept of institutionalisation was not one which
was favoured by the carers, in fact it was seen as a last resort. This role, however, may
be given value within the Community Care model. As more women choose to continue
to work, the role they once would have provided is given productive value by these
women paying for caring services. Pay carers in institutional facilitates receive very
poor remuneration and they are mostly women employees. The report provided by the
RCSP provided some progressive theoretical perspectives that have not been developed
in current social policies.
Several concerns were identified in the RCSP report;
For the past decade community groups have encountered various problems
in maintaining their activities. For example, agency funding takes an ever
increasing portion of the volunteers' efforts, members' household incomes
are failing to keep pace with expenses incurred doing community work, and
volunteers are hard to recruit.
This pool of carers is rapidly declining through the increasing participation
of women in the paid work force and the smaller cohort of 40-55 year olds.
What demographic and employment trends do not reveal is the onerous
nature of the burden placed on many families members who support and
care for elderly relatives. Many of the carers are themselves older people,
so that when intensive care is required, this can have severe effects on the
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carer's health and emotions. particularly when the effects of her/his own
ageing are being felt.
The long-standing assumption that a community care system can be
sustained with a minimum investment from the state is also now being
questioned in relation to these social and demographic changes. When the
full cost (including hidden costs such as the opportunity costs of the family
members, additional home heating and lighting in the family home and
transport costs of family members) are compared with the publicly available
costs of institutional care, the costs of the two forms of care are now being
shown to be very similar (Green 1987).

The extent to which the

community, and particularly the family, will continue to bear these costs
without further state support is the central question facing the community
care perspective.
(RCSP 1988: 640)
The RCSP was commissioned to provide a nationwide investigation into social issues
and to provide information that can be used in the formation of appropriate social
policy. The information presented in relation to the elderly has been used as a basis for
theory on elderly as it provides a comprehensive theoretical base that, although
compiled in 1988 has relevance in influencing the policies of today .
The RCSP released a report presenting summaries of the submissions received on a
number of social policies.

The information outlines as previously stated, several

theoretical perspectives on the elderly. In brief these are; ( 1) medicalisation of the
elderly, (2) 'welderly' approach-a health promotion approach, (3) institutional
perspective, (4) community care, (5) dependency perspective, (6) empowerment-life
enhancement, (7) social construction of old age and retirement and finally the (8)
continuity and integration perspective.

( 1)

Medicalisation of the elderly:

This process views the elderly through the paradigm of the medical model. The prime
focus of the medical model is diagnosis and treatment. 'Growing old' is diagnosed as
the problem and treatment through the form of medication is prescribed. Explanation of
a problem, for example lack of energy. may be attributed to ageing. The spin off from
this theoretical approach is that decline to ill-health is just a matter of time and that all
older people can expect Jess satisfaction with life as a result and they are not prioritised
for treatment, or treated at all. A common problem for older people, as an example of
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The RCSP was commissioned to provide a nationwide investigation into social issues
and to provide information that can be used in the formation of appropriate social
policy. The information presented in relation to the elderly has been used as a basis for
theory on elderly as it provides a comprehensive theoretical base that, although
compiled in 1988 has relevance in influencing the policies of today.
The RCSP released a report presenting summaries of the submissions received on a
number of social policies.

The information outlines as previously stated, several

theoretical perspectives on the elderly.

In brief these are; (I) medicalisation of the
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(I)

Medicalisation of the elderly:

This process views the elderly through the paradigm of the medical model. The prime
focus of the medical model is diagnosis and treatment. 'Growing old' is diagnosed as
the problem and treatment through the form of medication is prescribed. Explanation of
a problem, for example lack of energy. may be attributed to ageing. The spin off from
this theoretical approach is that decline to ill-health is just a matter of time and that all
older people can expect less satisfaction with life as a result and they arc not prioritised
for treatment, or treated at all. A common problem for older people, as an example of
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The report discusses the Geriatric Hospital Special Assistance Scheme (GHSAS). This
scheme was functioning for those who were needing hospital category care (highest
' dependency' care).

The main element of this scheme was that the person's

contribution to their care was income but not asset tested. Therefore a person with no
income, but who owned a million dollar farm, would not be contributing towards the
cost of their care.

This has changed with the development of the Regional Health

Authorities (RHAs). The system now has 'capped' the number of residential beds (at all
levels of care) and brought in the same means testing criteria for all residential care.
People on the scheme were 'grandparented' until June 1996.
The means testing introduced by the RHA's was still seen to be unjust (and
subsequently changed) as the carers of the older people were not recognised or
identified as having supported the older person.

The carer did not come into the

equation when reviewing the older person's assets. In practical terms this meant that if
you were living with your mother (who owned the house) and caring for her for a
number of years, the house you were living in could be sold from underneath you and
any money given to you (within the past five years) by your mother would have to be
repaid.
Another aspect of the changes in means testing was that $2000.00 cash assets in the
bank would exclude you from community support. However for residential care it has
been set at $6500.00 (single individual) in cash or $20,000.00 excluding house and car
for a married couple with one partner going into residential care. Obviously, there are
people who have partners and fall within the residential care means testing but outside
the community means testing. Therefore older people are faced with a decision whether
to utilise residential care because they are financially disadvantaged not to do so. The
development of the Community Services Card as the means testing criteria for
community services has increased the number of people now eligible for these services.
However there is still hardship for a number of those elderly relying on superannuation
as their principal source of income.
Attempts to review the needs of the elderly before becoming admitted to a residential
care facility has been reviewed with the introduction of the RHAs. One assessment has
been developed to identify needs of a person whether they are living in a facility or at
home. This ·needs assessment' is then used to assess resources either in the community
or services provided at home.

The development of Assessment and Rehabilitation

(A&R) services has improved the quality of these assessments and community
assessment teams were developed in 1993. The focus on inpatient assessment and
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rehabilitation however focuses on a short intensive period of rehabilitation to address
the possibility of reversibility and those people with long term rehabilitation needs at
this time (locally) are not being met.
The changes in residential care have resulted in a decline in the facilities that formally
provided supervision for people, to a service which copes with higher needs and
provides more 'hands-on' care. Rest homes are categorised as stages one, two and
three. Stage one provides supervision for most independent people rather than hands-on
care. Stage two provides for people who may be mentally astute but require hands-on
help to shower and provide most day to day support. A new category of care, stage 3,
was developed in 1993. This is in response to those who need a secure environment,
due to wandering and behavioural differences of dementia. The majority of people
receiving this service are physically fit but are unable to make decisions about personal
safety.
The standards of care in rest homes are now monitored in two ways. The first of these
is through the Ministry of Health who are responsible for the licensing of the homes
under the Old People's Homes Regulations 1987. This·tends to be more of a functional
approach checking sizes of rooms and staffing numbers and rosters to ensure minimum
standards are being met. The RHA is the other watch dog. The RHA sets the level of
funding that each facility will receive. As stated earlier the RHA also sets the number
of beds available in each category and a contract with the RHA is essential to ensure
subsidies from the government will be paid.

Responsibility for the

payment of

subsidies has been transferred from New Zealand Income Support Service (NZISS) to
the RHA. Within these contracts the standard of care is defined and includes minimum
expectations. The effect of this on the market is that rest homes are providing more
services to the residents and the majority of homes are charging private and public
residents the same fees thus reducing the division between the two. A recent audit of
rest homes has identified the rights and responsibilities of the residences. It is the Rest
Home Association's view that the outcome of the audit will reflect on the price paid by
the RHA therefore encouraging rest homes to provide a "five star" service.
(4)

Community Care:

This section reviews information on community support services and evaluates the
availability of them to the consumer. Support of the carers is an issue illustrated by the
RCSP' s report. The focus on this area was mostly financial and presented the benefits
available. One concern raised in the report (which assumed the majority of carers were
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women) was that the current 40-50 year cohort was being expected to provide a caring
role for both their parents and grandchildren.

The other factor was the increasing

number of women participating in the work-force and excluding this group from
providing the care now expected to be provided in the community because of
deinsitutionalisation of residential facilities (including mental health, physically
disabled and elderly).
The majority of volunteers in community agencies were recorded as women in the 4050 years cohort group and the report expressed concern at the availability of these
volunteers in the future.
Housing for older people is also presented as an issue in the report. This is even more
so now that Housing New Zealand has decided to rent houses at market rates. Some
older people move into retirement villages and isolate themselves from the rest of the
community because they feel safer and closer to services. Retirement villages of this
nature are being marketed at an increasing rate and targeting those now in their 50's. A
local example of this is the planned development at Coopers Beach; 100+ single and
double units, a community centre and a rest home/hospital to ensure that you can remain
in the area for the rest of your life. Although this is a beautiful spot, it is isolated from
any city (the closest being Kaitaia three quarters of an hour away).

(5)

Dependency:

Society has generally placed the elderly within a dependent stereotype. This is one
factor in the 'invisibility of the elderly'. The institutionalisation of older people creates
a dependency. The assessment and rehabilitation service workers often trial sending
people home to break cycles of dependency. It can take a short period, often a few
weeks for people to adjust to having things done for them, rather than doing things
themselves.

Psychological and political dependency are illustrated in the stories of

elder abuse. Abuse can happen either in the home or in a residential setting and has yet
to be addressed within social policy and by statutory organisations.

Several

submissions to the RCSP suggested a separate statutory agency to protect the elderly.
The 1985 Protection of Personal and Property Rights Act provides some answers in
relation to protecting the personal rights of an older person. However. the Act is used
more commonly to establish powers of attorney. Provision in the remainder of the Act,
which allow for the allocation of property and welfare guardians who are audited to
ensure the safety of the individual, are often hampered by the slow rate of the process in
the family courts. Furthermore, the commitment of welfare and property guardians is
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based on the good nature of the individuals. which is not a role supported by the state,
thus it is difficult to find people eager to take on these roles.
(6)

Empowerment Life-Enhancement:

This perspective challenges the traditional life development stages of early childhood,
adolescence and adult. It explores the continuation of development at the adult stage
and present retirement and beyond as the further stage of life. Harry Moody (1988) in
his book "The Abundance of Life" also promotes this concept of the third stage of
human development.
Will this problem-focused approach to old age persist? There is evidence to
think it may not. There are reasons to believe we are now at a historical
turning point in our view of late-life development, a change in our concept
of the kind of growth or development that is possible in the last stage of life.
A theoretical foundation for a new view of late-life development is now
emerging from studies of lifespan development psychology. These studies
demonstrate that the human capacity for learning and growth continues well
into later life, provided opportunities and incentives are available.
(Moody 1988: 5)
This empowerment model considers that the elderly should have equal opportunities to
continue to work if they choose, and have the opportunity to be involved in the
decisions that are made in relation to policies that affect them. The current systems
have tended to exclude the elderly from being able to maintain their position in the
market place, that is being able to continue to buy goods and services once they are
removed from the work-force. The submissions to the RCSP indicate that financial
maintenance systems should remain to enable an adequate standard of living for the
elderly to be possible.
The concept of the elderly being able to participate m studies and contribute to
community service are promoted. These philosophies are certainly promoted through
Age Concern and Grey Power who are constantly promoting an empowerment model in
the community.

Age Concern work mostly at a community level responding to a

variety of needs, although submissions are made to government. Grey Power on the
other hand is a political movement that challenges structural inequalities. This group
are particularly vocal in election year.

(7)

Social Construction of Old Age and Retirement:

Once again the notion of socially constructed old age is promoted by this perspective.
Here the concept of retirement itself is to blame.

If the productive time in life is

considered to be related to income potential then retirement dictates that you no longer
have a value in society and your contribution is defined by Ian Shirley (1995), as a
thirty year period within the life span continuum. Those years that occur between birth
and employment are described as a 'youth ghetto' with the following thirty years
considered a persons 'life' where the person is in paid employment. The time following
retirement is considered to be old age redundancy.
If we define the period from birth to death on a continuum, then ' life' 1s
designated as those years in which we engage in 'productive' work. The
concept of production used here is one which dominates the reductionist
approach to development. It is based on an economic interpretation which
equates production with the ability to earn money in the market place.
Because of the relationship between work and power as conveyed by this
model , ' life' is reduced to that period of existence in which we earn an
income and establish ourselves as individuals in the labour market. In other
words, what is done on the job is production and work- what is done away
from the job is consumption and leisure.

Given these distinctions it

becomes obvious that 'life' for many people in our society is contracting. In
formative years of development, many young people are being forced to
stay on in ' education' although they are no longer guaranteed a job, and at
the other end of the continuum, people are pensioned off into redundancy,
despite the fact that they have so much to offer society. Thus the concept of
the 30 year life.
(Ian Shirley 1995, Keynote Speech Towards 2000,)
The RCSP has not mentioned thus far the Maori perspective on ageing. The elderly are
treasured as having knowledge and wisdom and are seen as the teachers and the leaders.
The potential for status and knowledge is acknowledged once the person reaches older
age, and older people are traditionally viewed as a valuable resource. This is a concept
that could be nurtured by the wider society.
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(8)

Continuity and Integration Perspective.

The final perspective advocates the integration of the Elderly into society rather then
identifying them as a different group due to their age.
The continuity perspective endeavours to portray the elderly as capable of
being totally integrated into society, and sees old age as no different from
other age-cohorts. It accepts the argument that since old age is socially
defined (rather than chronologically or biologically defined), such a social
construction can also be avoided.
(RCSP 1988: 647)
An approach which promotes integration of the elderly without any distinction on the
basis of age is extreme and will negate some of the special needs the elderly have, to
ensure continuity.

Retirement will be a concept from the past and no statutory

provisions for income will be made.

In a sense this concept is being promoted to

younger generations who are now 'saving' for their retirement through various
superannuation schemes.
Underpinning this theory is developmental theory, which regards human de\·elopment
as a life long process.

Summary:
The link between the perspectives presented and the feminist analysis, is social policy
and it's impact on the family and more specifically women.

The whole notion of

community care is reliant on women as the lynch pins of families to provide care for
both young and old. This role is promoted throughout social policy and rests on the
unseen women in the community who fulfill this need.

As outlined abuve social

researchers internationally seek to explore why women become carers and the
nature/nurture debate continues.
Women seem to be the nurturers in all cultures- this is understandable when children
rely on lactation to survive, but with elders the logic is lost. The gender difference in
caring is presented in the literature and promotes the perspective that women spend
more of their time providing direct or indirect care than men. l was challenged by
feminist theory to explore how the women recipients became carers, dew loping the
nurture component of the debate by asking whether there is a choice for women to
provide this caring role.

Choice also has an influence in the literature presented
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surrounding elder abuse. As a social worker, this issue challenges those working with
elders as it highlights injustices both for the elderly themselves and their carers and is
experienced on a daily basis. When focusing on carers, the elements central to elder
abuse are lack of formal and informal support, isolation from family and friends and
invisibility - the lack of recognition for the difficult job they do. These themes, together
with the issue surrounding choice, are explored within the interviews and are presented
within chapters five and six. For some of the carers this provided their first opportunity
to discuss how they feel about their role.
The demographic information presented outlines the size of the ageing phenomenon. It
is important also to reflect on the roles women play in caring for older people and the
other roles they are also expected to fill.

Elder abuse, as stated, is becoming more

known within New Zealand and pilot programmes are being offered throughout the
country responding to the cases of abuse that are being referred. A new area identified
in the literature is the research currently focusing on the impact of care-giving on
employment. If 83% of women are going to be caring for an older person sometime in
their life it will certainly affect the labour market and unless the employers in New
Zealand address this issue a large pool of knowledge and resources will be lost.
Having reviewed the literature on ageing it seems important to analyse the information
on the formal resources available to carers. This established the support provided to
these women by New Zealand's statutory agencies.
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CHAPTER3

Resources:

Introduction:
Caregiving occurs in the private world of the family, isolated from the public sphere. It is in
this public sphere that social policy is formulated and subsequently resources are allocated.
The resources available to carers may provide support which reduces the caregiver stress as
outlined in the previous chapter including reducing the risk of elder abuse.
Within New Zealand, there are a number of Government Departments whose purpose is
deemed to provide resources to enable New Zealanders to have a basic standard of living.
The three statutory agencies providing for the elderly are the Department of Social
Welfare-New Zealand Income Support Service (NZISS), Accident Compensation and
Rehabilitation Insurance Corporation (ACC) and the Ministry of Health. An explanation of ·
the structures of these organizations is provided and the resources current at the time of this
thesis are outlined together with the daily lived-experiences of carers. Reflected are the
consequences at grass roots level, of social policy affecting carers.
The opportunity arose to interview Nikki, a social worker who had been in a front line
position for three weeks. Nikki was interviewed as she was in the position of having to
learn what resources were available in order to fulfill her role as a health social worker
whose caseload is primarily involved with advising the elderly and their carers. The
orientation programme designed to provide Nikki with the resource information and
networks to co-ordinate services for carers providing for an older person returning to their
home is presented. The social worker also assesses the older person for residential care.
This chapter concludes with an example of the experience of a consumer, Gillian, who
describes how her husband was mistreated in a residential facility. I was moved by this all
too familiar story, as it demonstrated the total inability of formal services to meet the needs
of those they were designed for.

Welfare:
New Zealand Income Support Service, provides support for people who are unable to
support themselves, either because they are sick, caring for dependents or unemployed.

/
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The elderly are able to get superannuation if they have reached the age of entitlement. The
financial support from this service includes a weekly payment for the costs of living,
disability allowances, accommodation support, as well as various special needs grants
(loans) that have to be paid back.
The focus o f thi s department is to provide basic necessities. Whether they do provide this
is open to debate. New Zealand Income Support Service comes under the Social Welfare
Vote in the Official Budget publications.

The Government's strategic objectives and

related outcomes as described in the 1995 Budget, are outlined below.
The services purchased by the Minister of Welfare will make a significant
contribution to the Government's strategic objectives of maintaining strong
economic growth, and building a cohesive society.
o bje~ti ves

The latter of these

will be an area of particular focus, with the aim of helping New

Zealanders move from state assistance to greater self-reliance and various
forms of socia l contribution, including work of all ty pes. By contributing to
the goa l of building a cohesive society in this way, the opportun ity for strong
economic growth is enhanced.
The Government's o utcomes for Social Welfare are expressed in two
categories: general and specific.
General Outcomes
That people are encouraged to take responsibility for themse lves and their
families and whanau.
That appropriate services and support are available to people with special
needs and disabilities, and other di sadvantaged groups.
That social welfare policies and practices help the deve lopment of strong and
supportive families and whanau .
That social welfare policies and practices support o lder people who live
independently, and facilitate the participation and contribution of older people
in community life.
That social welfare policies and practices support and strengthen safe and
cohesi ve communities.
That the special position of Maori under the Treaty of Waitangi is recognised.
Specific Outcomes
Income maintenance policies and practices:
People receive sufficient income to prevent undue hardship.
People are well informed about their income maintenance entitlements. how to
access them, and their rights and obligations.
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Recipients are supported to become independent and move into paid
employment to the greatest extent possible.
The particular needs and circumstances of recipients are recognised, and that
appropriate services and support are available to those with special needs.
Benefit crime is deterred and detected.
Debt is appropriately managed.
(Estimates of Appropriations for the Government of New Zealand 1995, 422)
Reflected in the statement from the Department of Social Welfare is the philosophical
position of the government on welfare. The primary objective is the maintenance of strong
economic growth and the second is the building of a cohesive society. This is to be done
by encouraging individuals to be more independent through participating in the work force.
Applying this specifically to carers of older people, how do each of these Departments
supply resources to carers? NZISS will provide support in a number of ways. The most
important is the living allowance provided either through superannuation or domestic
purposes benefit.
New Zealand Superannuation gives a retirement income to people who have reached the
qualifying age. 1 This has now been moved from 60 years to 65, but people born between
1932 and 1936 can receive it at an interim qualifying age. The weekly amount paid is
$189.65 nett. (A table is provided to help people calculate their qualifying age). There is a
surcharge on superannuation if you earn a wage above a certain level while collecting
superannuation.

The Transitional Retirement Benefit is available for those who have

reached the qualifying age of retirement but not receiving superannuation. This is set at
$144.32 per week for a married person and $173.06 for a single person.
The second living allowance available for carers is the domestic purposes benefit (DPB) for
carers. The caregiver must be:
16 years old or over
be caring full time for someone (not a partner) who would otherwise be in hospital.
If you are caring for a partner or someone who needs full-time care but not hospital care
then the emergency unemployment benefit is available of $142.50 net.
In summary, to receive the DPB for caring for an older person depends on how old you are,
whether you live with a partner and other income you or your partner receive. One carer
says ...

I

The reason superannuation has been outlined is most carers over 65 will be receiving this benefit.
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The Government pay this lrage, currently nett amount of S 173 and a few cents
a week. There is also 28 days in a year relief care which is exactly -I weeks
which is about the average person's holiday time, the minimum ho/idays that
people have in a normal job is 3 weeks and plus all the statutory holidays. plus
15-16 hours a day free to themselves, plus 2 days every weekend. Now my
position is, theoretically, I'm paid that small wage, there's 28 days relief care
when I can have a break, but that 28 days doesn't cover 2 days every weekend
for the year. it doesn't cover the 16 hours a day that other people have to
themselves.
Catherine
There are a number of other services available:
Community services card ; for a family on a low or medium income to give cheaper costs
for visits to doctors, hospitals, specialists and for prescription charges.
Accommodation Supplement; designed to assist with accommodation costs and is payable
to people whose income and assets are limited.
Special benefit; is for short-term help eg hire purchase of a washing machine.
Training Incentive Allowance; mostly for those on DPB, Invalids and Widows benefits to
encourage them to go into training
Major Repairs Advance; a loan of up to $2652.00 incl. GST to assist with repairs,
maintenance or essential services to a persons home.
Disability allowance; supplementary allowance for people with a disability on a low
income or who receive Income Support.
Home Help; up to 15 hours per week, funded through the RHA.
Special Needs Grant; a one off payment to those who need help due to an emergency.
Legal Aid; income tested to assist people who require representation.
The services mostly used by carers of older people are the Community Services Card
(CSC), Disability Allowance and Home Help. The carers, and the older person being cared
for, are entitled to be considered for any of the above services. The community services
card is being used as the main criteria for means testing. If people hold a Community
Services Card a number of services will be available without cost. The CSC is used to
identify and target those on lower incomes. Holding a CSC not only provides you with
discounts for prescriptions and doctors visits it also provides free outpatient treatment at
public hospitals and (in Northland) dental care at $25.00 per visit.

Other health cards

include the high usage card for those with ongoing illness and prescription subsidy cards
for those requiring large amounts of medication .
Outlined below is the estimated published annual costs of the above services.
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Table 2: Services provided by New Zealand Income Support Service

Service 2
Superannuation
Domestic Purposes Benefit4
Community Services Card
Accommodation Supplement
Special Benefit
Training Incentive Allowance
Major Repairs Advance
Disability Allowance
Home Help
Special Needs Grants
Faneral Grants
Transitional Benefit

Estimated cost in the
95/96 financial year.
($000s) 3
5,063,541
l , l 00,711
390
480,000
100,050
81,120
2,027
133,896
1,266
36,582
5,446
86,473

Disability allowance is a means tested allowance to people with regular costs incurred
because of their disability.
special diets.

Examples of this are travelling costs, special clothing and

This allowance would be added to the benefit of the person with the

disability.
The Home help scheme was funded and provided by NZISS, but funding has now been
transferred to the local RHAs (June 1996). Home help is the provision of household tasks
that the person is unable to do for themselves. This is also means tested by NZISS (who do
the means testing for the RHA) if the person holds a CSC this is the criteria to be eligible
for this service free of charge. Household tasks include housework, preparation of meals,
shopping, washing etc. The social contact for the isolated individual is equally important
to some people as the services provided.
In 1994 Ann Beaglehole from the Department of Internal Affairs published an article on
income support for women from I 893-1993 .

:? The application forms for these benefits are contained in Appendix I.

3 This information is provided by the various votes and tabled in parliament in accordance with the Public

Finance Act I 989
Thi s figure a lso includes support to single parents.

-I
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Table 3: Comparison of benefit rates. wages and cost of bread at key periods of survey.
Year

Value (weekly)

Benefit

Weekly

Weekly

Cost of

Wage
{female)

Wage
{male)

(loaf)
Id

Bread

1898

old-age pension

6s lid

£I l s

£2 12s

1911

widow' s pension

4s 7d (widow with one child)

£I 8s

£3 6s

Id

1916

family allowances

2s per child (families with more than two children)

£2 4s

£4 17s

3d

1936

deserted wives' benefit

£1 IOs

£2 2s

£4 8s

3d

1939

1938 Social Security Act

£2 !Os

£5 12

3d

!Os

£3

£6 3s

3d

$36.50

$80

$95

18c

$76

$93

18c

$474 .95

$612 .75

$2

widows ' benefit

£I 15s (women with one child)

deserted wives' benefit

£1 15 s (women with one child)

sickness benefit

£I (aged 20 or over)

invalids' benefit

£I (single rate)

unemployment benefit

£I (aged 20 or over)

age benefit

£1 10

Universal Superannuation

£3s 8d

{from 1940)
Benefit

1946

Family
(Universal)

1973

domestic purposes benefit
widows ' benefit

$36.50 {women with one child)

invalids' benefit

$23 .70 {single women aged 18 or over)
$19 .75 {married women)
$23 .70 (si ngle women aged 18 or over)

sickness benefit

$19.75 {married women whose husband cannot
support her)
benefit
age
Superannuation
1977

and

National Superannuation
{Universal)

$23 .70 (single women aged 18 or over) $19.75
(married women whose husband
cannot
support her)
$49.64 (single person)
$82 .72 {married couple married rate is set at 80% of
the average weekly rate)
$41 .30 {single women)
$68.84 (married rate)

1993

{net rates)
Family Support

$42 per week {for first child}
$24 per week (for subsequent children aged 0-12)
$35 per week (for subsequent children aged 12+)

unemployment benefit

SI 10.69 {single person aged 18-24)
$132.84 (single person aged 25 or over)
$218.50 (married couple)

sickness benefit

$138.37 {\\"Omcn aged 25 or over)
$251.60 (married couple)

invalids ' benefit

S 166.04 (single women aged 18 or over)
$276.7-t (marricd couple)

domestic purposes benefit

$190.27 (solc parent with one child)
Family Support is also available

National Superannuation

$230.38 (singlc women living alone)
$210. 19 (single women sharing accommodation)
$3-13 .36 (marrieJ couple)

(Ann Beaglehole 1994: 86)
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It was not until 1973 that the domestic purposes benefit became available. The domiciliary
care benefit, used by carers to support themselves while caring for an older person does not
feature anywhere.

However, assuming it was paid at the same rate as the domestic

purposes benefit the relative value of this benefit has decreased from 46% of the average
female wage in 1973 to 40% of the average female wage in 1993, twenty years later.

Accident Compensation and Rehabilitation Insurance Corporation:
The Accident Compensation (ACC) scheme came into effect in 1974 as a universal social
insurance system for all New Zealanders suffering personal injury by accident.

Its

innovative principles attracted international acclaim but cost increases and economic
downturns.. prompted successive governments to reform and restrict the scheme.

As a

consequence, the current scheme mainly focuses on those who need some support to get
back into the workforce. If people are not returning to the work force and need ongoing
financial support it is likely ACC will try and rehabilitate people and if this is unsuccessful
they will become long-term customers ofNZISS.
ACC's official title is the Accident Compensation and Rehabilitation Insurance
Corporation.

The underlying philosophy of this Corporation is that it is providing an

insurance based, twenty-four hour, no fault cover.

The funding for this insurance

programme is derived from a variety of sources. The bulk of funds come from premiums
paid by employers and employees to cover the costs of injuries sustained in the workplace.
The second major source of funds is a premium levied on the sale of motor spirits which,
together with a premium included in vehicle registration fees, meets the cost of the road
toll. The balance of funds comes from general taxation derived from appropriations by
Par Iiament.
Coverage under the ACC scheme is for personal injury
•

caused by an accident

•

caused by an occupational gradual process or disease

•

which is a result of a medical misadventure

•

which is a consequence of treatment for an existing personal injury

•

which is mental or nervous shock suffered by a victim of certain offenses
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Any injuries occurred by the individuals, either physical or mental. must be directly related
to the individual themselves. If an accident occurs and ACC accept the claim then the
following entitlements are available:
Table 4: Services available through ACC.

Service5
Weekly Compensation

Explanation of Service
This is paid to people earning and is based on 80% of
earnings over the past year.
Educational Support
Assistance IS based on educational. social, medical,
physical and psychological history. Assistance may be in
the form of a teacher aide and/or transport between the
home and school or preschool.
Compensation for not being able to perform normal
Independence Allowance
activities. To qualify for payment you must have a total
disability of ten percent or more.
Transport to medical treatment.
Transport
Medical Treatment
Payment for medical treatment as a resu lt of an injury. If
the provider charges a surcharge, this is not covered by
ACC.
Private Hospital Treatment Available when urgent hospita l treatment is needed a
contribution from ACC may be made.
Vocational Rehabilitation
Vocational and Social Rehabil itation may be provided to
enable people to lead as normal a life as possible.
Personal cares are provided for those with serious injuries.
Attendant Care
Home help
If you need assistance to look after your home due to
injury, then home help is available.
Help with child care if injuries prevent the caregiver from
Child care
being able to attend to the children.
Aids and Appliances
Equipment is provided to help with independence
Motor vehicle modification Assistance may be provided with purchasing or
modification of a car, if as a result of injuries a
and purchase
unmodified care cannot be driven.
To enable independent access around the home i.e. to the
Housing Modification
toilet and bathroom.
Complex Personal Injury Special assistance is available for complex personal
injuries as a result of an accident. This is defined as; a
Regulations
severe brain injury, an injury resulting in tetraplegia; or
similar sort of injury
Training for Independent If the ability to perform daily living activities,
communicate, and engage in social interaction has been
Living
affected by the injuries, ACC may be able to help with
training to increase independence.

5 The applicat ion forms for these services arc conta ined in Appendix 2.
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The estimated costs tabled in parliament for the ACC vote the figure provided for the above
benefits is $1,404,633,000 (ACC Annual Report 1996) this figure has not been broken
down to identify specific costs.
Either the person being cared for or the caregiver could have an accident and be entitled to
the above . Most often, for older people who are not being rehabilitated back into the work
force , the entitlements utilised are attendant care, home help, aids (for example walking
frames) and housing modifications.
One caregiver recounted her experience

I have got a broken ankle which has not healed and just recently I 've torn the
ligaments off my bone just up here on my right arm but I still keep going.
Because I have to and that is why my ankle has not healed because after two
days~ when I was supposed to be off it and in plaster for a month (! had to be

off my foot for a month while it was in plaster,) the first month, I was walking
on it after two days because I had to attend to John. I got no help at all. It was
ten days before I got ACC help and up till that !just coped on my own, walking
on my plaster, looking after him and they say now that my tendons and
ligaments are still torn and that they aren't healed and that 's 8 months down
the track, so how long that 's going to be, I don 't know.

Gillian

Health:
The Ministry of Health is given the job of defining what health needs are and the priorities
for health funding . This is done through the Core Health services committee and once
these decisions are made the Ministry then provides money to Regional Health Authorities
(RHAs). There are four RHAs covering the country and it is their function to buy health
and disability services. Crown Health Enterprises (CHEs), is the new name for a public
hospital or a regional area working together with associated community services. There are
23 throughout the country and many of them have chosen new names to reflect their new
identity.
The CHEs provide the services they are contracted to provide with their local RHA. This
moves the hospitals from a needs driven focus (treating everybody who walks in the door)
to providing the services contracted (providing services for specific health problems). An
example of this is that a CHE may have X million dollars for surgery. Once that money is
used by the CHE elective surgery (routine rather than emergency) can be stopped by the
CHEs until the next payment is made by the local RHA .
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Diagram outlining the provision of Health Services6
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Private Health
Providers

CH Es

Voluntary
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The funding service purchased by the RHA falls into two categories.

Disability
Support

The first is the

Personal Health Need (PHN). This may be defined as short-term treatment due to accident
or sickness. This refers to hospital care in the acute phase of treatment (e.g. directly after a
stroke, heart attack or car accident). The second type of services purchased is Disability
Support Services (DSS),

referring to the long-term provision of services, examples of

which are disabilities caused by arthritis, multiple sclerosis or disabilities that remain after
a stroke.
In terms of the resources available to individuals, in the majority of cases personal health
need services are free and provided by the hospital while the person is acutely unwell. If
they have had their condition stabilised and no further treatment can improve the physical
condition, then an assessment takes place.

This information is from the Disability Welfare Manual (Health Benefits page 3) produced by the
disABILITY RESOURCE CENTRE Palmerston North and dated August 1994 however regular updates have
been made .

6
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Locally in Northland people over the age of 16 and under 65 are assessed by the Disability
Resource Centre. This is a local community group that has secured the contract with the
RHA for assessments of younger people.
If the person is over 65 years old the assessment contract is being delivered in Northland by
Northland Health Limited (the CHE). A team of assessors work within the hospital and the
community.

It is importan.t for this assessment to be completed, as no government

resourc.es can be received without it. Once the assessment is completed the assessors then
discuss with the client the resources available to meet the identified needs and referrals are
made to the appropriate services.
The common services discussed are 7 :
Aid to Families /Carer

This service is designed to give the carer up to 28 days

Suppo~rt*

relief, subsidised the RHA. This can be used as one day a
fortnight, 1/2 day a week or as a block. The rate is $68.00
per day or $28.00 if a family member provides the care.

Attendant Care

2

This service has traditionally only been available for people
under .65.

Ideally home help and attendant care will be

provided together as a comprehensive service.

In June

1996 Personal cares free to those over 65 holding a
community services card.

3

Day Care

This service has two foci. The first is to provide people
with disabilities the opportunity to socialise with others and
have time out from home.

The second is to give the

caregiver a day out at least once a week to have time to go
window shopping, visiting or whatever.

Unfortunately

most of the time the caregivers have just enough time to
rush into town, pay bills and do the groceries. There are
two types of providers, either through the public hospitals
(although nationally this is becoming phased out due to a
change in philosophy) or private trusts that charge
approximately $15.00 per day or some schemes are
subsidised by the RHA and the means testing criteria is the
community services card.

A local pilot scheme in

Northland is providing CSC cardholder' s with Alzheimer's
a service of up to 5 days a week.
Community Nursing

4

Traditionally the Community Nurses have been a great
support for carers both providing a hygiene service for

7

Health forms for assessment and authorization ofscrvil:CS arc contained in Appendix 3.

-t 7

those unable to shower/bath themselves and a monitoring
role to keep an eye on the health of both carers and carees.
The focus of this service is now a personal health need
response and therefore that majority of the services
provided is more for acute treatment and management of
the patients in their own homes.

The monitoring and

hygiene cares are now in separate contracts.
Home Support

5

This service is also provided by the public hospitals and
private trusts (in Northland) . The service is means tested
(using the community services card) and provides basic
household support.

Meals on Wheels

6

This service is primarily run through the public hospitals
and the cost for the meals is sealed at $4.95 per meal. The
service is available 5 days a week and the people prioritised
are those living alone or unable to prepare meals for
themselves. The service relies on volunteers to deliver the
meals.

7

Social Relief

The service is to provide care for a hospital category person
for up to two weeks at a time, in the local public hospital
(or other residential setting that have a contract with the
RHA) The service is free and is only for those who would
otherwise be in hospital. The scheme usually starts with
two weeks in hospital and twelve weeks at home and
increases to two weeks at home and two weeks in hospital
as the carer and the caree need it.

* In

1990 Lynne Cargill and Ruth Bonita conducted a survey of the 28 day alternative care

scheme. Some of the results reported were:
Carers first found out ·about the scheme m a variety of ways.

General

practitioners fared well in this study with 21 out of 24 knowing of the scheme.
However in only eight instances was the general practitioner the initial source
of information. Other sources of information include social workers, friends
and support groups. No one first heard of the scheme from the Department of
Social Welfare or by advertisement.
(Cargill and Bonita 1990: 13)
The next section will look in a more practical sense at how assessments and information is
gained in terms of the resources available . Those who complete assessments are expected
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to have the knowledge to be able to assess the needs of both the dependent person and the
carer.

It is also assumed that assessors will have a comprehensive knowledge of

fill

resources available, both statutory and community based. I interviewed a new front line
Social Worker-Nikki . She was a new social worker just returned from Europe who also
has a New Zealand social work degree .
The orientation programme for Nikki is outlined below. This starts with an introduction to
the team she will be working with. The social workers are based in separate service areas
rather than in a specific social work department. The assessment process provides a clear
indication to the social worker of the role expected in this service setting. Knowledge of
resources in the community is essential for the worker to be able to provide information for
those needing these supports. Orientation to the ward is needed to familiarise the worker
with the protocols and procedures and to ensure information and communication to the
other team members is clear and accessible. Visits to community groups is a two way
process. The worker learns the resources available and the community groups can identify
and meet the new staff in this area. Reading material is to ensure Nikki is aware of the
organisation, its goals and direction and what is expected of her from the organisation. On
the job training is to link Nikki with other social workers and enable her to learn the
networks and resources from others responding to similar needs as well as having the
opportunity to meet the others and see different styles of health social work. Time with
other team members from different disciplines is encouraged to enable the understanding of
different roles - especially important when facilitating team and family meetings.
Supervision is provided as a support for the new worker and also for the safety of the
clients when workers are learning new specialisations.

Orientation Programme

_Orientation with the Assessment and
Rehabilitation Team

Learning Assessment Process
Resources in the Community:
Daycare
Home Support Services
Monitoring services (Nursing/Social work)
Referral processes for Assessments and services

Orientation on the Ward

Medical Terminology and conditions
Ward protocols and procedures
Documentation

Visit to Community Groups

Age Concern
Northland Home Support Services
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Disabilities Resource Centre
Northland

Reading Material

Health

Limited,

Policies

and

Procedures
Benefits and entitlements

On the job training

Orientation from other Social Workers
Time spent on other wards
Visits to residential care facilities
Co-worked ward cases to identify needs of the
person and families and learn resources
available and how to access them .
Provided by the Social Work Advisor

Supervision

The interview below outlines the social worker's perception of the brokerage role and the
first impressions of front line health social work.

The interview was conducted

approximately one month after the start of the job. She had just completed an orientation
period of two weeks and she describes how she feels about immediate needs that have been
presented and access to resources to meet them .

As explained previously in the

introduction the purpose of interviewing Nikki enable me to present the experience of a
social worker learning the systems at a grass roots level.

Interview beh'Veen Viv and Nikki:

Viv

From your limited time here, what has been identified in terms of needs
for carers?

So what sorts of needs did you come up against when

working with carers?
Nikki

The biggie seems to be the time out- they get quite stressed because there
is so much on their plate but then they've got lots offeelings with that as
well - they too tend to feel guilty to even admit that they want a little bit
of time away from the person that they 're caring for. Even in the short
time that I've been there. the carer support seems to be coming up the
most, especially out of all the forms that I seem to be dealing with, it's
always carer support.

So it's excellent that that's available, but that

seems to be the only thing that's available at the moment - I suppose
you've got the day care. But that to me would be the strongest one for
carers is the time out.
Viv

How have you found the system as a whole -the health system and the
welfare system since returning to New Zealand three months ago?

Nikki

That 's an interesting question - the thing is I didn't really work in the
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health system before so I haven 't really got anything to compare it to but
it seems a lot more business orientated. When I left I assumed that the
hospital was a free service, a public service and a long term service
particularly when it comes to the elderly.

It was more you went to

hospital and pretty much stayed in hospital until you die but now it's a
lot more short term. For example terminal care in the last few months of
life, as opposed to weeks, used to be provided in public hospitals, but
now residential care in the community is provided at a cost. So that's
how the health system, the hospital system's changed anyway.
Viv

So are you seeing more of a community care model coming m community based?

Nikki

Yeah, much more so.

Viv

Do you think that's good or bad?

Nikki

I think it's a really good thing -1 'm all for the community care model but
there has to be something in the community - it can't be just a cost
cutting exercise. I think at the moment they do need a lot more,
especially when it comes to the elderly, they need more services in the
community.

Viv

OK. How have you learnt about systems?

Nikki

Through my orientation - my two week orientation, but I seem to be,
having to phone colleagues to just ask questions again and again. There
doesn 't seem to be a clear cut way of doing it, so you can ask somebody
one thing and they think "Oh yeah, this, this and this" but it's not
necessarily so because when you ask somebody else and - it 's a little bit
hazy. Whether that 's because of the change that 's just happened, I don't
know but I'm finding it a lillle bit hazy. So,

if I'm finding it hazy I think

how poor families and the patients on the ward must feel.
Viv

What change has just happened?

Nikki

Oh, with the health change.

Viv

Is it easy to learn where resources are?

Nikki

At the moment I don't find it's too bad to learn where the resources are the resources in the community?

Viv

In general.

Nikki

I'm not findinK that a problem at the moment. I think I can honestly say.

Viv

Is it easy to get access?

Nikki

Yeah - I'm just trying to think. have I had difjiculty accessing them. No I
don't think / 've had any problems actually accessing any services.
Maybe it 's too ear(r to

st~J'

became I haven't actual(v had to - I mean,
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no. I've had no problems with the under 65s. both times that I've made
referrals to the Disability Resource Centre they 'i•e come through. f 've
had to - once I've made the referral, I've had to make another phone call
to say "Are they being discharged'', or such and such, but actually
accessing their service was no problem, but f 've never actually had to do
a referral for a long term home help or anything like that yet. So. I don 't
know whether that 's going to be - but it seems accessible. The people
that I'm dealing with make it quite accessible.
Viv

Do you think carers would find it easy to know what is available and
how to get it?

Nikki

Not on their own. No, because there doesn't seem to be like a central
person or service for them to go to ask for the information. They could
get little tit bils here and there but

if they had their family on the ward,

I

feel like I would be the person that could actually give them - well,
eventually once I've been there for a few more weeks, but a well rounded
view of what's available in the community, what they 're entitled to, how
to go about gelling it but that 's only because I've had to deal with it that 's my job, that 's what I 'm doing, you know, day by day, but

if I was a

carer I don 't think - I think I would find it quite difficult - I'd find it quite
confusing. I wouldn 't know where to start I don 't think.
Viv

Have you got any other general comments?

Nikki

Yes.1 Just the one thing that I've been having difficulty with is that I'm
sure that

if I was - and I'm only starting to come to grips with it - is just

the whole system of doing an assessment, referring onto either one of the
home support services,

if not,

short term home help from the hospital.

Government doesn 't provide attendant care - all that sort of thing. When
I've been dealing with some of the families they 've just looked at me
bamboozled - absolutely bamboozled -they feel like I'm talking a
different language and yet I feel like I'm being actually quite clear.
From the responses f 've had from families - it 's confusing, yeah. That's
the biggest thing.
In summary the new social worker found the process of finding resources and then
accessing them not too difficult but felt that she had had some time to adjust and learn the
system and if she was a carer the process would be very confusing.
The forms are the mselves daunting. the NZISS forms re levant to benefits or subsidies for
o lder people and their carers collectively total approximately 139 pages. To illustrate the
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red tape. a selected sample of benefit and subsidy forms connected to the three statutory
organisations will be attached in appendixs 1,2 and 3.
When interviewing the carers about resources, Gillian told me her experience of having her
husband in a hospital when she felt she had reached the point when she could cope nolonger.

I've already complained to the Licensing Department of the Health
Department in Auckland and they are looking into him.

He was put into

private hospital permanently because the family were getting a bit worried that
it was getting too much for me and it was the hardest decision I'd ever made in
my life, it caused me a lot of heartache and everything but I could see that I
was getting very, very tired, because at that stage I was coping on my own, I
had ..no help at all except for my neighbours and so the family said, they felt
that it was time he went into care.
I had been up to the

ho~pital,

it was a lovely sunny day and everything looked

very nice and also it had the two small lounges and I thought, it 's far better
than the other hospital with the big, huge lounge which gave me the creeps and
I thought, oh well, this seems to be very nice so we put him in.
Well, as soon as I got him there I objected strongly to the room he was put in, it
was like a little, wee cell with torn wallpaper and I'd been shown some lovely,
sunny rooms, it said, oh all the rooms have views, but when we got there he
was stuck in what I call the bad side, and underneath eaves so there was no sun
getting in that room and it was so tiny, you barely had the bed and then a chair
and that was it and I was very upset over that and objected strongly to that and
was told that it was only until he was assessed which I couldn't believe anyway
and he was there 6 days and I brought him home.
My sister was with me, luckily she was up at the time and she could say
everything that happened.
There was a net curtain on the window and it was absolutely black so I climbed
up and I got it down and I washed it in the hand basin in his room and it took
seven rinses to get that clean. OK. it was

on~v

a small hand basin but it was

black. the water was hlack and so I rehung it back up on the window and there
were just little things, and I thought. oh I'm not happy and I thought. oh I'm
just a bit emotional you know, with Mr G. ..
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I went in e\•e1:r day. spent about 4 hours with him and I just ll'asn 't happy. I
don't know. I just wasn't happy and the final straw came on the Sunday night.
Oh just before that. about 3-./ days back. I went to get a pair of underpants out
of the drawer and they were faeces stained and I said to the girl. who does the
washing? And they said, oh they do it here and I said well in future I'll be
taking his washing home and so I got a bag and they were to put his washing in
it. Well. this Sunday I went to get his washing, no washing. nobody could find
his washing. and he was running out ofpants. long pants because he

\\'OS

on a

Uridome at night but. oh they had him on a Uridome in the daytime I think but
for some reason he was running out of long pants, so I took them home. washed
them and dried them...
That evening we went in about ten past six, well during the week it had been
lovely and sunny and then one day we went in and it had been all shut up and I
said to my sister. what a dreadful stench in here, I said this is shocking and I
said to one of the nurses, how do you cope with this smell? She said, oh you
don't notice it after a while, you only notice it when you go outside and come
back in again and I said, well my husband's not used to these smells and that
really upset me.

Well this night we came in, it was about ten past six,

everything was locked and barred, we had to knock loud and they came and let
us in and as soon as I walked in, look I just retched and I'm not kidding, my
sister and I just stood, and I said out loud, What a putrid smell.

It was

shocking...
We went down and saw Mr G and this young girl wheeled him in a chair and
she said, in a wheelchair, they never had him walking, I'd asked for him to be
walked, he was never walked, I know because when we brought him home he
couldn't even walk so I knew he hadn 't been walked 'cause we ever only saw
him in a wheelchair and she came in with him and she said, oh I 'm here to
sponge him down before. he goes to bed. Anyway, she started to undress him in
the wheelchair and wash him down and she said to me, oh I'm new to this, she
said, I've only been called back, I'm really a cleaner. That shocked me a little
bit because, I mean. I sort of thought. he 's in there for hojpital care not for a
cleaner's care and I knew she was a cleaner because I'd actually seen her in
cleaning uniform...
... so anyway. I said do you realise he's got a Uridome on? Oh, she said, I
know nothing ahow that. I said. well will you go and get a nurse please? And
while she was away I took the Uridome <?ff am/ found that he Juul an infected
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penis and I lrenl berserk so when the nurse came back I said. Look he's no/
having a Uridome on again. I said, he needs something on !his infected penis. I
had had him on a Uridome for over a year, never had an infected penis so she
went away and she came back, I said he 'fl need a pad of some sort, she went
away and she came back and she flopped down this Ungvita and the spatula
and a pad and she turned lo the girl and she said, I'm busy, and she said 10 me.
make sure thal you use the spatula when you put the ointment on. I mean, I
· was paying. you know I mean he was to be paid for being looked after, I mean
that was " 'hat he was in I here for.
Anyway, we stood him up and I went for the pad to put on and it was all faeces
stained. Oh look I was nearly sick, I was so angry. I put it on, I showed it to
my sister and I put ii on because there was, I was just about in tears, I was
really so upset and he was getting agitated because he could sense how
agitated I was gelling and my sister just shook her head at me because she
could tell thal I was really going to, absolutely go berserk, and we pul him
back in the bed and !he girl said to me, can you help me put him on the bed so
she climbed on the bed and the two of us lifted him back on the bed while she
climbed on the bed and we pulled him back up onto the bed, because there was
nobody to help her, there was nobody there to help her you see.
I just couldn't stand any longer, I was so upset and I could see he was upset
because he could tell that I was upset and I just said to him, we 'fl go, and we
went and I just cried the whole way home, I was so upset. I said, he's not
staying in there any longer, I just can't stand it.
On the Monday I got on the phone and rang everywhere I could think of, I rang
my friend, Margaret at another Home and I begged her to have him and she
said, we can't, Ruth, he 's a 5 and they can only go to 4 's and she said, we 've
got no rooms so it would only be temporary. I rang everywhere I could think of
and then I rang the Licensing people at, they said they'd send me a form .. .
I went in on the Monday and stayed there about 4 hours and I noticed he had a
pad on and we were /here -I hours and nobody came and checked him to see

if

that pad was wet or dirty or anything.. .
On the Tuesday my ACC lady said to me, I was in tears in telling her and I said
/ 'd lake her up lo see my husband because she 's very fond of him and she said
10

me, look my doughier 's 2 I. she hasn't got a job, she will come and live with

yo11 Monday lo Friday. she said, and help you look after your h11shand.
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When we went in he was in what I call the bad lounge. which

\\'GS

the real

smelly lounge. he was there and some woman was bangingjlat tack on a piano
and he was silling there with his eyes nearly sticking out of his head. he can't
cope with noise now, he's hopeless, so I wheeled him into his room and he just
took one look at me and he just started to cry and he said. home. Ruth. home
and I said. I'll take you home, dear.

f raced out and luckily my son,

he 's a fireman. he's the senior station officer

here, he was home, it was his day off and I raced up to him and I said, we 're
taking Dad home so he got one of his other fireman and they brought him home
and carried him up the stairs and

if you'd seen his face

when he came up the

stairs, it was worth every penny of it.
Whe11 we got him home that night, when I came to change his clothes and
everything, from here to here was completely scalded, all the skin was hanging
off between his toes, every single toe, between his toes was all peeling off, not
being dried, you know how it goes and his hands were like that and under here,
all of that was all peeled off and he also had a septic mouth because he said he
wasn't eating very well and I said. have you got a sore mouth? And he said yes
so I had a look at him and it was all inflamed so we took a swab, he had thrush
in his mouth so I had to get ointment from the doctor for that, I had to get
ointment from the doctor to heal !his and heal his feet.
Just before I left I said to them, can I have his tablets? Because I had rung my
doctor in the mid-week and because my husband has got a urinary tract
infection near enough to all the time now, they just can't get rid of it, and my
doctor had said, he 'd given me a thing to take into the hospital for them to take
up tests and send away and then my doctor 's nurse rang me and said, "yes he
still has the urinary tract infection. I have phoned through antibiotics for him
for urinary tract infection" and I said, well look while you 're going to do that,
please could you send through some ointment for his infected penis because it
was the day after that, you see, and she said "yes. OK we will"
The day I was leaving I said to them, please may I have his medication and she
came out with them and I opened it and I said. oh there's no antibiotics here
and the Charge Sister said, "he's not on antibiotics". I said. he is, my doctor
rang yesterday, that was the Tuesday and rang on the Monday to send. and I
said, look here's the tube of sll!fffi>r his infected penis, so I said. ii must have
come through. No,

.~he

said, "he '.'i not on anlihioti<:s "_ And I said. well he
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must be because... And she said. "oh well. prohab~v. she said. it was sent with
everything else and we didn 't know it was for him... I nearly died. he should
have had 4 doses of antibiotics by that time because this was lunchtime on the
second day and that was just the final straw so as I say, when we came home it
took me about a fortnight to get him right again. the 6 days in there.
I've sent it all away, it's all gone to them (Ministry of Health). I've had a
_phone call back, she said that "they 're looking into it" and she said, ''of
course, your version and their version differs" and I said, well I had my sister
there the whole time and I said, did you expect it not, I mean of course it would
differ, I mean I didn 't expect anything else but as I say, as I put in my note, I
am complaining about this.
I know it won't help my husband but maybe it will help some of those other
poor souls because there would be at least 20 of them that are in the bad
lounge, which I call the bad lounge, which he wasn't in, he was in the other
one.
One of the nurses said to me, "it's just so wonderful to have somebody that
comes in here that cares about their partner, she said, most of them just dump
them in here and that's it" and she said, "I care but she said three quarters of
them don't care, she said, they 're just here for the money and she said, I care
and it breaks my heart to see how these poor souls are treated. "
So if it doesn't help anybody else, it didn't help my husband but maybe it might
help some other poor soul but I've since heard that there's been quite a few
moved from there.

If he ever has to go into care,

we'd book him into Wesley Methodist one in Mt.

Eden Road in Auckland, a proper hospital, and he'// go down there.
I hope he doesn't ever have to go into care but that was the only time, so now I
wouldn't put him anywhere on this 28 day thing. That's why I get somebody in
here. It's going to be a bit hard because the lady that has come in to help,
she's pregnant, so that means that that's the end of her after September so I
don't quite know what /'II do for my 28 days.
It's pretty miserable. if it's somebo<(l' out of the family, they get S 7 I a day and

if it 's part of the family they get 52-1. I can 't see the difference. To me, I can't
see any difference. they 're still doing exactly the same work so why not? It just
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heats me so I don't quite know what I'm going to do.for my 28 days now. I just
don 't know. unless I just have my break hy

if he goes into

Ward I 5,

if he goes.

and perhaps just go up there 2 or 3 times, you know, like not go away, just stay
at home and sort of rest at home.
I don't quite know what I'm going to do because I don 't really know, unless I
take him to Auckland, down to Wesley and put him in there for a couple of
weeks. I might even have to do that but again, it's such an effort to get down
there and you know. it's just hard.

Gillian

Summary:

The wealth of information provided within this chapter has been gleaned from the formal
publications from each department, or in the case of health , from experience of working
within this system . It could be considered most people would be in a position to receive
formal support from one of the numerous benefits or services. However as outlined by
Catherine , commenting on her ' income support', felt under valued by the government due
to the financial recognition (or lack) given to the grinding tasks required by her role .
Gillian commented on ACC and the frustration and self damage which occurred because
the formal services did not allow her broken ankle to heal as she still had to provide care to
her dependent husband.
Cargill and Bonita ( 1990) highlighted the lack of information provided by (the then)
Department of Social Welfare. In the surveyed results not one of the research respondents
heard about the 28 day alternative care scheme through the Department of Social Welfare .
This was also experienced during this research by my father who, on my request,
approached NZISS asking for forms appropriate to the elderly. He was asked his name,
then the staff insisted on assessing his entitlements and did not provide the forms requested,
which are public information. The forms were obtained through my social work networks
with management at the local NZISS branch.
The information provided by Nikki indicates that a working knowledge of all services
available to older people and their carers is required to perform the brokerage role, a
fundamental part of health social work. Nikki had little difficulty accessing resources as
she was orientated to the formal services available but felt it would be difficult for a carer
to access services themselves.
The interviewing process with Nikki was also utilised with the research recipients. An
aspect of the feminist method used within this study is reciprocity, and this took the form of
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presenting formal services to the women carers. In Gillian's case (following her account of
the above story) this involved reviewing all formal services available with her as at June
I 995 . This presented her with an opportunity to define her own needs when she was not in
a period of crisis.
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CHAPTER4

Hearing And Understanding The Stories.

Introduction:

It is important when conducting research into intimate areas of peoples lives that certain
ethical standards are met to ensure that those being interviewed are not disadvantaged or
abused in any way. The ethics that have guided this thesis have been draw-n from the
Massey University's "Code of Ethical Conduct for Research and Teaching involving
Human Subjects" 1990. Methodology is central to any thesis presented and, as in most
feminist !esearch, the design of the study is moulded by the women participating in the
research. Information was gathered through the use of a questionnaire and interviews.
The method was underpinned by Smith and Noble-Spruelrs (1983) principles for
femini st research . I wanted to hear from carers of the elderly what the reality of their life
was like in order to record and present their stories; enabling them to tell of their
experiences. Feminist method provided me the vehicle to do this. In feminist research
the researcher is present and active in the study. I introduced myself and my interest in
working with carers of older people, and the part this experience played in the research
process.
Data was collected in two forms: as transcripts from interviews and time-use diaries
collated by the women themselves. The latter were records of activities over two twenty
four hour periods. This was used to establish how much work is done by the carers and
what proportion of time is work and what is leisure. This method enabled the carers to
evaluate for themselves the care work they do and enlightened them to the extent of
their care-giving task. It also allowed me as a researcher a clearer vision of the impact
of caregiving on their lives.
As outlined in the previous chapter, Catherine clearly defined her caring role as work
and this gave me the opportunity to validate their caring work and contextualise this in
relation to the feminist analysis of paid and unpaid work. This is further discussed
within the theory chapter.
Several themes emerged from the carers stories. These provided a basis of comparison
and evaluation, and highlighted the similarities of their experiences and feelings.
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The Research Question:
Brenda Smith and Carolyn Noble-Spruell ( 1983) point out that research has in the past
been conducted in the framework of the male perspective of the subject concerned,
while a female perspective brings about a different framework and perspective. This
concentrates attention on issues that concern women, and women are the majority of
caregivers. In this presentation the feminist view of the nature of caregiving was
adopted.
The principles for feminist research outlined by Smith and Noble-Spruell ( 1983) are as
follows :
1. Feminist research should be for women, to improve their daily lives

(Stanley and Wise, 1983 ; Duelli Klein, 1983).
2. Feminist research should be based on feminist theory (Stanley and Wise,
1983)
3. Feminist research is premised on the oppression of women and 1s
committed to changing it (Stanley and Wise, 1983, Roberts 1981 ).
4. Feminist research emphasizes a non-exploitative relationship between
researcher and researched which is based on collaboration, co-operation
and mutual respect (Oakley, 1981; Mies, 1983; Reinharz, 1983; Stanley
and Wise, 1983)
5; Feminist research recognises the open presence of the researcher as
intrinsic to the process (Stanley and Wise, 1983; Light and Kleiber,
1981; Oakley, 1981).
6. Feminist research questions the ownership of the research outcome
(Spender, 1981; Spender L., 1983)
7. Feminist research attempts to develop a specific methodology congruent
with feminist ideology (Stanley and Wise, 1983)
(Brenda Smith and Carolyn Noble-Spruell 1983 : 139)
This research was based on hearing and recording the experiences of eleven women, all
of whom were carers of older people. The objective was to obtain an understanding of
the needs of these women from social, cultural, and financial perspectives. A qualitative
research method was used to present as much of the information provided by the carers
as possible and to encourage the respondents to recount their own experiences, rather
than condensing the data to reveal patterns as required by quantitative methods.
wanted to politicise the position of women as carers by providing them with an
opportunity to have their voices heard. The stories exemplified the carers experiences
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within New Zealand family. social and cultural frameworks. These frameworks may
have influenced their decision to become or remain in the role of caregivers.
Factors such as ethnicity, age. religion of the carer and the caree often dictate the
societal expectations of the participants and provide a setting for understanding these
particular familial systems. The length of time the carers have been providing the care,
the patterns of care within the maternal line and the paid and unpaid caregivers· history
of work were established to enhance the awareness of contributing factors to kinship
care. Relationships of the caregiver to the dependent caree, to their partners and to their
friends have been discussed to identify the informal networks that are available and the
isolation (if any) as a result of being in full-time unpaid work
This issue of unrecognised contribution of women has been at the centre of feminist
research .. for some time.

"Superwoman Where are you?" ( 1992), written by three

women working in the Social Work and Social Policy department at Massey University
Palmerston North explored New Zealand womens' position in terms of the social policy
of New Zealand. These women define the general concept of critical social policy
(CSP)

" ...is an assumption that 'social problems ' are mainly the result of social
inequality, particularly class inequality, and of unequal distribution of
societal resources. "
The authors then respond ...
Nevertheless, except for a small number of writers such as Fiona Williams,
race and gender have still been relatively marginalised ... compared with
class in the C.S.P. tradition. In order to focus upon the effects of social
policy on women's lives, and upon various ethnic groups, it is necessary to
look at other policy perspectives.
(Briar, Munford and Nash 1992: p 15)
A feminist social policy analysis was considered as an important aspect of this research
as women were the largest group of providers and users of social services, both paid and
unpaid. Women live longer, therefore form the majority of the 'old ' population and also
have the children. These two groups are high users of the welfare and health systems.
In terms of the women in this study. the perspective presented by Briar et al (1992)
directly related to them, as the assumptions made in social policy documents affects the
resources and support made available by the government. Unfortunately, the awareness
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of women providing care for older people has not been highlighted and 'family' is
defined as two parents and young children, not adult children caring for older people.
This was even more reason to encourage women caring for older adults to speak out and
share their experiences. This was referred to by Smith and Noble-Spruell (1983) as the
first principle of feminist research and was also reflected by Briar, Munford and Nash
when they stated ...
One task of feminist social policy research and analysis has been to describe
the effects of social policy upon women' s daily lives, and to put women at
the centre of the picture.
(Briar, Munford and Nash 1992: pl 6)
Although Briar, Munford and Nash concur with Smith and Noble, there is a distinct
New Zealand cultural influence reflected in "Superwoman where are you?." which
presents information which relates to women on a localised level.
The services available to these carers were limited and the financial support was
provided by NZISS, at a subsistence rate, therefore indicating that caring was viewed by
the state as a secondary role and not identified as paid employment. NZISS clearly has
the philosophy that they provide ' Income Support' and were not employers, therefore
defining caring for older people as unpaid and unrecognised work. The majority of
women interviewed however were not receiving any specific support as carers but were
receiving superannuation or were supporting themselves.
The pragmatic goal of the researcher was to identify resource gaps for carers and
provide this information to the local RHA who purchase services on behalf of this
group.
Ethics:
The ethical approach to this research has been underpinned by Massey Universities
"Code of Ethical Conduct for Research and Teaching involving Human Subjects" 1990.
This was the code provided in the set readings and was current when this research was
initiated.
The principles of the code have dictated the methodology of this thesis.

Informed

consent was obtained from the recipients and written information was provided about
the researcher, purpose of the research and possible use of the research. This was
contained in a letter (Appendix 4) presented to the research respondents before
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interviews were conducted. One carer was approached to participate in the research and
she did not feel comfortable to do so therefore she was not included. Written consent
was sought from each respondent (Appendix 7) and the transcriber signed a declaration
of confidentiality.
Confidentiality was discussed with my supervisor before an interviews and considerable
editing (where appropriate) has been done to protect the identities of the respondents.
The information is now kept in a lockable cabinet and passwords used to prevent access
to computer files. All the women carers have been given pseudonyms to prevent the
identities of the older person and their carers.
Three main 'watch dogs' have been utilised to minimise harm to the respondents. Age
Concern was involved in the selection of the 'carers' and have been in contact with a
majority .of research respondents throughout this research period.
The carers themselves have been actively involved in guiding the research and have
controlled the interviews. They have clearly stated when tape recorders etc. are to be
switched-off and have also chosen not to provide responses if they have felt
uncomfortable in doing so.
Regular supervision has provided a monitoring of the research methodology and created
safe boundaries for the respondents to ensure their safety and discussions surrounding
any possible harm so that the information is not used for my own ends outside of the
research process.
The open process as outlined in the methodology of providing written information and
answering questions from the respondents has instilled truthfulness into this thesis. In
the majority of cases the carers have asked about what I do and what I hope to achieve
from the research. A number have maintained contact since the interviews to see the
.progress of the thesis. A copy of the research has been requested by all involved and
will be provided.
The issue of social sensitivity was given much consideration within supervision as the
selection of the carers was made. The age of the respondents varied. Both the ethnic
origin and gender was specific. The respondents identified themselves as European, the
decision was made to work with this group as it reflected the researcher's ethnic origin
and therefore a better understanding and analysis and could be made. . As stated
previously the group selected for interview were women.
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A cultural difference would best be identified when considering religion. Some of the
carers were Closed Brethren. This was a specific subcultural group with unique support
networks. Although not originally identified to be included within the sample group,
the women carers themselves were keen to be involved and those first interviewed
contacted others to include them in the research.
The respondents have had _an active part in the research and continue to do so. Since the
beginning of the study I have no longer been in the role as social worker which has
prevented any difficulty in the professional/researcher roles.

The Role of Feminist Methodology in this Study:
The basis of all social work is 'listening' to peoples' stories and responding to the needs
presented within them. It is a natural progression therefore to use 'peoples' stories' as a
foundation for research. The caring role was one prescribed to women by most societies
and feminist theory identified and provided the framework to uncover these issues
where other methodologies did not. This also concurs with principle three from Smith
and Noble-Spruell (1983).
Fiona Williams summarises the advantage of feminist methodology:
Practically, personally and politically, feminism reached those parts that
other theories couldn't.
(Fiona Williams 1989: p 16)
The methods used to achieve these objectives were primarily qualitative.

The

underlying perspective informing this method was feminist and therefore the
information from the women needs to be relevant to them and spoken by them. The
information requested contains personal feelings and thoughts relating not only to caring
in a broad sense, but also in response to the personal relationships they had with the
person(s) they were caring for. Therefore the data collected by the questionnaire, should
not be treated in a quantitative fashion.
Robyn Munford in 'Superwoman: Where are you?' focused on 'Caregiving The
Invisible Work of Women'.

Presented were thirty women's caregiving experiences.

Half of the caregivers were mothers of people with intellectual disabilities and fifteen
were paid workers , also caring for people with intellectual disabilities. Munford ( 1992)
describes feminist theory and the influence it had on the research.
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Feminist theory informed the way the research was carried out. The very
essence of feminist theory embodies a process that demands that not only
existing theoretical perspectives and methods for carrying out research are
examined, but that alternative ways for understanding the world are also
developed. In so doing. women can develop strategies for bringing about
change both in their experiences and in ways in which these are interpreted.
Feminism has a commitment to making sense of current conflicts in the
daily experiences of women and this, I argue, is the first stage in the change
process.

(Munford 1992 : 83)

The philosophy within Munford ' s research was also reflected in this thesis- the desire to
uncover what was hidden and devalued in terms of women caring for older people. The
hidden includes the amount of unpaid work the caregivers have been doing all their lives
without recognition and the lack of assistance provided by ' the community' and by ' the
family ', and the good and bad things about caring. These issues are never discussed
because they are hidden within the private world of the family home . Hidden also were
the reasons why women become carers in the first place and carers feelings about this.
The methods chosen were face-to face interviews and time use diaries. The interviews
were an opportunity to discuss the role of the carer. They also provided a forum to
share information about resources for the carers and refer them for further services.
This enabled the research to provide a positive result for the carer. The time use diaries
were used to identify the nature of the care given and establish a benchmark for the
number of hours the carer worked.
Prior to the commencement of the interviews pilot studies were done to ensure that the
questions were clear and the equipment worked well. Both interviews went well and as
a result of these some questions were modified and a directional microphone used to
increase the clarity of the voices on the tape.
When I first started conducting the interviews it became apparent that the study was not
going to be as directional as first anticipated. The research took on ·a life of it's own' as
the women raised issues and concerns relevant to their own situation. The questionnaire
provided a framework not initially designed to test a hypothesis but in a sense the
assumptions behind the questions were a range of hypotheses.

The respondents

answered the questions in the manner they wanted to and although the information I
required was provided, the respondents extended and developed anecdotes describing
their experiences.

An example of this was the story from Gillian explaining her

husbands experience in a private hospital.
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This led to reflection on whether this research was inductive (having already decided
that I was following feminist methods) or deductive.

Babbie describes deductive

research in a study he was conducting " ... having framed this general hypothesis, we set

about testing it. " (Babbie 1989: 40) The theory had been developed and the research
was designed to prove or disprove it.

I found that although I had developed a

questionnaire to provide a framework for interviewing it was presenting as deductive
research.
The questionnaire was a product of my assumptions and the answers were a test of
these. However, by encouraging the women respondents to interpret the open questions
and respond to them without directing or controlling the interviews, this moved the
research from a deductive to an inductive process.

Babbie describes an inductive

process he used
... A

questionnaire

was

designed

to

collect

information

from

parishioners that might shed some light on why some participated in the
church more than others, but questionnaire construction was not guided
by any precise deductive theory.
(Babbie 1989: 42)
The stories were told by each respondent and the process of finding themes and areas of
commonality from the information then emerged.

The Researcher:
Placing yourself as the researcher into the work and identifying yourself as part of it is
central to feminist research (principle 5 from Smith and Noble-Spruell (1983)). My
interest in the study evolved from both personal and professional perspectives. On a
personal level, being the youngest daughter, living closest of all the children to my
parents, I am most likely to provide support to my ageing parents. Having chosen not to
have children, and part of that decision was about rejecting the 'caring role,' it may be
difficult to sidestep this role when I feel the assumption is made by society and some
members of the family that I should fulfil this role.
Professionally. I had been working as a social worker on the Assessment and
Rehabilitation Ward at Whangarei Hospital. Some of the carers in this study had been
on my caseload. As the job developed (I started there in 1991) the resources available
to help carers seemed to be reducing.

Before the "Health Reforms" a number of
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agenci~s

could provide resources and social work had a brokerage role. Now with the

.. Health .. funding being centralised under the Regional Health Authority it was difficult
to obtain funds. For example. in regard to social relief, previously the Department of
Social Welfare would had provided money to pay a carer or alternatively the money
would cover the cost of residential care.

Hospital care was also available for short

periods of time. Alternatively a patient could be admitted purely because the carer was
not coping.
The scheme from social welfare was transferred to the Regional Health Authority.
Hospital beds were no longer available for anyone who was not at a highly dependent
level and they were not admitted to help the carer unless the appropriate assessments
and forms had excluded all other options.
Social work became principally a gate keeping function, through formal assessments,
which prevented patients/clients from receiving inappropriate services.

Previously,

agencies provided a range of resources but. with the introduction of specific contracting,
the number of services has declined. rather than, as may have been expected, provision
of more services through competition. Financial considerations are limiting help to the
point where the priority for most is the individual living alone and those with carers are
seen as fortunate. I wanted to hear from the carers what they felt were the gaps in
resources that they needed for support.

The Participants:
The participants in this study were eleven women (who were self defined as European)
living with, and caring for, older people with varying degrees of dependency. The
majority of women interviewed were known to me through my relationship with them
as a hospital social worker. Others were contacted by Age Concern and one of the
participants was known to a respondent who brought her into the study. As I have
already identified, cultural perspectives strongly influence kinship care. Therefore I
have attempted to limit the study to women from a similar cultural base; 'namely white,
middle-class. It is acknowledged that religion has also a strong cultural prescription and
three Closed Brethren participants bring a new flavour to the mix. The respondents
were willing to be participants in the study and it was coincidental that they define
themselves as Exclusive Brethren.

Closed Brethren are also known as Exclusive

Brethren, because the community culture is very strong and socialising is restricted to
other members of the group. A non-Maori perspective has been selected for two reasons
- firstly that 1 had limited understanding of this kinship system (and the culture as a
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whole) and secondly I believe that Maori should research Maori rather than be exposed
to further exploitation under the heading of research (Stokes 1985).
The eleven carers came from different age groups and their relationships to the caree
were also varied. The majority were urban based mainly from Whangarei, and therefore
do not represent all carers in Northland as most of the northern region is rural.
Having identified those carers to be interviewed the first contact was a phone call
outlining my research and asking if they wished to participate. This was followed by a
letter (Appendix 4).

My phone number, both work and home, and address were

provided on the letter. This was to provide the carers with an opportunity to contact me
should they require further information. All but one of those approached, agreed to be
interviewed.
...

The eleven carers consisted of seven blood relatives - five of those were daughters, two
sisters shared the care of their aunt and the remaining four were wives. All caregivers
lived with the caree, five women have others also living in the house (the carer
maintaining them as well) and six were main caregivers with nobody else living with
them. Three women were working outside the home, two are self-employed and the
third has a part-time position. Another three have the financial support of a husband
working in full-time paid employment. There were three carers who had children living
at home and one who also lives with the grandchildren.
The length of time that carers had been in this role ranged from three months to three
years.
At the time of the first interview all but one carer had been the main caregivers and the
person needing care had never received 'formal' care. One had been in residential care
for a short time (under a week) and had returned home.

Table 5: Age, in years, of Carers and Carees.
Alice

Barb

Cathi

Dawn

Eliz

Fay

Gill

Helen

Irene

June

Claire
Age of

59

58

55154

65

62

52

67

61

46

58

63

82

73

78

77

70

95/93

72

79

carer

Age of 81/

caree

84
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The ages of the carers are presented above to illustrate that women continue to nurture
in the second half of their lives. Most of these women have been carers of children, two
still have children at home. The age of those being cared for is also significant, the
majority of these people are past the average life expectancy.

Data Collection:
The main method of data collection was an interview based on a questionnaire
(Appendix 5). Although the questionnaire was used as a base, most of the interviews
were directed by the respondents. The questionnaire was designed to be a framework
and was often sidelined by the women as the real issues for them emerged; this was
important in order that the women feel they could own the research (principle 6, Smith
and Noble-Spruell, 1983)
Section one included demographic information such as ethnicity, religion and marital
status etc. The focus of this section was also to establish the relationship between the
carer and the receiver of care, as well as others living in the home. Information on
where parents came from , and religion, was to establish some understanding of cultural
context within which the older people and their carers functioned. Questions revolving
around paid employment and length of time in this caring role were to identify both the
financial situation and the degree of marginalisation from the work force. The last part
of this section identified trends in women being the main carers in their family systems
and a feel for how the participant came to be in the situation of caring for an older
person.
The second section was more quantitative as it was a list of services and support groups
available in the Whangarei area. These questions had a dual focus. Firstly to establish
the support networks currently being utilised, and secondly to provide information on
·services and refer carers on to receive further help.
The theme of support networks continues in section three. Here the focus is more on the
type of care provided and where the informal support comes from. It also explores how
the caring role had affected the relationship between the carer and the older person. The
carer was also asked how the situation had affected their relationship with others. The
intent of this section was to explore further the change in family relationships and to
provide the carer an opportunity to discuss issues of isolation.
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The final section of the questionnaire reflects on the good and bad parts of being a carer.
'Good· and 'Bad' are value laden concepts so the question was reworded to identify
when the carer had found caring easy and when they had found it difficult.

The

interview was then opened to discuss advice that the woman respondents would give
another woman, who was contemplating becoming a carer, which reflected the
respondent's same situation. This gave the carers an opportunity to discuss some of the
preconceptions that they had, and contrast this with the reality they found in providing
the care.
The questionnaire itself was piloted and some of the questions were re-worded, however
a few areas could have had further modification. This refers to exploring with the carers
what life would be like for them if they were not in the role of carer.
Following the interview the carers were asked to fill in a time use diary. This was
designed to provide structured information on the amount of unpaid work needed by
those they are caring for (Appendix 6). This was based on a design from Deidre Shaw
'The Rural Work of Farming Women in New Zealand (1993) who used this method to
determine the work done by farming women.
The interviews were held primarily with the women caregivers and, although asked, the
majority (all but two) chose to be interviewed alone.

One of the caregivers was

interviewed with her partner (receiving the care) the others were nieces sharing the care
of their Aunt. The women were invited to have a volunteer provide alternative care
while they were being interviewed, but the offer was declined. It was interesting that
only one caregiver had her husband (the person receiving the care) present and although
he had difficulty communicating, it was important to the carer that she was being open
and honest in his company. The interviews lasted between 45 minutes and one and a
half hours. The information was taped, once permission was received, and transcribed
at a later date.

The majority of interviewees offered refreshments and these were

accepted either during or after the interviews.

The information requested about

resources utilised by the carer gave the interviewer an opportunity to share information
about what was available in the local area. A number of referrals were made as a result
of this interaction. I found a similar response with the interviewees as did Oakley:
In terms of my experience in the childbirth project, I found that interviewees
very often took the initiative in defining the interviewer-interviewee
relationship as something which existed beyond the limits of questionasking and answering. For example. they did not only offer the minimum
hospitality of accommodating me in their homes for the duration of the

--1

I
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interview: at 92 per cent of the interviews I was offered tea. coffee or some
other drink.... there was also a certain amount of interest in my own
situation.

(Oakley 1981: 45)

The interviews gave the women an opportunity to discuss a role that was mostly
unrecognised and undervalued. This provided an atmosphere to canvas subjects that
had previously been taboo and several participants were emotionally overwhelmed by
this .. _In the majority of cases the women didn' t want any formal intervention but in
some cases available resources were mentioned and referrals made as a consequence of
the issues raised.
Time Use Diaries:
The time: use diaries were completed after the interviews had taken place. The diaries
were based on a twenty four hour period and people were asked to complete two of
these. The days of the week were allocated to different carers so ensure that shopping
days and weekends were covered. The response to the time use diaries was that 6 people
completed and returned the documentation.

The diaries were time consuming and

required regular completion and the six returned have provide interesting information.
The purpose of the diaries was not only to provide information about the activities and
work done by these carers but also to give the carers themselves an opportunity to
evaluate the activities they do.
Robyn Munford discusses this in terms of methodology ..
Our methodological orientation must of necessity match the value stance we
adopt. If we are to make women's unpaid and paid work visible, we must
work with women to empower them.
(Robyn Munford 1990: 31)
The primary reason for asking these women to participate in the time use diaries was to
identify the areas of paid and unpaid work. The women themselves found this an
interesting exercise.

"You know, it might be to our advantage in the long run because, you've got
to /earn.from somebody that's in this situation, don 't you? "
Irene
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Data Analysis:

The process for analysing the qualitative information emerged through the interviewing
phase. The interviews themselves provided trends and themes. The information was
mostly recorded, but field notes were taken after the interviews if information was
shared once the tapes were turned off. The process of transcribing the notes and later
reading them reinforced the essence of the material that was gained. To enable this to
be passed onto the reader excerpts taken from the transcripts have not been altered apart
from names and addresses to maintain confidentiality.

Unfortunately only a small

portion of the information gained can be encapsulated within this thesis. I have not had
a great deal of experience with analysing interviews it was comforting to read that Anne
Opie also shared this dilemma in relation to her work:
The caregivers' text were too long to be published as they stood ... While
there were some obvious passages that could not stay (because of issues of
confidentiality), I wanted to ensure that I did not interrupt the flow of the
account and lose the range of tones and emotional positioning accessed by
each caregiver.

(Anne Opie 1993: 13)

This was highlighted within this thesis, for example the story from the women who had
the bad experience with the private hospital. I decided to include this with only light
editing changing mostly the identity of the individuals concerned.

It does not read

easily but does encapsulate the essence of the carers story.
Summary:

This study was designed to follow feminist method and be guided by the works of
Brenda Smith and Carolyn Noble-Spruell and Robyn Munford.

Underpinning this

research is a desire to change the lives of caregivers by highlighting who the caregivers
are, what they do and how they feel about it. This research should have an impact on
caregivers lives because social workers will be challenged to change their practice and
this will be developed as the final chapter of this thesis. One aspect of this study was to
reveal the oppression of the women concerned and the lack of support given to those
performing this informal unpaid work.
The research was based on interviews and these were guided by a questionnaire. The
respondents were able to (and did) respond to the questions in which ever way they felt
appropriate and therefore controlled the interviewing relationship. Time was taken to
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evaluate the resources used by the respondents and provide infomrntion about resources
not known to the carers. The process therefore required that I was an active participant
in providing information and I was open about my experience as a social worker and
this was used as appropriate. Essential to all feminist research is that it is based on
feminist theory. The development of this study has been drawn from the respondents
experiences. Following are these responses provided by the women.
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CHAPTERS

Introduction To The Interviewees.

Introduction:

The interviews were conducted with carers living in the Whangarei area. Whangarei is
a small city located two hours north of Auckland. The population size of the district
was 62,000. This city provides goods and services to a wider farming and horticultural
community. The demographics of Northland include a large rural Maori population of
people living in isolated areas.
Due to the size of this community all the women in the study have been given a
pseudonym. The study included interviews with eleven women, two of whom were
caring for the same person. The women interviewed fit into three groups. The first
group are those that were caring for their husbands, Barbara, Dawn, Elizabeth and
Gillian. Dawn, Elizabeth and Gillian all care for husbands who can not even roll over in
bed independently and all need help to get in and out of a chair.
The second group comprises of women with partners, all caring for their mothers.
These women all have partners, who work away from home, and as the majority of the
hands on caring is done during the day, these women do not have anyone around to
help.
Finally the single women without partners - these four women are blood relatives to the
dependents.
The questions asked of the carers revolves around their role and the job they provide.
These include:
What were the lives like for these women before they took on this particular caring role?
How did these women come about being a carer for an older person?
What care is provided by the carers?
Informal support networks.
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Although the interviewees had the commonality of all canng for older people as
individuals their lives and experiences were very different and I would like to introduce
you to these amazing women.
Alice is a qualified teacher and was initially teaching in different rural communities
around the North Island.

More recently I worked in. ... a supermarket as a delicatessen manager and
a food supervisor at the ... Hospital and sort of different odds and ends like
that, after a long time as a teacher I just thought I'd like a change and then
after that I went back to teaching. I went to Vanuatu and taught there for a
couple ofyears then to the Solomon Islands as well, teaching.
Alice

The church has greatly influenced Alice's life and a lot of her social activities have
centred around it. A single life has suited Alice and she has enjoyed this freedom. The
confines of becoming a carer for her parents in their home has been quite a lifestyle
shock for her.
Self employed as a farmer, South African born, Barbara lives on a 188 acres and enjoys
the outdoor seasonal lifestyle. The solution to a frustration or woe is to chop a mountain
of firewood or tackle a fencing job.

If I can get in amongst the cows, I'm a different person when I come away
because it just takes my mind off everything and you do, your mind 's a total
blank and you 're dealing with these animals that don 't demand anything of
you and you come away and you feel as though you, you know that
advertisement, take your sinuses to Arizona? Well, I feel like that when I'm
working with my animals but for such a long time, since 22nd January, I
haven't been able to get there and really do anything that you can say is a
physical effort, that I could release my tension.
Barbara
As the result of a stroke 7 months ago which has affected Mr B's independence he has
been cared for by Barbara. It has also effected Mr B's ability to think and Barbara has
found the man she knew before the stroke is not the same person today. Before they
would make decisions together. now she carries this burden alone.
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Dawn has been caring for Mr D for three years after he became a paraplegic as a result
of an operation going badly wrong. Dawn is a woman of few words, she impresses as a,
hard working woman, who gets on with the job. When asked what advice she would
give others she said

I don 't kno w. Just tell them that they 'II be doing it all the time.
Dawn
Providing care that would usually require two nurses to move a patient who cannot take
their own weight. Dawn copes on her own. She lives next door to family and has
regular visits from her two grandchildren. Ian, was a rugby player in his youth and
rugby has featured strongly in their lives. The rugby club is one of the main groups that
Ian and Dawn are involved in.
-

The two sisters, Claire and Catherine, work together to provide care for their Aunt.
Both of these women are single and have spent many years in clerical positions. Being
closed Brethren the church is the centre of social activities and support networks ...

We are in the fortunate position of having a lot ofpeople we can call on to
come and stay with her, we have no trouble finding someone to come.
Catherine
The caring role for these women is a challenge. Catherine clearly states that she is
naturally not a nurse and finds the personal care tasks 'unpleasant'. Although both
sisters acknowledge the restrictions due to their Aunts heavy dependence they feel that
they would be very sorry if they had not taken on this role.
Elizabeth is also an Exclusive Brethren.

She married nine years ago, later in life.

(Referred to this research by Claire and Catherine.) Mr E is now her main focus and
Elizabeth felt it was important to include Mr E in the interview.
Being Mr E's second marriage, Elizabeth has found herself relying on the support of her
husband's daughter. It has been difficult for Elizabeth living with extended family.
Although she appreciates the support from her step-daughter there is nothing quite like
having your own home. Mr E is also heavily dependent and the strong culture of family
support within the Closed Brethren society is reflected in Elizabeth' s words ....

... our daughter, that we 're living with. She mostly helps with the showering
and everything else that we need help with but her husband does too. Like
when Mr E goes out, his son in !all' puts him in the car and gets him out.
The other hoys help him. their sons help... three Kenerations.

Two more
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generations of help. Apart from the District Nurses twice a week. that 's all
the help we have.
Elizabeth

Northland born and bred, Fay is married and cares for her Mum and has been since she
brought her home in December 1994.

Fay's mother went into hospital for a hip

operation (to repair a fracture) and subsequently lost her power of speech. The change
in Fay's mother was dramatic .....

It 's very hard because it 's not my Mum,

if I can put it like that, because

Mum was always the goer and be off here and doing this and we used to
always, you know, go to the movies or have lunch or things like that. We
always have had a good relationship but of course, she's just a complete
different person now. But I do enjoy caring for her and I couldn't bear her
when she was in the home, it just wasn 't me. I went to her every day and
then it just took over, the fact that I could get her to be mobile enough to
bring her home and then I brought her home and it just went from there.
Fay

However Fay gets great satisfaction out of providing care for her mother.

Gillian has been caring for her husband for three years and has watched him rapidly lose
his independence and both mental and physical abilities due to a degenerative disease Parkinson's. So committed is Gillian to caring for her husband that she has been
walking around on a broken ankle ....

What are we now, June. I broke my ankle in October and it's still no good.
He was no good before that so it 's been about the last year, that 's been very,
very, hard, extremely hard.
Gillian

Mr G can no longer communicate - his yes and no response is not reliable, Gillian still
feels she has a very close relationship with her husband.
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Being a Baptist is important to Helen, she believes caring for her parents - aged 93 and
95 is a calling from God and she is happy to respond to it. Helen describes her first
marriage a disaster and the second as not much better.... "before I married the second

time," ...The church remains a big part of Helen's life. She has enjoyed visiting and
caring for others in a voluntary capacity and seems to be a born carer, previously
looking after a 91 year old friend until his death. Both parents have all their needs met
and when discussing the possibility of rest home care Helen says to them ....

Who is going to massage your feet like I do and rub your back and put the cream all
over you? .. Every year I think it is a bonus that they've had.
Helen
Having a background in caring for older people assists Irene in caring for her mother.
Although-her mother is reasonably independent she is, never the less, quite demanding.
Irene has been establishing herself in a business - book-keeping for other people and
typing. As if this isn't enough Irene continues to study ... "You 've got to have another

interest as such. I've got to do it at home, so I mix the two together". The mother
daughter relationship at times is strained with Irene acknowledging that it is difficult
juggling everything and providing her mother with the attention she demands.

Having worked with several carers under stress and 'trapped' in this role as no other
paid live-in carers are available it was important to find out more about their lives and
what the caring role means for them.

What were the lives like for these women before they took on this particular caring
role?
All the women interviewed had been in paid employment prior to becoming carers. The
majority had been in the position of having both paid work during the day as well as
providing and maintaining others in their home environment. This is based on the fact
that the majority are married and/or have had children. This is further complicated by
those women who have gone into business with their partners. It is interesting that the
two roles have not been identified by the women themselves, however, Gillian states .... .

I was a bank teller until I got married and then ajier 1ha1 I was a buyer for
Auckland Farmers Union and I also worked in the main Post Office in the
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hox lohby on the counter for 5 112 years. Just looking a.fier the family. I had
4 children so. you know. in between doing those, that was what I did. Oh,
then Mr G and I had a Foursquare Store and I worked there and we had
that for 3 years in the first one and I think it was about 4 years in the other
one ... That was while we still had the children at home. While they were
lillle. you know, going to school and what not...

Gillian

Claire in fact, was asked whether she had done any unpaid work to which she replied

"no".

Claire is single and therefore does not have children, however. she states there

was a time when... "/ kepi my parents ". Claire identified her main work history as
working for the fire service for ten years. Her sister Catherine has done clerical work
for 37 years only having had two jobs in that time.
Helen discussed her work history and intertwined this with her closest relationships namely the three children and her partners ...

I was 15 and I worked at Corban Mills and then they turned it into
Holeproof then I was married. Had 3 daughters, marriage broke up, ... I
was living in Auckland then, from Hikurangi off a farm, to Auckland at 15
and then I came back to Whangarei, probably the very early 30 's. Yes. Oh I
used to do housework and all that sort of thing, you know, to help out in the
marriage and also I did work in a grocery shop, a greengrocers at one time
.. . That was my first marriage and then I married again after about 9 or I 0
years which actually was another disaster, I stayed with him for 13 years
and I've been here on my own for the last, I've been here nearly 9 years so
about I I years I've been, over 11 years I've been on my own. In the second
marriage I ... used to work up at Lookout Hill, you remember they used to
sell oranges up there? ... I did a job for probably 2 years and that was
pretty heavy work, you used to load up and pack and al/ that kind of mainly
fruit, mainly oranges from Kerikeri. I worked at the laundry and also did
housekeeping, I used to go to an old man's home and do all their washing
and ironing and cleaning and bred Siamese cats.
She further described the unpaid work ...

I got involved with the church and things like that. I used to do a lot of
visiting. I really loved doing that, especially when I was in my second
marriage. I used to do a lot of that. Even in my.first marriage I was aclual/y
a Dearnness really but visiting people and helping and that kind <?f lhing,
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doing ironing and babies and all that sort of thing. Yeah. I have done that
so I never think about those things. You don't really think about that, no.
And I sort of was, when I was on my awn. out Abbots Way, before I married
the second time, I used to be at home but I used to have lots of visitors,
people that were single that were in a situation like myself and having
problems and all that kind of thing. Solve others but not my own.
Helen
The only carer who received tertiary education when they were younger was Alice.
This identifies her life as different from the others as she has been more of a 'career'
person. Her skills in teaching pervade both her paid and unpaid work history. The
reason why the description of Alice as a career person is because she has moved for her
employment (not her partners) and because she has clearly indicated her energy was
centred around her employment.

I started off when I left school as a dentist's receptionist nurse and then I
trained as a Kindergarten teacher and then I retrained as a home economics
teacher and worked in places like Rotorua and in the North, Kaikohe and
Taurua. It's quite a long time ago.
Currently Alice's unpaid work centres around ESOL, which stands for. ... .

English Speakers of Other Languages. Sort ofjust a bit of tutoring. At the
moment, I'm doing a SPELD course so I guess some of that is certainly
voluntary work. It's hard to think back. I suppose one's always involved in
some sort of voluntary work you know, especially through churches and
things like that, 40 hour famines and all sorts oj does that count, that sort
of thing?
Alice
All of these women have bee·n in responsible positions, this is recognised by society and
these women are given credit for this.

How did these women come about being a carer for an older person?
The interesting aspects of this question revolve around the cultural expectations of those
receiving the care and other family. The carers fall into three groups, the wives who
tend to view caring for their husbands as part and parcel of marriage, the daughters who
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have been carers before and have actively chosen to care for their parents; the last group
is compromised of the single women who have never been in the caring role and,
although they believe that the person they are caring has a better quality of life at home
than in residential care, the decision has a high personal cost because the caring role is
not one they feel comfortable with.
The married carers were very clear about their position. Gillian highlights this when she
was asked how she came about caring for Mr G ...

Well, what other choice was there? I mean, he 's my husband and what did I
say, in sickness and in health, didn 't I? We were just discussing that today
actually at the table, you know, we were joking and my son said something
about sickness and in health and I said to him, how true that's turned out to
be, hasn 't it? and he said yes, it has Mum.
Gillian

Elizabeth' s response is very similar. Dawn states she became carer because she was
living in the house and it was the logical choice ...

Yes. Hospital said he was coming home so I thought, oh well, that's it. I
was a bit nervous to start with when he did come home because I didn 't
know what to expect, eh. It took a long while to sort ofsettle down.
Dawn

The next group are those who have been in the caring role before and are now caring for
their parents. Fay is caring for her mother -

" Well, I'm the only daughter." This

reflects an expectation whether it be by the family or herself. Why would it not be
possible for one of the sons to fulfill this role? June was in a similar position.

My mother's husband died in May last year and she came up here to live
because ... the house she was living in was to go back to the family, it was
her husband, it wasn't his home but he was there until he died and it had to
go back to his family's side and Mum only had a certain time to stay there
before she had to find somewhere else to live so she came up here and we
brought a little home unit for her and then she had the stroke about a
fortnight after, so we had to get out of all that. So I've had her here ever
since.

June
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Irene clearly outlined how she became a carer..
Before she came here, I was going in and out from town while she ·was still
in her own unit but I watched her slowly get to the stage where she just
couldn't look after herself so, I never pressured her to come here, I sat my
sisters around the table and we discussed it because I made them aware of
what ·was happening They 're a lot younger than I am and I said. there will
be a day coming up very soon where we 're going to have to take care of her
because she didn 't ·want to go into a rest home. Because of my training,
we 've always said ... I would care for her. They had agreed to be on hand
but well, one 's taken off, decided to live in Greytown which is near
Masterton and the youngest one is farming in Okaihau and she can't always
be on hand. So here we are in the middle and I'm the oldest and I know
what I'm doing they say, but there are times when it would have been quite
nice to say .. . for one of them to come in for the day and just let me get out,
... Please myself, but oh well, you get around these things. So I've had her
here since February and it's full-on now, it's full-time.

Irene

It appeared from this that Irene had been the one in the family that had been constantly

aware of her mothers needs and had taken on the responsibility. The issue for Irene
seemd to be not that she was the carer for her mum but that she was not getting ongoing
support from the rest of the family. Helen is a born carer and has embraced this role all
through her life, this was reflected through her account of her unpaid work history.
Because I felt personally myself I always wanted to, I don't know why but I
did. I felt it was what God would have me to do. My sister that, well my
parents lived at the Heads and my Mum was sort of more or less crying out
for help then, you know, the things she was saying. I felt I couldn't do much
about it because she always said she'd live with my younger sister and she
did live with my younger sister for 12 months but she had to keep coming up
here off and on because she was too sick and I'd get her better and she'd go
back and start all over again. She used to cry when she left too, I don't
really understand that, but anyway it happened that Mum was really ill and
I said to my brother that I would like to look after my parents but there was
a little bit of unhappiness and disharmony in the whole family because I
wanted to look after them and my sister had a part-time job and she couldn 't
really do the joh and she was married in a short time hut she never had
children and she sort of didn't have the knack, if you know what I mean.
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Things that weren't getting done that should have been done.

I 'm not

criticising her because she did a good job to what she thought but to me she
wasn 't going far enough, you know what I mean, there was a greater need
there and it caused a bit of upset in the family and we had a meeting and in
the end they left it up to my parents. They were here then. I'd only just got
Mum back. she had pneumonia and she was really ill and she got on her feet
again and Dad's not 100% half the time either, but he's not too bad.
Neither of them are but you've got to be careful with them, you know. they
get sick very quickly. Anyway, they had a meeting and they decided that
they'd ask the parents where they wanted to live and my father said that he
wanted to stay here with me because he thought he couldn't get better
attention, you know, that 's what he said.

Helen

The final group is those that have not ever been in a caring role and find it difficult. The
carers who expressed this were Alice, Catherine and Claire. This typified by Alice's
account of how she became a carer.

Well, I guess my sister did for a few months in her home in Opua. They, my
parents had their home here in Whangarei and I guess they felt attached to
it, so I came back to enable them to live in their own home, to stay there as
long as possible and enjoy the space it offers and the privacy it offers, which
maybe is not available in a retirement home. I don't know that I realised at
the time, you know, I'm one of those people that kind of leaps into things,
you know, it could be quite demanding and quite a tie and that kind of thing
and of course things happen where it becomes more and more of a tie.
Alice

The interesting aspect of this account was that Helen's parents seem to be the ones who
have made the decision to live with her. None of the other carers have indicated that the
ones needing care had made a choice. Apart from Helen none of these carers have
clearly stated that they wanted to be a carer but there seemed little choice in the matter.
What care is provided by the carers?
When asked who helped with providing the care the immediate reaction from all carers
was 'either I do it myself or 'nobody helps' . The consistency of the response reflects
that, as a main carer, this was done by one person or that the responsibility was taken on
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by one. This response also indicated how they feel about the role they provide and the
support they receive.
The care provided by Gillian, Dawn and Elizabeth was equivalent to private hospital
care in the community. The assessments done by the health professionals (support need
assessment protocols) would indicate that these husbands require 24 hour care and
cannot mobilise independently in any way. This means they cannot roll over in bed
without assistance. I make this point to illustrate not the inabilities of those being cared
for but the degree of dependence they have on their wives. It is not safe for them to be
left alone in the house in case of fire etc. as they could not get out, and in some cases
were unable to call for help. This was reflected in Elizabeth's comments

Well, he 's, as I say, he's completely disabled

We have to really do

everything for him. It takes two of us to get him onlo the commode in the
morning to shower him. !feed him, the first thing I suppose I do is feed him,
shower him, put him back to bed, do all his little cares, bits and pieces.
Then I can dress him by myself and get him into the wheelchair by myself
and get him back to bed again.

Somebody else usually helps me into a

Lazyboy and they help me out of it and back into bed again. Lift him up. I
do all the dressing and undressing and feeding.
Elizabeth

As a former assessor I can say that all those being currently cared for by these women
would be eligible for residential care, either because they were unable to fend for
themselves by preparing meals, or due to an inability to provide their own hygiene
cares. There were three types of care - those that were providing assistance due to a
physical problem and the person being cared for was unable to do things for themselves
because they physically can't do them. The next group were caring for people with
invisible problems and those were the ones who have a degree of dementia. These
people were physically able to do tasks (generalisation of this particular group) but were
unable to mentally make the links. For example, a person may be asked to go and brush
their teeth. The person may pick up the tooth brush, they may even put the tooth paste
on the brush but were unable to complete the task. In fact soap may be put on the tooth
brush because they think they are cleaning the teeth therefore they use soap.
The last group of carers, as outlined previously are those who were able to do neitherthat is think for themselves or physically care for themselves. It was not just the wives
who were coping with this Fay a daughter stated.
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Everything Like to get her out of bed in the morning. you \·e got to get her
out, she can't get out of bed of course. You have to do the toileting, you
have to dress her, you have to shower her of course, feed her, she 's got to
have help to stand and walk and everything. Just everyday functions, she
needs help.

Fay

When explored most carers could identify someone who helps, not with hands-on care,
but more of a supportive role. Those with support in the home gave examples of this
1.e.

..my husband will help me sometimes get her up the stairs "

Fay

I have a daughter at home .. . she will cook ... she doesn 't do anything for my
parents
He 'II do the odd thing ...

Helen

if he's passing. .

Irene

All the carers indicated they received moral support from others living in the house but
did not tend to have hands-on help.

There seemed to be two reasons for this. Firstly

that the other person in the house was working outside the home, and the carer did not
want to burden them with more work and secondly those people being cared for did not
like having their personal cares provided by anyone else. The former was reflected in
Helen's comments

I can't expect her to do much because she 's really over-worked as it is at work.
Helen
Those that have help in the home were those who need two people to move the person
being cared for. For example Gillian, has an arrangement with a woman to help care for
her husband and receive free board. Catherine and Clare have combined their efforts to
care for their Aunt. Elizabeth also needs help moving her husband and at the time of the
interview was living with their daughter's family who provided help.
The church seemed to be the organisation which helped the majority of carers the most.
This organisation was not included as a service or support group but is obviously a
support for a number of women. Not surprisingly Catherine, Claire and Elizabeth felt
supported by their Brethren church. Alice, Gillian, Helen also discussed the church as
being important in their lives. When asked to identify the help that was provided by
others, the general response was a social visit - moral support. Alice mentioned that her
sister filled in with the 28 day relief: but stated .. "in general they seem to just pop in
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and pop out again. " This was also reflected in Barbara' s comments "My daughter pops
out "... "just comes for a visit, she 's never really helped " The general perception of
these comments is that the carers would appreciate more help but that either the person
being cared does not want personal care from someone else or that the family do not
realise the support needs of the carer. Certainly the social support by others is very
important to the carers. "He 's good moral support. " June said of her husband.
Informal support networks
The carers were asked to identify where their own personal support came from. The
responses indicated that there was a lack of support available in this area.

Alice

expressed this "I've been quite angry because I've felt I haven 't had a lot of personal

support".. Barbara, Dawn, Fay and Irene also cannot identify any personal support what
so ever. However, both Dawn and Barbara work as a way of coping with the stresses
that arise, while Irene drew on her own personal resources to cope preferring to work
through and problems on her own. Half of the carers stated that they have no personal
support of any kind. Family, once again, featured as support and mostly children. The
other half of the carers talked regularly to their children.
Summary:
This chapter has been an attempt to disclose the private world of carers. Making visible
the day to day experiences of the research respondents as alluded to in the literature
review. Throughout the interviews the loudest cry was from those who had no choice
about becoming carers.

I heard this clearly and repeatedly.

It stemmed from a

combination of familial expectation and gender socialisation.
The carers discussed the grind of providing care day after day without relief.

The

increasing dependence of those cared for and the psycho-social and emotional cost of
this was important rather than the unbundling of the care tasks. However task definition
was a valuable tool for the women themselves to shed light on the nature of their unpaid
work. The interviewing process developed into exploration of the inherent personal cost
of caring: the withdrawal from the public to the private sphere.
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CHAPTER6

How Has Becoming A Carer Affected Your Life?

Introduction:

Becoming a care-giver involves major changes in lifestyle; relationships change
dramatically and social interaction is also affected. This chapter was born out of an
interest in the effects of becoming an unpaid carer, a role that is little recognised by
society and families. I have particularly focused on how relationships have developed
with the person being cared for, other family and friends. These areas are traditionally
unspoken of by carers and unasked about by health professionals, who often assume
psycho-social aspects of a carers life are fulfilled through their caregiving role.

As

outlined in the literature review, the medical model encourages focus on the person
being cared for and actively discourages the health professionals to step into the private
world of the carer and their relationships. It is because of this that carers are silenced.
Silence is presented by Marilyn Waring (1996) as survival.
I agree with Adrienne Rich that ' lying is done with words, and also with
silence', but silence is also the tool of the political prisoner, an element of
informed passive resistance.

Silence is often survival. The silence of a

battered woman is a wall of resistance. It is often effective protection, but it
also keeps other women removed from truth.

(Waring 1996: 2)

Opportunities were given to discuss both the 'good' and 'bad', 'easy' and 'hard' aspects
of the caring role. This technique encouraged respondents to acknowledge and name
their daily lived experience of caring. Consequently the women interviewed were given
the opportunity to voice the 'uncut version': the negative aspects of caregiving without
any guilt, - articulating feelings that would usually be taboo. The benefits of caring
were also expressed, some found the deepening of the relationship with those they cared
for a fulfilling reward, giving them meaning to their lives.
To evaluate the information provided by the carers, it may be useful to once again
divide the carers into three groups, the wives as their relationship with their husbands is
uniquely intimate, the daughters who have had experience in caregiving and the women
who have never been in a caregiving role before.
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Having identified the wives as different as they have had a relationship of a different
nature, the roles that they had in the marital relationship changed as a result of one being
so dependent on the other. This has clearly been difficult for Barbara to cope with ...

That I found really hard because Mr. B is a self-thinking person, he 's
always been able to think on his feet and do things and all of a sudden he
stopped doing that and you had to do it for him. Mr. B, he 's the one that
before he had the stroke, gets up in the morning and gives me my
medication and here I was, even before I started medicating him, say ing
"Did you take your pills?", "No", "Well, I think it's time you take it ".
"Did you take your medication?", "No, I don't think I have ", you know,
and this is the type of thing, all of a sudden he stopped thinking and stopped
doing and I had to step in, I was quite happy to step in because I was scared
with his double vision and with his forgetfulness that he might overmedicate himself or whatever.

Or not medicate himself, so I was quite

happy to do that but just trying to do everything on the farm so that things
didn't deteriorate in the short space of time I had to do it, look after him and
everything, it just sort of got to the stage where you felt it wasn't too much
but ifyou could only have a half a day break, somebody take your problems
for a half a day and you can be free of it.. "
This is also shared by Gillian. Gillian found suddenly having to take over responsibility
of all aspects of life difficult.

Having to, you know, completely run the place, but then if he 'd died I'd
have had to have done that too so, but it's been the extra stress, it's been
very stressful.

Gillian

Dawn has had to learn to do things around the home that her husband would usually
have done, this included changing tap washers, spraying grass and all the other odd
jobs.
Role change has also affected the daughters that were caring for their parents but on the
whole this group reported that their relationships with their parents had improved.
Helen reflected this in her comments when discussing how being her parent' s main
caregiver had affected her relationship with them.

I would say that especially towards the both of them but mainly my fi.tther,
closer, much closer. I 've always got on well with my parents. you know,
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90% well with them and I would say when you are showering people and all
that, Dad and I always talk in the shower, he 's pretty deaf so I don't know if
they all hear down here but I've got my mouth right up next to his ear more
or less so he can hear most of the time, if he knows what we 're talking about
he can kind of get the gist of it all and so I would say it has drawn us closer
than anything else and I don't get angry with them or anything.

No, I

choose not to. I could, sometimes when I'm tired, I think, oh deary me and
then I says no, that's not the right way, forget it, you know and carry on.
It 's a job you asked to do and you've got to do it well, as unto the Lord, so
that's it. It certainly has it 's rewards. No, I'd say we 're closer really but I
wouldn 't say that I'm favourite or anything like that, as far as the family go.
They 're all treated the same, me included.
Helen

However, Irene has previously been in a paid caregiver role and she has struggled with
her mother. This was reflected in her reply.

Oh yeah, with Mum, that's right. It 's a bit strained at times because it's
hard for her to understand fully that I am a working person too and I have
to remind her every now and again that I do have to come in here, I do have
books to do, I have accounts to get out, I am needing new software and it's
an advantage thing, I don't come in here to escape her or anything, it 's
something she has to understand and it's very difficult sometimes because,
you know, like now for instance. You 're in here and she knew the fire was
out before we came in here but she had to call, you know. I can be up and
down, up and down and I say, look I am busy, can it wait or is it urgent or I
won't be long, you know, trying to think of something and sometimes, like
mind you right now, I am tired and I know that I need a break, you know, to
get this break so I've got to bite my tongue. She knows too. I mean Mum 's
very aware of this and she says, as she realises, she's rattled me a little bit,
"oh sorry dear, I don't mean to be a nuisance." But she's very good at
passing the guilt trip too. Yes, she 'II rattle me and then because I've not got
cross with her but because I've got a bit stern with her, she 'fl say, "oh I
wish I wasn't a burden on you" and all this, you know, and then I think, oh
God. what have I said. And I'// say, Mum you 're not a burden, I love you to
bits and I'm here lo help you. "I'm just a burden and I shouldn't he here,
fam.y living like this" because she never got a life till Dad died. It's very
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difficult for her to have to put up with what she 's got. you know. She had no
life what so ever. she was bullied, she was ill-treated, he was violent and I
actually nursed him in the private hospital till he died, 7 years, 6 years ago
and then suddenly Mum had a life. At a very old age. she's off bowling and
doing things that she's wanted to do. We went for an air trip, she and I
went to Australia to visit the younger sister that was over there at the time
and got off the aeroplane and boom/ she had collapsed on me and since
then she 's been ill, not been able to do all those things so I can see how
frustrating it is for her.

Irene

Culture shock occurs through a drastic change in lifestyle, Alice described moving from
being single to caring for both of her parents.

I think that's been quite hard to adjust to because it 's their home and I've
also got my home and I want to do things a certain way ... also there is a
generation gap and a difference of interests ... I can't have any continuity
of interests, I feel.

Alice

When people become dependent to the point where they need a caregiver a change in
the relationship is unavoidable. The nature of the relationship before becoming a carer
has an impact on whether the relationship develops positively. The change in the
person being cared for also has an impact, the ability to do things together changes and
that also affects the relationship. This is reflected in Fay's comments.

Mum was always a goer and be off here and doing things like that. We
always have had a good relationship but of course, she's just a completely
different person now.

Fay

The next set of relationships explored was the effect on relationships with people
outside of the carer-caree situation.

A strong theme of isolation came through.

Catherine said:

... regular entertaining we can 't go now. we've just recently done less and
less of that because we are finding it 's too stressful with Aunt.
Catherine

Fay also reflected these feelings
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... we used to be in a Friday night group ·where everyone used to got to
somebody's house and of course we are out of that now as well.
Fay
These comments were mirrored by Alice, she couldn't keep up with things so never felt
she could keep up with friends. Helen indicated that it is not just friends that stay away.

I've got a friend in Dargaville that I never see .. . actually my eldest
daughter and everyone else, they keep away now. They don 't come like they
used to which has been a big hurt in my life.
Helen
The other responses reflected a sense that the friends have changed. Some people, Irene
and Dawn, felt that friends made more of an effort than before, while Elizabeth has
noticed that they are more dependent on friends.

How has becoming a live-in caregiver affected your relationship with others?
The responses to this were varied.

The dependency of the person being cared for

seemed to be a factor in social interaction with others. The inability to leave people
alone or for the carer to be able to transfer/mobilise people alone in and out of vehicles
was a big problem. Elizabeth found this

I guess it's made us more dependent on others, I mean, where as before I
could get him into the car and we could go places and do everything by, you
know, just on our own. Now it's made us more dependent on other people.
Elizabeth
Catherine and Claire also talk about not being able to attend daily church meetings or do
regular entertaining in the home, this is an important part of their membership in the
church.
Alice and Fay discussed the feeling of being 'cut-off from others. For Alice being cutoff referred to her frustration of being unable to visit a friend in Darga ville - the distance
(45 minutes by car) seemed too far for her to go and keep up this relationship.
Fay was finding that the social scene continues without her.
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It has a.ffecred rhem. Friends don 't seem to come around, I don ·t knoll"
whether rhey ·re. I can say to them on the relephone

if someone

rings up.

well you know we haven 't got the plague. I'm only looking after my Mother
but no, I have noticed rhat, they jusl, and because we used to always be in a
Friday night ones where everyone used to go to somebody's house and of
course we 're out of that now as well.
Fay
This was identified as the main gap in terms of resources for Fay. Social relief and
carers' support were discussed with her to provide options for Fay to maintain her social
contacts.
June communicated the change in relationships with others by outlining statements
made by her husband. The ability for them to socialise together as a couple was not
always possible...

My husband feels a bit restricted at limes, with not being able to do what we
want to do, you know, because we 've got to think ofMum first before we can
sort of go and plan anything. That does affect him at different times. He 's
always saying, we should do such and such, oh if only we didn 't have Mum
June
What are the 'good' things about being a carer?
It was decided to try and look at both sides of the caring coin. Therefore carers were

asked to identify the good aspects of being a carer and the benefits that came from it.
As stated previously by Alice, her main reward and was seeing her parents in their
·environment. This was expressed by most of the carers, they believe they were giving
the older person the opportunity to stay out of residential care.
Barbara claimed that the increased closeness of the relationship with her husband had
been a reward, also the feeling of being needed.

After all these years, we 're closer together than what we were say I 0 or 15
years ago because you drift apart, each do their own little thing and this has
hroughr us very much closer tvgether. Feeling that again, like when we
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were younger. I was needed, as far as he was concerned. And that was
really good.
Barbara

Catherine and Claire believed if they hadn't taken the opportunity to be carers they
would have regretted a missed opportunity. Another 'spin-off expressed by Catherine
was that she no-longer had to go out and work. Finishing up work was a bonus for June
as well.
Caring for older people was an accepted reason for women to move out of the
workforce and back into their private worlds.

This is an environment that several

women enjoy.
The relief that her husband was still alive after his stroke was Elizabeth's response. The
good thing for her was the opportunity " J just like caring for him. " Gillian and Helen
expressed a satisfaction in a job well done. For Gillian this was reflected in the standard
of care she provided

All my friends say he is the best kept, looked after person in Whangarei and
I really take pride in looking after him great and the fact that he hasn 't got
bedsores or anything like that. He is really looked after well and even
though I say it, I take great pride in making sure he is looked after and the
place is kept nice and everything kept nice and clean and everything, f 'm
real fussy. "
Gillian

Helen believed being a carer brought the best out in her.

I guess it makes you feel a richer person, I don 't know. You feel as though
you 're doing something anyway.
Helen

Some carers couldn't think of any good things about being a carer at all.
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What are the 'bad' things about being a carer?

While many aspects of being a caregiver were positive, obviously there were things
which were negative. This question was not meant as a value laden statement, but to
once again give carers the opportunity to reflect on the job they do, an opportunity to
discuss the 'down side' of caring which is often not discussed because of the guilt that
can be felt for not selflessly providing this care. This is usually self imposed, but is also
generated by families and the one receiving the care.

This 'guilt-tripping' has

previously been discussed by Irene.
The answer given most often was the feeling of restriction. This was expressed in two
ways. The first was that the carers no longer have the freedom to jump into the car and
go where they please.

The second, once again, the feeling that you lose contact with

others. This was reflected in Helen's comments.
It 's just that you lose your friends and family, you know, you can. That 's
about the only thing I can say, looking from a selfish point of view that I've
had to sacrifice a lot of my time, all my time, I've given my life to them at
the moment, my life's not my own, it isn 't. Doesn't matter what you say, it's
not, not my own so therefore I guess the family could feel neglected.
Helen

Interesting that Helen refers to the family as being neglected when she has been caring
for family (both young and old) for years. Why was it that Helen had lost contact with
the family? (her two children who have left home) Irene has also previously commented
that her family have left her to it once she took responsibility for the care of her mother.
The change in relationship was once again raised. This was attributed to two factors, a
change in the person receiving the care and having to change your behaviour by
speaking sternly to get co-operation from the person receiving the care. In this case
from being 'mothered' to becoming the 'mother'.
The jobs that go with being a carer are difficult for some. Catherine stated that she was
not naturally a nurse. Fay also finds this aspect difficult ...
And the bowel thing is not the most pleasant things to be having to clean up
and also wonder if it's hard on her dignity, I don't know. It's something
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that has to he done but it 's certainly not a pleasurable thing.
Fay
When do you find it easy?
When do you find it easy? This question was asked to try and change the focus of the
question away from a moral context. The main themes running through this was that
some carers never found it easy. This was perhaps summed up by Dawn's ambivalence.

It 's never really easy, eh.

But it's easy going, you know, none of it is

dijjicult or hard.
Dawn
The reason this comment was chosen was because those that didn't find it easy coped by
developing routines.
The opposite of this was that some always found it easy because the person being cared
for was always grateful and because the carers love the person they were caring for.
Barbara in fact has found her husband easier to get along with.

He is a very easy person, he never made demands and I think he wasn't
moody or aggressive like he was when he was younger or before he had the
stroke.

If he had a headache, he was moody, he was short tempered but he

wasn't with the stroke. He was really very good and he would rather just sit
in his chair and wait for me to find the time to do things for him than
demand anything.
Barbara
Sometimes the time of day made a difference. This was reported as when the person
being cared for is in bed, at night time or after lunch. Irene found she didn't relax till
her Mum has gone to bed, however she is constantly on alert for any problems her Mum
might have. Irene has also looked after her mum so well that when she first arrived she
was in bed by 7.30 now it' s 10.30. When does Irene find it easy?

When she has gone to bed at night. And I can really put my feet up and just
completely try and unwind and I don '1 unwind some nights until 1,2 in the
morning"... "But she sits up late now. she never used lo, she's so well al the
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moment that she sits up till 10.30 at night and before, when she first came
here, she was in bed at 7. 30, 8 o 'clock, it 's a big jump.

Irene

Also reflected is the physical state of both the carer, "when I'm not tired" and caree

"when he is bright " Elizabeth.
If the carer is feeling rested and the dependent person is bright it makes sense that
caring would be easier. The time when the dependent person is in bed was echoed by
several carers as this was a time when minimal care demands were made and there was
space for the carers to have time to themselves and connect with partner or friends.
When do you find it hard?

Converse to the previous question is - when do you find it hard? The responses have
been grouped together. The first relates to the carer knowing the person they are caring
for when they were fully independent. There has been a change in the person or their
behaviour. These issues have surfaced before however the subject is discussed with a
lot more emotion. Barbara states ..

Just Mr. B being the way he is. It 's (crying) you know, it was like being
married to the same person that I got married to 42 years ago. The body
was there but the person inside was lost.
Barbara

Gillian also has finds the difference in Mr. G difficult.

Well, !find it difficult, as I said to you, there 's no communication.
Gillian

The carers physical health featured as a component. Being tired, having a sore back,
namely when the carer herself is not feeling well, things become difficult.
discusses how it was for her at the time of the interview.

Well, at this point it is very difficult because my back is killing me. And
it's a case of having to lift her and t1ying to ask her to hang onto
something just so you 're not taking all the weight, that really is difficult.
Fay

Fay
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Gillian had previously outlined her story of how she had broken her ankle but it took a
few weeks for ACC to provide support so Gillian had to continue to care for her fully
dependent husband.
Helen also conveyed how things were for her.

When I'm not a I 00% and I feel I'll be honest here, when I'm not up to A I
and the family will come and they 'II go on about what they 're doing, they've
been here and there and everywhere and sometimes I feel a little bit
resentful thal they 're rubbing it in a bit and !feel kind ofhurl, you know. "
Helen
Helen almost sounded like she was apologising for feeling resentful towards her family.
This women had not had a break since she started caring for both of her parents two
years ago.
Irene's greatest difficulty was the inability to attend to matters pertaining to the new
business she was trying establish.

Difficult when I have to gol lots to do, like appointments, if I've got to meet
with my, Accountant or the Bank Manager, I've got things to sort out
business-wise and it might be the morning we have a shower, ... you can
guarantee if I've got my day sort of semi-planned and then of course she 'JI
come out with her shopping list and that's hard, to try and get everything in
and not be away too long because she 's learning in the respect oj how long
are you going to be? And I tell her how long I'm going to be but I try lo be
as quick as I can so thal she's not left on her own too long ... You can't sort
of plan, I can '1 ring my Bank Manager and say, well I can't come and see
you until this dale because I have to get someone to sit with my mother, it
doesn 't work like that. You've basically got to work around other people
too, you know, that can be difficult.
Irene
Finally changes in lifestyle directly related to becoming a live-in full time unpaid carer.
This related to the routines necessary to cope with providing care. Waiting for the start
of the day indicated an anticipation of the heavy hands-on care of getting the person up
showered and dressed. In some cases this took most of the morning.
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Meal times could also be especially trying for two reasons; the effort of preparing the
meals and the time commitment needed to feed the person needing the care. June
explained ..
In the mornings when I'm waiting for her to come out for breakfast.

She

takes a long time, I sit and wait, I do all my little jobs and I sit and I wait.
June

Living in somebody else 's house, having to allow for others likes and
dislikes rather then suiting yourself
Alice

This was Alice's greatest difficulty and she reflected on how things are for her
I suppose there are times when perhaps, the things that I probably find
difficult are things like a loud TV when I don 't like it loud and that kind of
thing I find quite hard and quite a strain.
Alice

In summary the three areas expressed as difficulties were the changes in the abilities in
the loved-ones that altered the relationship between the carer and caree, the carers'
having to continue caring even when they do not feel 100%, and finally the lifestyle
change, having to constantly putting your only priorities behind those of the person(s)
being cared for.
What would you advise others to do if they were thinking of becoming a carer in
exactly the same circumstances as yourselfl

The answers to this question really provided a summary from each person as to how
they viewed their circumstances and therefore the information will be presented as it
was given.

ALICE
To think about it carefully and think about how they 're going to get their resources .. .
make sure that they get their time to themselves to do what they want ... their respite
care, make sure to take full advantage of all those things ... that are availahle and for
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them, because e\·en though maybe you think. like when I first got respite care. I thought,
well, I wonder how my parents are getting on with this person and all these things but
actually people are resilient and they adapt quite well and they 're usually worrying
unnecessarily. And to take full advantage of all the things that are available and to
think fairly carefully about how they 're going to sort of recharge their own batteries in
a way. You know. and how they 're going to fulfill their needs, what they feel they need
out of life and as my sister said, it won 't get better, it will get worse as they might have
accidents or they might become less mobile and so there is going to be that sort of
tendency of things to sort of wind down a bit so they need to think in those terms. That
it won 't be static, it won't be exactly as it is at this moment, there are going to be
changes. The person you knew as a parent I suppose when you were I 0 or 20 is not the
same person at 80 or 90. So there 's a role reversal probably.
BARBARA

The advice I would give them, stick to that person and be patient, that's all
... don 't pass your burden onto another person because you lose contact
with that person when you start.

When Mr. B comes into hospital, I lose

contact with him, he 's not with me, we 're not sharing anything, he 's living
in a different environment, I'm living in a different environment. It 's very
easy, it's very lovely, but you lose that person somewhere along the line.

If

you can put up with that burden, don't shove your burden onto anybody
else, don't

l~t

anybody else care for him, love that person and care for him

yourself because I love Mr. B dearly. Even after 40 years of married life, he
hasn't become a habit and if he should ever have another stroke and be put
in the same position, I'd rather have him die because I can't see Mr. B. the
person that he was, being the person he has been in December, January and
February, that tore me to pieces and I know many a time he would rather
have been dead than been in the situation where he was. So if anybody gets
into a situation where their partner is anything like Mr. B, just care for him,
that's all. And if anyhody says. put him in a home, tell them where to go in
no uncertain terms. It 's d(fferent if they are mentally affected. ... I even
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think then that if that person has got a liule bit of his own faculties, if you
can care for him you are helping him through that. But by shoving him into
a home or shoving him onto somebody else to look after him, you 're not
helping that person at all because they do know and they do feel neglected
and I think this is when my daughter phoned and said she 'd have him, is
that I felt .. . I'm neglecting him.

If I gave him to his daughter to look after,

I mean, she 's not a stranger but I would have been neglecting him and I
couldn 't do that, no way.

CATHERINE/CLAIRE
Catherine

Try and do the best they can, wouldn't you?

Ifyou can possibly

do it, do it for your own people.

Claire

Yes, I think when it comes to your own responsibility, or if
there's anybody that needs caring for, ifyou look ahead to when
they've gone, you'd be sorry ifyou hadn't done what you could to
care for them. I wouldn't like to be left out in the cold and think
that nobody wanted to look after me.

Catherine

That is one thing that we all have to consider too, that maybe
someday we'll be old, we may need caring for. The earlier in
life that you realise that, the easier it will be for both yourself
and others doing it. It's much easier to adjust yourself when
you're young, adjust your ideas, than when you're old.

Claire

No matler what situation you're in, unless you're going to be a
hermit and live on your own in the hush, you've got to get on

IOI

lrith other people no matter what arises so you've got to. this is
one reason why we've stopped entertaining like we were, is that
because it's too much stress. Sure as we want to do something
extra, something will happen that will give us extra work that we
hadn't counted on and that's not easy to cope -..vith because we
can't say, look run and get cleaned up or whatever like you can
lt'ith children, you can't do that. We've got to spend our time
when we've perhaps got extra to do because we've got visitors
about to walk in the door, we've got to stop in our tracks and go
and do something we hadn't counted on and it's very stressful
when it comes to coping with a grown person, it's not like
picking up a baby. Some friends of ours were saying their two
sisters, one of them 's a widow and her sister, they care for their
elderly mother here in Whangarei, and one of them was telling
me a few months ago that the married ones daughter said to the
children, look it's time to go to bed, get your nighties on, brush
your teeth and this, that and the other thing and then it just
came across, wouldn't it be lovely

if you could do that. They

can't do that when it comes time to put their mother to bed,
they've got an hours work. It's a totally different thing to caring
for children. But whatever you're doing you've got to consider
other people and learn to fit in with them. "
DAWN

I don't know. Just tell them that they 'II be doing it all the time. I don't know
what I'd tell them. I'd just tell them it's a tie, I think. Like they 'd be tied to
it.
ELIZABETH

I don 't know really. I would probably say, well don't be too quick to pack
up home and go and live with your daughter.

See

if it's possible to do
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something so that you can stay in your own home. But on the other hand.
it 's probably been the best way to go for us, to go this way because, I mean
I 've got used to caring for him and all the things that need to be done and
probably been the best way to go. I don 't know what else I could say really.
Certainly there 's a lot to be said for being able to care for your husband in
your own, or in a home, even if it's not your own home. Far preferable to
having him in an institution of any kind.
FAY

Advice.

That's a tricky one.

Perhaps forget sometimes that it's your

mother, that you have to be a little stern for their own good and that is hard.
But just give them plenty of love ...

In my case it 's probably different

because Mum 's not talking, she 's not demanding and other people could be
quite demanding.
demanding.

Whether Mother wants something or not, she's not really

If someone

was a real demanding person every 5 or I 0

minutes, well it could be a different story altogether.

GILLIAN
What advice would I give them? To try and get as much help as they can
because it's too much on your own, it really is. I did it on my own and I
really ran myself right down. Get as much help as you possibly can and
keep them at home as long as you can because there 's no getting away from
it, they love being at home. Familiar things are far better and I know

if I

took sick, I know where I'd rather be and if you can keep them at home, do
it, but not to the detriment of their health. OK, that 's easy advice for me to

give, when I get that advice given to me all the time but that is the case ...
but if they are put in a home too quickly, I always feel I'd have had a
dreadful regret. that I hadn't looked after him as well as I could have and I
know how much J 'd hate to be put in a home, and I can always remember
Mr. G and /, we used to go on things with the Sallies up at the local rest
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home, and as we drm·e all'ay I can remember him saying to me, ''Ruth, if I
ever need to go into a home, shoot me. "
... he 's less trouble than somebody that's got Alzheimers' and that's
running around like a rabbit. ... he's just accepted it and that makes a world
of difference because I think if he was a grumpy, niggly old beggar, maybe it
would have been alot easier to have put him into care but not while he 's like
he is now, he 's no trouble. ... I get a sense of pride looking after him, I
suppose, and I would hate to have to put him away. I know it will probably
eventually come to that because I won 't be able to lift him or anything but
while I can, I'm going to keep him here. Who knows? IRENE

What would I suggest, what would I say or suggest? What advice? Just
have lots and lots ofpatience and love and care. When all's said and done,
they 've given you the best part of their lives, which is what she does remind
me every now and again, she 'II say, well I gave you I 6 years of my life
before you left but you've only got one lot of parents, one lot of uncles, ...
you've only got one shot at it and there is nothing nicer than at the end of
the day to have said, well I gave it my best shot and that's rewarding. So I
guess that's probably about all that I could suggest and just treat the
situation as accordingly.
JUNE

Go for it .. . I'll have to think about that too. I think there are pleasures in
looking after them when they 're older. We have more ups than we do downs
with looking after Mum .... Mum's a fairly happy go lucky sort of a person, I
think that sort of helps with caring for her. Not all people are easy to look
after, I know that, but I think if you've got a good relationship to look after
them rather than have them looked after anywhere else.
Helen summarises the main themes of the majority of interviewees.
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HELEN

Go for it. I would. ... You've got to be prepared to do it. I knew when I was
taking them on that it was going to be hard and I knew it wasn't going to be
easy, that it's alot harder than what you think. You don 't realise it's a 24
hour job, like when they 're not well and you've got one ear open all night
and every cough you 're waiting to see what's going to happen from there
on, it's a 2 4 hour thing if you 're going to do it properly. You have to love
your parents to do it. I mean, otherwise I think you 'd get angry with them,
you hear all those things, like granny-dumping and all that. No, depends on
the person.
I've got a girl.friend who looks after her Dad but her sister is a nurse and
everyone says to, she was telling me this, the nurse one telling me that
hasn't got the father with her. "I thought you would have Dad, " this is what
they say. "Oh no, " she said, "I haven't got him, I can 't get on with Dad, "
... so you see it didn't work out for her. You've got to get on with them.
The youngest sister, there's only two of the girls, and she's got her Dad and
she manages very nicely. She 's tolerant and you've got to be cut out for it
to a point.
You've got to love them too and you've got to be very forgiving at all times.
But it's certainly worthwhile to do. I think it's a real privilege, I always tell
people it's a privilege and it is really, to look after them ... it's honourable
to God as well. It's a Godly thing to do and it 's a job that you get blessings
from that nobody else will ever have. You shared your life with them and
when they've shared it for you, but there 's something you get back, it's hard
to say what it is but it's a satisfYing type of thing. There's more for it than
against it. Again you have to be the right person and it's not easy. I'd tell
them that they need to think about it. See I couldn't bear the thought of my
parents going into a home.
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It 'II be a different story when the Lord takes one and leaves the other. I
think it 's be even harder. It 's alot more work with two but it 's going to be
more demanding in another way when it 's one. Do you know what I mean?
I can see that, I've been thinking about it occasionally, I think, oh dear, you
know, I hope I'll cope but anyway with all these aids and things, I should.

Summary:

The advice giving to other carers provides these women with an opportunity to explain
how they would provide care if they had the chance to start again. The themes that
came through were that providing care for 'their own' is very important and an act of
love. To give it your best and enjoy the time in this caring role was balanced with the
caution to other carers to look after yourself and not be scared to ask for help when it is
needed. The following chapter explores some of the theoretical concepts that have been
developed out of the themes presented by the women respondents.
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CHAPTER 7

The Theory Behind All Of This.

Introduction:

This chapter brings a conceptual focus to the issues raised by the writer and the women
in the study. A theoretical position is needed to provide a tool to analyse, challenge and
enhance the position of women in the caring role. I used feminism as the philosophical
vehicle to do this and as a theory it demands that the political exploitation of women be
challenged. Annie Opie outlines this ...
Feminism is synonymous with working for an improvement (and therefore
change) in women's status and for their participation in their society while
also questioning the current grounds on which that participation is
permitted. Feminism calls for a persistent foregrounding and articulation of
the continued social and political exclusion and suppression of women and
of the issues relevant to them.
(Opie 1994)
Most researchers present theory earlier in the study and use this as a framework to guide
their hypothesis and data collection: this is known as deductive research as described by
Babbie (1989). The progress of the research involved the development from deductive
to inductive research through the women recipients describing their experiences.
Although feminist method provided the framework of this study the theory was drawn
from the themes exposed by the women .
In this context feminism provided the most useful framework to analyse the position of

women as carers of older people, the difficulty was finding supportive literature. The
key reason for this is that the feminist literature reviewed in this study, has had little
specific relevance to the stories presented by the women interviewed. It would appear
that ageing is only now being recognised as a concept and has yet to be addressed by the
literature. Brid Featherstone and Barbara Fawcett, in a presentation to the 27th IASSW
Congress ( 1994 ), outline the difficulty for social workers of integrating the theories of
post-modernism and what is presented to them on a daily basis through the experiences
of clients. Featherstone and Fawcett discuss the safety for social work students that are
unwilling to "let go of categories which they find helpfu/".(Featherston and Fawcett
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1994) Like the social work students to which they refer, I have been hesitant to ' let go'
and therefore this study is based on a structured socialist feminist perspective. The key
aim of the study was to identify resource gaps to present information for internal change
within the system in order to create a greater degree of equality.
As outlined earlier, the majority of resources are available through statutory agencies.
The government systems are structured and the philosophy used to promote the
restructuring of resources was that a competitive environment would be developed
which would enable those wanting services to have a choice.

The assessments for

people under 65 in Northland have been contracted to community based agencies away
from the hospital system.

The ideological reason behind this was to enable the

individuals to define their needs and develop these outside of the medical model. For
example one carer felt it would be useful to be able to take her parents to organised
swimming and another needed someone to help mobilise her mother, as the carer was
unable to take her out in the car alone. The difficulty in applying this philosophy,
however is that the assessors involved may not have an understanding of the long-term
implications of a disease process and therefore will not put in appropriate supports for
the person with the disability or for the carer and will therefore need regular review.
Another problem has been that the health professionals do not recognise these assessors
as competent.
The opportunity I had to spend time with the study respondents and provide them with
an opportunity to define needs themselves, was unique. Most research into statutory
resources stems from a quantitative methodology and therefore the individual's
responses are limited by the structure presented by those doing the research.

The

premise is that those with the decision making power will want the most effective
system and have an underlying desire to provide resources to those that need them in the
most effective way. To enable this to happen they will have to take seriously the needs
as presented by the carers, however, this may be seen as idealistic and impractical as it
is not the most efficient method of 'capping' resources for carers.

A Socialist Feminist Perspective.
The recent writings of those who refer to themselves as socialist feminists
take the position of two separate but interlocked spheres of oppression: ( 1)
class oppression, which is rooted in production of things; and (2) sex
oppression, which is rooted in the production of people.
(Janet Nes & Peter Ladicola 1989: 14)
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Sex oppression is discussed in relation to the production/reproduction of people. The
interest is in the socialisation of women to become active in the reproduction or
maintenance of family members in a carers role, and to leave the productive or public
sphere. The socialisation of the social relationships of families, and in particular women
as carers, is central to the analysis of the information provided by the women carers in
the study. The material outlined further in this chapter, expands these concepts and
selects themes from a range of different feminist perspectives. These have been used to
answer the questions surrounding the caregiver role. Families and marital systems are
analysed to address the question of why women become carers? This is expanded into
gender roles with the public and private worlds explored which then leads into
discussion about paid and unpaid work.
Central to the role of women as carers is production and reproduction. Production (of
goods and services in paid employment) is a role that all women in this research have
played at some stage in their lives and some continue to do so. For some there has been
an active decision to choose production or 'career' over marriage and children.
Information was not sought or given about women's marital choices, however it was
clear that women chose to be in paid work and identified themselves as the occupation
i.e. "I'm a teacher".

Reproduction has also had influence in the carer role in the

majority of cases as the 'mothering' role continues the biological relationship to partner
and family. The conflict between these two roles is evident in the information provided
and, based on the choices the women have made, i.e. the role of production or
reproduction, has affected their ability to cope as carers. Those that have previously
been in a caring role in the private or public sphere, namely mothers themselves or
hands-on carers in a formal care situation, had a better idea of the lifestyle change and
role demands than those with no previous caregiving experience. This study has to a
degree challenged the assumption that women see themselves naturally in the caring
role.

A number of women did not enjoy the 'hands-on' care and found this very

unpleasant. However as stated previously the majority of women did not hesitate or
question the fact that they would provide this role and this will now be explored further.
Public and private worlds.
The sexual division of labour is inherent in the theory of public and private worlds.
Shelagh Cox and Bev James ( 1987) demystify public and private worlds. They present
the two as being aligned to the different sexes, men to the public world outside the
family home and women inside the family home, the private world. The concepts of
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production and reproduction are aligned also - men to production in an economic sense
and women to reproduction connected directly to child bearing and nurturing the next
generation of workers.
This false consciousness was reflected most strongly in a pilot interview. When the
carer was asked what her paid work history was, she recounted her husband' s
employment history. The work done by her in the public and private sphere was not
considered (by her) as important, reflecting the invisibility of her contribution.
However she also saw herself strongly as supporting her husband and it was seen as a
team effort - his achievements were her achievements.

To isolate her from her

husband's public success would have devalued the contribution she had made even
through raising children were unrecognised.
The carers within this research are doubly invisible. As previously stated the elderly
themselves tend to become invisible at the time of retirement and those who care for this
group are further removed from recognition. There are expectations from both the state
and society that women will naturally take on the role of being a carer. This is reflected
in Robyn Munford' s accounts of working with carers. She found ...
Power relations pervaded the most intimate spheres of women' s lives. The
men they loved and lived with were part of the relations of oppression.
When women did attempt to enter a ' public world ' and make some changes,
they would be criticised and ostracised for upsetting the status quo. The
myths about caregiving which controlled and gave meaning to their lives
were so entrenched that at times it is almost impossible to image another
reality.
(Robyn Munford 1990: p42)
From my experience, men as carers are seen by family and society as heroes and they
~ttract

more support. Formal and informal resources become available, the formal tends

to recognise the time-out that men need to socialise with others and the informal is
meals provided or domestic tasks done by other women. The need for women to
socialise seems unrecognised.
Alienation is a concept which is explored through the research and presented as one
identified consequence of becoming a carer. This is not questioned directly in relation
to patriarchy but in terms of why families and society leave the women carer alone to
fulfill a roll that is demanding and socially isolating? However it is the writer's strong
belief that this sex-gender system is rooted in patriarchy. Women still make up the
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majority of carers and there is an expectation that the daughters, wives and nieces will
fulfill these roles and provide domestic labour.
How do women fall into the role of carers?
' Familiar Exploitation: a new analysis of marriage in contemporary western societies'
written by Christine Delphy and Diana Leonard (1992) expands on the sexual division
of labour in the home by focusing on the roles within the family setting. Though the
writing stems from a Marxist feminist analysis, it presents the argument by evaluating
the economic relationships within the family, rather than comparing with others in the
market place. The explanation is as follows:
..in asking if wives get more or less for their work in the family than they
would on the labour market, it gets forgotten that the 'wage rate' is not the
point at issue in family labour.

Family oppression is about family

subordinates being personal dependents. It is about their not being able to
change to another husband/father easily (or their not being able to change at
all), and their having to do whatever their husband/father requires rather
than specific tasks, and his being able to be violent or sexually abusive
towards them with relative impunity. Family dependents do not own their
own labour power in the same way as heads of households own theirs, and if
dependents sell labour they do so under different conditions from heads.
Dependents either do not have the money at all except what their heads
'gives' them, or if they earn money, they do not own it in the same way as
their household head earns what he earns.
If the bad things about family labour keep getting forgotten, the bad things
about wage work, on the other hand, are nearly always recalled. Hence not
surprisingly, people end up saying that the family labour is not as bad as
wage labour. They then cannot understand how the family contributes to the
continuing subordination of women generally, or why women, when given
the choice, generally opt for paid employment rather than for being a 'kept
women'.
(Delphy and Leonard 1992: 1-2)
One of the striking responses from the women that were caring for their ageing
husbands was the lack of conscious decision making when it came to becoming a carer
for their spouses. It was a given that they would provide this care and fulfill this role.
The carers who are caring for their husbands, in the main, are past the age where they
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are able to work in paid employment, as they qualify for superannuation. however the
concept of - "their not being able to change to another husband/father" (Oelphy and
Leonard 1992) is interesting. Dawn, when asked how she became a carer stated that it
was because she was living in the house when her husband was to be discharged from
hospital.

The hospital did not question if she was prepared to be a carer and she

accepted her fate.
Barbara and Irene persevered with the caring role and struggled to maintain a business
at the same time.

Two of the women interviewed felt that one of the benefits of

becoming a carer was that they moved out of the paid employment arena and were able
to stay at home. Catherine had been working in an office and although she expresses
leaving paid work as a benefit, also states that hands-on care is difficult for her. The
financial costs for Catherine receiving the domiciliary care benefit have previously been
outlined.

Family labour to Catherine must have had a great deal of value if the

termination of paid employment is a bonus in taking on the carer role. June was the
other carer to express leaving paid employment as positive.

She indicated that she

enjoys being at home and enjoys family labour.
Becoming a carer provided a legitimate reason to leave work. Most carers do not view
the family or the carers role as one where they are oppressed by the family, but the lack
of support from family and friends was expressed as a disappointment and frustration.
The cultural beliefs of families seem to manipulate some women through family
expectations and emotions to prevent discussions of other options available, or whether
the option of becoming a carer is the right one. Most social workers in dealing with
families find that men, however, do not attract the same familial expectations.
Mary Daly has researched in some depth the relationship between women, the church
(Catholic) and the impact it has had on marital relationships. She evaluates the clerical
i:nainstream writers. Monsignor Kelly is one.
"Sometimes, self-appointed marriage authorities of this breed will write of
the wife as a man's 'reward' at the end of a hard day's work.

It is

characteristic of these marriage counselors that they oppose work outside the
home on the part of the wife, since this fosters 'undesirable traits', such as
independence.
Since it is chiefly as mother rather than as partner that the Eternal Woman is
envisioned, the maternal role tends to be exaggerated into grotesque
proportions which have pathological implications for sexual relationship.
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Devotees of the mystique often proclaim that the wife should be a mother
not only to her children but also to her husband.
(Daly 1975: 175)
This section of Daly's work is part of her analysis of how the Church has continued to
oppress women. Although it would be inappropriate to generalise that this perception of
women has been accepted by all the carers in this study, however an element of the
institutionalised sexism grounded in church doctrine is apparent in the information
provided.
To explore further the comments presented by Mary Daly, that women are to be totally
dependent on their husbands, would not totally be supported by the women in this study.
The concept of dependence needs to be further evaluated.

Several women in the

research discussed the difficulty for them of having to take over the money and business
side of the relationship.

None of the women indicate a total dependence on their

partners or any other male, but reflect more on how they feel about another person
becoming totally dependent on them . Barbara reflected on the loss of a mutuality of the
marital relationship. Once they would discuss everything together and jointly make
decisions, now she has to make them all on her own.
The Christian doctrine was evident in the responses from several women. Those that
identified themselves as Closed Brethren reflected this in different ways.

Elizabeth

talked about her work history and was clear that once she was married her paid work
finished.

Social Workers who work with this group recognise that men have the

responsibility of decision making within families. Examples of this have been family
meetings to arrange care for a person needing hands-on help and only the men in the
family (unlikely to provide hands-on care) come to the meeting.
When Helen was asked how she came about caring for her husband she said ..
I felt it was what God would have me to do, reflecting an expectation that on

a spiritual level Helen fulfills this role.
Unpaid work.
In analysing the 'unpaid household work' done by women, the definition of housework
remains unclear because the concept of housework is accepted without question. Work,
within the context of this thesis, includes everything that is in conjunction with
maintenance of the home and those who live within it. This is clarified within the
results of the time-use diaries where personal time and care is excluded
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In the late 1960s and 1970s the domestic activities of women was recognised by the
women's movement, as work (Delphy and Leonard 1992). It was acknowledged that
women were not unproductive because they were at home. however housework,
childcare and meeting the emotional and sexual needs of the man of the house were still
unrecognised.
The 'value' of womens' contribution to the productivity and how this is excluded by the
economists is exposed by Marilyn Waring in her book 'Counting for Nothing - What
Men Value and What Women are Worth' . Economic definitions of production are
challenged as, it is revealed by Waring that womens' contribution is excluded by the
economic equations.
The skewed definitions of work and labour that are used by economists
result in equally skewed concept of production.

As we have seen,

economists usually use labour to mean only those activities that produce
surplus value (that is, profit in the marketplace).

Consequently, labour

(work) that does not produce profits is not considered production.
(Waring 1988: 22)
Relating this to carers of older people the work done by this group is viewed as
economically worthless and unproductive. A value for this work has been established in
the market place by residential homes that are charging between $22,000 pa for the
lowest dependency care and $45,900 pa. for the highest. Like all unpaid work caring for
older people does get recognition if anyone but the carer provides this role.

For

example the District Nurse who provides hands on care either by treating wounds and
showering the person, the worker at the day care centre who provides care from l 0 am
till 3 pm. The list goes on and on. The issue is not to quantify this and put a dollar
value on the care but to have recognition for the importance of the role and the
acknowledgment of the fact that it is hard work.
The 1970s and 1980s brought out the consciousness of women and the definition of
women's work was broadened. This included domestic tasks - housework, sexual and
emotional servicing of men, the caring for children, the elderly and the sick. (Delphy
and Leonard: 1992)
Throughout the feminist literature, the work of women was finally recognised and the
reproductive role of women given value. This role is the nurturing and maintenance of
both children and the men who then provide the means of production. This acceptance
of the sexual division of labour was shown through the continued socialisation of
children. The majority of these carers would have been socialised into their caring roles
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before or during the 1960s and would have socialised their children during the 1970s
and 1980s.
It is no great surprise that women are choosing to participate in the 'paid' work force
rather then choosing 'unpaid' work.

Several women now, however, -are left in the

uncompromising position of having to cope with both going to work and providing all
the unpaid responsibilities as well, although there are some changes occurring in this
area. This was reinforced by a popular myth that the home environment is the 'best'
option for an individual. In my experience of working with older people and their
families, if a carer considers alternatives, especially residential care, there is a heavy
cost in guilt and the feeling of having failed the person they were caring for. In some
situations quite the opposite effect occurs in that both people have a higher quality of
life, both have their own interests and when the carer and caree get together they enjoy
their time, rather than both being stressed due to remaining in an unsatisfactory
situation.
Time use diaries.

A section of the information collected was recorded in a quantitative form to enable an
analysis of the unpaid work provided by the carers. The graph on the following page is
a visual illustration of how the care tasks are spread within a day.
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Figure I: Time use diary analysis
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This graph illustrates the breakdown of the time use diaries. The majority of carers
spent an average of 4 7 percent of their time providing caring duties, namely hands-on
care (which applies to the time spent physically caring for the caree), in-direct care (this
includes all other care tasks for example checking a person at night) and household
chores which applies to housework. The rest of the time was defined as sleep, personal
activities and other. The majority of paid workers spend 30 percent of the working day
working and have two days off per week.

Generally most people would still do

household chores and may also provide· in-direct care for others but this graph does
reinforce the time and commitment provided by carers when fulfilling a carers role. One
of the most important aspects of the time-use diaries has been providing the carers with
an opportunity to reflect on the work they do and have it defined in this way.

Poststructuralism.
The challenge now is to evaluate the above information from a poststructuralist's
perspective. This is described by Roberta Sands and Kathleen Nuccio
... Poststructuralists look at meaning in relation to the particular social,
political, and historical contexts in which language is spoken or written.
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They view discourse (bodies of language or '·texts'') and "readers" as
situated. rather than neutral.
(Roberta Sands and Kathleen Nuccio 1992: 491)
The appeal of poststructuralism lies in its ability to deconstruct the information by
looking at the social, historical and political contexts of the women involved.

One

example of this was when the women were asked their ethnic origin. The majority of
the women were European, this term was chosen over pakeha as most women described
themselves as European and several came from other colonial areas for example
Australia and South Africa.
Foucault through the concept of 'genealogy' draws on historical information on
struggles and suggests that these can be utilised in developing strategies for present day
events. Genealogy is the research into historical struggles.
What it really does is to entertain the claims to attention of local,
discontinuous, disqualified, illegitimate knowledges against the claims of a
unitary body of theory which would filter, hierarchise and order them in the
name of some true knowledge and some arbitrary idea of what constitutes a
science and its objects.
(Foucault 1980: 83)
The relevance to this study of this concept is that carers have traditionally been
marginalised and have not been recognised has having legitimate opinions surrounding
their knowledge or struggle.
Jacques Derrida' s presentation of binary oppos1t1ons 1s an interesting theory when
applied to carers and caregivers. The term 'caregivers' when deconstructed revolves
around a binary relationship, one being the caregiver the other the receiver or taker of
the care. It has been difficult within this research to avoid this implication. Attempts
have been made to use terms like 'caree' and 'older person receiving the care'.
However when talking to

th~

carers the relationship is based on rewards received from

providing the care. The motivation is to provide a better quality of life and the rewards
are to see the 'loved one' responding to the attention given. There are many other
rewards and costs. Further deconstruction could occur.

Another factor of poststructuralism is to look at the juxtaposition of the global view and
the localised scene. In the context of the women in this study, the global view taken is
that of the monetarist philosophy. In an examination of the health system in New
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Zealand. thi s has been chosen because most of the financial resources for carers are
funded through this system and this system has been adopted from the United Kingdom.
The United Kingdom system was introduced as the National Health Service on 1st April
199 1 and in New Zealand in 1993.The names of the administrative organisations are the
same; - Regional Health Authorities. The hospitals have the same names; - Crown
Health Enterprises.

The community funding systems are the same with General

Practitioners becoming fundholders.
These reforms were based on regulated competition driven by the market philosophy.
The reason for separating funders and providers was to give the funders the option of
purchasing services from several providers.

The flow on effect of this was that

individuals would also have the option to choose from a range of providers. Another
advantage of separating the funder from the provider is to enable a 'capping' to be
placed on the health dollars spent.
Boston and Dalziel (1992) discuss this system ..
"access to health care as a part of society reward system, so that those with
higher incomes should be permitted to purchase more and better quality care
if they so desire. Market liberals generall y argue that health care is no
different from other commodities in terms of the expected responses to
market mechanism. Even when ill, individuals are the best judges of their
own welfare and should therefore accept responsibility for their own health
care.

Strengthening market mechanisms through private funding and

provision should improve the efficiency of health services.
(Jonathan Boston & Paul Dalziel 1992: 147)
The implication of this approach for carers and those cared for is that services are
available because the market will see the need and supply them to those that can afford
them.
The localised situation for these carers is affected by their political, social and cultural
contexts. The needs expressed by them are localised and although there may be some
similarities with the United Kingdom caregivers, the needs can only be met on a local
level. It is for this reason that a structural socialist feminist approach has been taken to
identify the themes expressed by the women and an opportunity for their voices to be
presented to the health service stakeholders.

The resources gaps identified by the

women are the need for contact with families and other people to counteract isolation.
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Summary:

This chapter draws together the feminist theory woven throughout this thesis. The
fundamental theoretical perspective underpinning this research has been drawn from the
socialist feminist school of thought.

This ideology is reflected in discussions

surrounding production and reproduction in terms of caring for the elderly. Production
is explored through the evaluation of womens' roles in society and the link between
work in the private world as influenced by social policy developed in the public realm.
The concept of reproduction refers to womens' place in the home and their role as
nurturers. Socialist feminist analysis explore womens' role of reproducers of labour and
this nurturing role is extended to include care of the elderly. These expectations of
reproduction are expected to affect women in the fist half of their lives, what has been
highlighted by the literature and theory is that socialisation of women as carers and
nurturers will place them again in these roles in the second half of their lives.
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CHAPTERS

Implications For Social Work Practice.

Introduction:

This research has provided me with a luxury that most social workers do not have. A
time to stop and appraise the situation for a group of people who received a service that
I had provided.
The implications for social work practice will relate more spec ifically to social work
within a hospital setting, in a multi-disciplinary role and under service management. To
explain this, the social work scene was mostly based on a hospital ward not based in the
community.

T~e

social worker was in a team of other health professionals, namely

occupational therapists, physiotherapists, nurses, doctors and speech language therapists
as the main players. Finally under service management refers to the social worker being
accountable to the above team and to a clinical manager who may not have a social
work background. This was a direct reflection of the position I held within the health
system which was duplicated not only locally but nationally.
The information provided by the carers constantly brought new information and
surprises. Although, through experience, a lot of the responses were expected, it was
the continual challenges to the assumptions I held about carers and the consequences of
providing the care that brought the surprises.
The literature provided some information on assumptions being tested by researchers
globally. Several of these revolved around the role of carers and the role of women.
The majority of the literature written on social work within New Zealand excludes elder
care. The implication of this for social workers was that those working in health and
community organisations find that a large client group held by these workers have little
information and research available to draw on.
As previously stated social work with older people is a separate specialisation due to the
complex nature of inter-generational dynamics.

Social work training is critical as a

foundation on which to develop this specialist knowledge.
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The majority of social workers. although they may draw on different philosophical
positions, are bound by issues of social justice. When working with elder care issues,
elder abuse is one of the areas of social injustice that speaks the loudest. The links
between lack of resources, carer stress and elder abuse are constantly remembered in
every social work assessment.
The literature reflects education as the best prevention of abuse and that this needs a
multi-agency approach. The implication on practice is that carers and older people start
by receiving education about the existence of abuse. Having identified that abuse is
occurring, the proactive response is to clarify with the carer (who may or may not be the
abuser) and the older person which safety measures can be implemented.

The

appropriate intervention should be provided within the social work role, taking into
account that other agencies are available to assist in this area. A local example was the
Elder Abuse Co-ordinator employed through Age Concern. The Co-ordinator receives
referrals from any person or agency, passes this onto the most appropriate agency to
respond to the concerns raised. These agencies include Age Concern, Police, local lwi
groups, health professionals, Women's Refuge and Lawyers. Unfortunately, to date a
clear policy has not been established within the hospital system, however this should be
completed in the near future.
Also outlined in the literature review was the RCSP summary of different theoretical
positions. When reflecting on these it appears that the one most utilised by health social
workers was medicalisation. This was not the situation when I first started in this
position five years ago.

It appears to be a combination of several factors.

The

institutionalisation of social work through service management has reduced the
flexibility of community based practice to the point that follow up visits by that social
worker are rare. Separating a social worker from a social work focus centralised the
social worker under a medical model. The consequences of this are that the social
worker is reduced to responding to clients within a short time frame - from days to a
week at the most. This reduces intervention options. The social work role becomes
defined by the team and the management (usually these people have no social work
training). Therefore the role is defined through the medical model as the majority of the
team members trained under this model. The occupational therapists are the exception they work from a socio-ecological model.

The team also refer to social workers,

everyone with a social problem, or who is behaviourally in the "too hard basket" and
expect them to be 'treated' and ' cured' instantaneously.
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Another factor within the current environment for health social work is the gate keeping
role. This has been created through the assessment process outlined previously in the
resources chapter. Social workers have become assessors, the main reason for this is
that the traditional brokerage role cannot be performed unless the assessment function is
completed and then the referrals for resources can be made.

This function has

dominated the social work role and restricted other intervention methods such as
individual, group. family or community work. The range of recognised social work
skills is limited and therefore the service received by the client and families becomes
one of brokerage rather than therapy.
Anne Opie ( 1995) evaluates the effectiveness of social work intervention and, in doing
so, interviewed caregivers.
The caregivers I interviewed felt supported by most of the social workers,
who acted as their advocates, advised them of the available services and of
their eligibility to access them, arranged family meetings to discuss care
plans and to keep other significant family members informed of what was
happening, responded to crisis and tried to provide a listening, empathetic
ear. That caregivers valued those dimensions of support came through very
clearly in the warmth of their comments. Yet simultaneously nearly half of
the 25 caregivers whose transcripts I analysed indicated a significant
limitation to the support work carried out by the social workers.

They

spoke of how their knowledge of the social workers' pressure of work meant
that they had consciously to justify a decision to contact them, and they
referred to the absence of support or counseling, especially at key transition
points in their caring career, such as the admission of their relative or spouse
to care, times when caregivers were likely to be experiencing high levels of
guilt and anxiety about the rightness of their decision at critical points, then,
the support to deal with the emotional consequences of their decisions or of
the events was absent.
(Annie Opie 1995: 222)
The consequences of the above have led to a reduction in effectiveness when working
with carers and the institutionalisation of social work and the subsequent assumptions
made by social workers was the major realisation for me.
The resources chapter raised a number of questions in relation to social work practice.
Currently some social workers refuse to provide information on New Zealand Income
Support Service benefits or subsides because they feel it is the responsibility of the
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client to find out this information from NZISS. As stated earlier the forms themselves
are extremely daunting especially if the client has any problems with literacy, an
illustration of this is in Appendix 1,2 and 3. This does enable NZISS to deal with the
financial matters.

However when considering options for older people (mainly the

caree ), should not financial costs be discussed as a consideration in making informed
choices? Certainly the respondents have indicated that domiciliary care benefits provide
a very basic standard of living.

What services are utilised by the carers?
The carers were asked if they were using the following services. At the time they were
interviewed carer support-aid to families was being issued through NZISS.
Table 6: Formal services used by the carers
Alice
Aid to Families

Barb

Ca th

Dawn

Eliz

.;

.;

Gill
.;

Attendant Care
Day Care
Community Nursing

Fay

.;
.;

Support
Home
Services
Meals on Wheels
Social Relief

.;

.;

.;

.;

Helen

Irene

June

.;

.;

.;

.;

.;

Aid to families (28 days) or carer support together with community nursing were
equally the most popular services used. The reasons for this are not provided, however,
it may be because neither of these services are income tested and both can be provided
in the carers home.
Attendant care, although now included in home support contracts, was at the time of the
interview, unavailable to those over 65 years of age, therefore it is not surprising that
this service was not utilised.

Day care is designed to provide an opportunity for

socialisation for the person receiving the care and time out for the carer. This service
was available to people diagnosed as having dementia at no cost if they hold a
community services card.
Home support services and meals at the time of the interview were provided by the local
CHE. The criteria for this would exclude the carers from receiving this service, because
those living on their own or with carers who themselves have disabilities, would be the
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first to receive the service. The need to prioritise these services usually results in those
living alone receiving what funding is available.

Table 7: Voluntary Groups used by Carers
Alice

Barb

Clair

Dawn

A.D .A .R.D.S.

Fay

Gill

Helen

Irene

June

../

Age Concern

../

Arthritis
Foundation
Advocacy Service
Blind Foundation
Cancer Society
Maimed
Civilian
Association
Diabetic Society
Persons
Disabled
Assembly
Grey Power
Hearing
Association
Home Line
Hospice Society
National
Foundation
DRC

Eliz

../

../

../
../

../

../

../

../

../

../

Heart

Order of St. John
Ostomy Society
Parkinson"s
Society
RSA
Anny
Salvation
Social Services
Support
Stroke
Group

../

../

../

../

../

../

../

../
../

../

As Age Concern provided the names of some of the respondents it is not surprising that
as a support group they are the one that was used by more carers than any other group.
Disabilities Resource Centre (DRC) Northland, as outlined previously in the resource
chapter, has been providing an assessment service for people under 65. This assessment
acts as a gate keeper for resources. This service also provides information and advocacy
for people with disabilities and has a range of aids for people to purchase.
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The majority of remaining support groups are specific to particular disease processes or
disabilities, for example Parkinson's Support Group.

The advantage of this is an

opportunity to receive support from others in a similar situation who may have useful
practical experience which can be shared.
The under utilisation of resources was a surprise. The situation is that carers get one
main opportunity to receive referrals for resources. This is when the person they are
caring for is assessed, either in the community or in the hospital. It is usually at a time
of crisis and therefore the carer has not had the opportunity to think through the
implications of the care situation. By asking which resources were used gave the carers
an opportunity to ask about those not heard of before and placed the majority in a
position (not in crisis) of knowing where the resources are most needed. It appears
logical then that a visit to carers, sometime down the track to explore the available
resources to enable them another opportunity to define their needs once they know the
caring situation better. At the time of interviewing carers this was not possible as the
managerialism of social work prevented the workers from leaving the assigned areas of
responsibility as this work is not contracted and therefore unpaid by the service
concerned.
I started the methodology section by stating that it was natural for social workers to
develop a relationship with a client by asking them to "tell their story". However when
I asked carers to do this in a research setting the information I received was different
from the information provided in a working relationship. Being captured by the medical
model results in a diagnosis-treatment process. The carer indicates she is taking the
older person home, then the social worker assesses the client using a prescriptive
assessment form and a list of services available which the elder person may receive or
not, depending on the income of the applicant. This research has suggested another
assessment process, enabling the carer to do a self assessment and present their needs,
not restricted by a prescribed assessment or a list of resources.
The ideal would be for a the method adopted within this research to be utilised by social
work practitioners. For this to become part of social work practice several changes in
work patterns would need to occur. Currently the focus is on the needs of the older
person, who is defined as the client. Although the carer usually receives the majority of
the social worker's time, the focus is not on the carer's needs (although they are
explored). Social workers would also need to be able to visit carers in their own homes
at a time when the crisis of the initial stages of caring have passed, to re-evaluate the
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needs identified within the home and maybe the client at this point should become the
carer.
The importance of support agencies in the community are not always acknowledged and
it may be appropriate to refer to these groups rather than cling to the concept of being
the 'key' worker.
The most significant information provided by this research is that given by the
respondents themselves. The job performed by carers is not widely known by society,
or even by those working with health needs on a daily basis. The level of care provided
by the women in this study reinforced the level of dependency of those receiving care.
It has been highlighted on numerous occasions that the wives in this study, particularly,

are providing hospital level care.
For the first time I have been asking carers how they became carers and the response
indicated that in the majority of cases it was not a matter of choice. This challenges a
fundamental assumption made by social workers. It is taken for granted that wives want
to care for their spouses, unless they specifically state otherwise. Residential care is
discussed in terms of long-term care but this assumption is highlighted in Barbara's
response. She became a carer because she lived in the house and he (her husband) was
returning home. In one case the family rallied around and discussed, not only who was
providing care, but what the dependent person(s) wanted. It is also assumed that the
older person would prefer to be dependent on family than in an institution.
Residential care is viewed by respondents as a last resort. The majority of carers believe
they can provide a better quality of life for the individual than an institution. In Mr. G's
case, presented at the end of the resources chapter, this is certainly the situation.
However, in a number of residential care facilities the care is good and improving due
to the competitive nature of the industry. Mrs. G has a broken ankle that has not healed
because she is walking on it to look after her husband. If he had been to a facility where
his needs were met then both of them would have benefited.

The residential care

situation does not restrict the caree from being able to leave and return home for periods
of time. In my experience, and this is reinforced by some of the carers, the quality of life
for both the carer and the caree is not always explored.
Once again these issues can be raised at a later date once the implications of the caring
becomes a reality for those involved.
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Although it is assumed that carers. particularly wives, will provide care for a heavily
dependent person. it also follows that the role is enjoyed even though it is a hard job.
There is a great deal of benefit in providing care for another person and this was
expressed by carers. As stated before, the satisfaction comes from believing they are
providing a higher standard and better quality of life for those receiving the care. Social
workers, when exploring with carers the choice they are making, should discuss the
motivation expressed by the person contemplating the carer role. It was clear that those
women who have previously been a carer, either through recognised paid or unpaid
carer roles, knew the implications of their decision to care for an older person.
Certainly those who had never provided the role before found it very difficult.
The themes that were strongly voiced by the carers were the lack of real choice (when
reflecting on how they became carers), the isolation which develops through lack of
opportunity to continue personal interests and the isolation from other family and finally
the job is one with no visible end.
The challenge to social work is to respond to these issues that for this practitioner were
being heard for the first time. It is important for social workers to explore with the
carers the choices they are making in taking on the carer role - eve~ if they are wives.
Isolation is an issue which social workers are aware of but the degree of family isolation
was a revelation.

The resources provided by statuary agencies have an underlying

assumption that family are willing to support carers. This may need to be explored with
families and carers to formalise what support is available and what is needed. This
needs to be reviewed at a later time as with the statutory resources once the carer is
familiar with the role, and has a better idea of what resources are needed.
Michael Belgrave and Loretta Brown (1996) recently completed an evaluation of the
cost of informal care. This was incorporated into a review on the effectiveness of case
management. Following are the recommendations of the report in relation to supporting
informal carers.
These recommendations recognise a particular role undertaken by women as carers and
are aimed at improving the self-esteem and status of informal carers as essential
providers of care and of sharing the burden of care more evenly by:
providing more timely and effective formal services in the home to reduce
the non-financial and financial costs of care to informal carers;
by ensuring adequate and flexible care is available;
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by ensuring that carers have access to information from professionals on the
services available and on the consequences of them undertaking the role of
carer;
by encouraging other family members to provide care;
by providing training in care where this is required and by ensuring that
carers maintain their own support networks and have the emotional support
to allow them better to cope with their situation.
(Belgrave and Brown 1996: iv)
In summary social workers working with carers and older people tend to work from a
model which focuses on the needs of the dependent person and is detached from the
carer. The carer is asked at a time of crisis to define their needs before they really know
what they are. The interviewing methods used by social workers, which are directive,
need to become non-directive to enable the carer to define their own needs. Nondirective interviewing provides the setting for the development of the working
relationship to enable the carers to talk about the issues for them in fulfilling the
caregiving role.
As this research focuses on carers needs and was conducted at a time when they were
not in crisis, many were able to identify resource gaps and indicated that social isolation
is a big issue. This includes isolation from both friends and family. It is the problem
social workers need to be clear about. In this study the respondents challenge social
workers to address carers needs and isolation created by the caregiving lifestyle.
Finally the medical model does not address the ongoing nature of providing care for
another person. Social workers need to move from a dependence model to one where
the needs of both people are continually considered and carers feel they have choices.
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APPE~DIX

I: FORMS ISSUED BY NEW ZEALAND INCOME SUPPORT

SERVICES AND BENEFITS·:-

The fo llowing forms are from New Zealand Income Support Service. The total number
of pages totals 139. Those marked with an asterisk are the most likely to be used by
elder ~ arers, and are presented in fill in the Appendix:

A.ccommodation supplement
Accommodation supplement application
_-\ppointment of an agent
Change of address/accommodation costs
Change of bank account
Community services card application - National Superannuation*
Domestic purposes benefit application - Caregiver*
Funeral grant application
Home support services subsidy*
Increased payment while in hospital
LiYing alone payment application
~ew

Zealand superannuation application*

~ew

Zealand superannuation application - Partner

~ ew

Zealand superannuation/Veterans pension review

Personal details
Residential care subsidy*
ReYiew of decision
Special benefitapplication
Support needs grant
Tenure protection allowance review
\ -eterans pension application
\ . eterans pension application - Partner
\" eterans pension - transfer from New Zealand superannuation
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l

~

_c ___

___ __;;_Ls::~_:: '1,L,_':'E!E'l

,v,., ba/aJ

J~---

-- -

~ Income Support Service

__ _

Please fill out this Application form ifyou are currently receiving New Zealand Superannuation
(previously known as National Superannuation or Guaranteed Retirement Income). Ifyou need
help with this form please call our toll free number 0800 805 494.

Name

1. What is your name?
First names

Surname or family name

Give any other names that you uu
now or have wed in the plllt
(including your maidm name).

2. Are you known by or have you ever used any other
names?
No
Yes

• Go to Question 3
. • Please give details below

Maiden name:
. Any "other· names:

3. Are you:
. Puau ticlt one box to show the titlL
you want U> be ltnoum by.

Male

Female

4. What do you wish to be called?
Mrs

Miss

Ms

Mr

No title

Other

Birth Date

5. What is your date of birth?
Day

Address

Month

6. Where do you liv~--- - __

Giw your house number. st:rret, suburb,
and your town or city.
Giw your ,,.,.;/int addrns ifdi/Jermt
from whn-r you liw.

7. Where do you want your card sent?
- - -- - - - · - --· ·- -- ·-·--- -- -- -

Ifyou do not haw a ulrphone,
pUIZle fiw "frimd or rrlatiwi
number so we can conlllct you.

8. What is your contact telephone number?

Tax Number

9. What is your Inland Revenue tax number?

Friend relative

Home / work

My number is

I

I

Year
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Ethnic Group
You don't h11t1t to 11nswnrhis qrust'UJn ifyou don't

9. To which ethnic group do you believe you belong?
New Zealand
- - Other
European/Pakeha ·- - European

__

w11nt to.

Tokelauan

Cook Islands ,Maori

This informAtion isfor

Chinese

Indian

st11tistia only.

New Zealand
Maori

i

• you Live in one p'4ct of
miamet most ofthe ti~.
ana
• you arr not sharint your
accomotiatUln with anothnaduit.

Overseas
Pension

Tongan

•To which tribe(s)/iwi do you
belong? Give details below

:

.- - - - - - - - - - - - -

'--'

~----------~

!

Living Alone
You 11re ''li11int ,W,,.,," if.

Samoan

, Other (please state) ·

10. Do you llve alone?

Yea l_J
No

[J

11. Do you get s-ld an overMas pension?

No

Yff

D•
C•

Go to Question 15
Please answer questions below

12. What country p.ys th• pension?

13. W"-t Is the name of the pension?

Giw IUPUnlnt in Nn11
ZttdAna dollAn.

14. W"-t la the annual rate of pension? S NZ

Spouse

15. Do you have a spouH?

A spouse is 11 wift ""
husb11ruJ. or sowuon1 you

No

- -,
I : • Go to Question 19

art Li11i11t with in 11

Yes i

• Please answer questions below

rt'4tionship simi'4r to
m4""4g1.

18. What Is your spouM's full name?

Firstl'ame

17. What Is your spouse's
date of birth?

Sum-

19
Day

Year
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18. I• your spou. . getting National Superannuation
payments?
• Please give your spouse's customer
number below

• Ask your spouse to complete the Spouse section

Income Details
Pka.11 only gi111 your own
shatT ofany incom1.
We may aslt you to show proof
ofyour incom1.
We will rut ha.Ifofany
amount YD" show in
Qiustion 19 or 20 whm
cal.cuLuint JOI'" mtitlnnmt
to tht carrl..
Do not inc/iu:U any lump nmr
paymma or your National
SuperannUAtion in tlw
amount at Qrustion 19.
&Amp/a ofmoruy from other
sourcn:
• wagn or 14/,ary befOrr tAX
• taxabk a.ccidmt
compmsation
• ntt taxabk form or
b11.1inm income
• inUTnt from savingr or
invntmmts befOrr
withhol4ing tAX
• dividmds from sham or
t:kbmrum befOrr
withho/,dint tAX
• ntt raxabk incomt from rrnts
• rrdu""4ncy or
ttrmination-typt paymmts
• privatt owntas pmsions
• any othtr taxabk
incomt, tg. family trusts
Do not inc/iu:U
• NZ Registtrtd
Superannuation schemn
• annuitin from NZ lift
lnsuranct offices
•National
Superannuation.

19. What money did you get aa 1 pension from any New
Zeal1nd Regl•tered Superannuation scheme or as an
annuity from any New Zealand Life Insurance offices
during the l1at tax year?
(Do not Include 1ny lump sum payments or your National
SuperannU1tton In the 1rnount below).

'S

: Enter the full amount or "nilft
20. Arw you ltlll receiving the ame amount as shown in
Queltlon 19?
Yee
No

D
D•

•Go to Question 21
How much do you expect to get this year?

Is
21. What money did you get from any other source
during the lut tax yMr?
wt.. did it -

lnlm?

:s
I

!s
'
s
s
s
Total S

22. Do you think you will get the same amount as shown
In Que•tlon 21 during this tax year?
;---,

Yee
No

I,____JI •Go to Question 24

C

•How much do you expect to get this year?

;S
23. What la the reason for the difference?
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Rest Home

24. Are you a resident of a re8t home or hoapital?

v..

LJ

Noj !

11Mt;11t;11undcr the terms of the Privacy Act 1993, we are required to inform you chat:
• the infommion you have provided is being collcca:d under the aurhority of The Health
Entitlement Card ~m 1993
• the information is nccdcd to a.w:ss your entitlement to a Community Scrvic.cs Card and
will be usc:d for the functiom and purposes of New Zealand lnc.ome Support Service
• you have rights of accm to the information hdd about yowsdf and you have the right to
request mrrcaiom to dm infomwion
• the infumwion you have provided may be mmpmd with infonnarion hdd by the
Minimy of fducarion, lnJand Rm:rtue Deputmcnt, Justice Oepanmcnr. Customs
Department. Department of Labour and Accident Compcmarion and Rdiabilicuion
Insur.ma: Corpom:ion.
The i.nCormarion I haw gMzi in this applicarion is auc and coma and I ~ not left
anything om.
Pleuealgnhere

Ifthisform btu Hm filktl Ma

~

CIJSTOMEltS SIGNAT\JAE

~
~

AGENTS SIGNATIJAE

°"JOI"' IH/uJf,
thlll JWnO" -""' ,. ctmap!n.
Pteuealtnhere
tlM •trJU's tJn.iU.

" ' SOWllOfll 1/u

Nno Zl""'1ul /""""' Support
~man hllW writtm
confi""'11itm ifJO" h.w
appoinuJ 1111 •pt.

,,

!I

°"'

- - ·II

!

°"'

AGENT'S NAME

Agent's addreM

To p your Cmnmunity Services c.ard pleue c:omplcte thi.t application fonn and send it to
New Zealand 1na>mc Support Service, P.O. Bax 5054. Wdlingmn.

Office use only

I

GRANT

IOECUNE

I

I

REC~

OFF1CEA SIGNAT\JAE

' .I

I

Dey

I

I

AU'™ENTICATING OFFICER SIGNAT\JAE

:

~
Dey

CtiECKING OFFlCER SIGNATURE

~

!

!

;

DOY

-

19

·- ·-

-

19

19

...,
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,

~ -·

..... . ......

., r ~~ .

··•

..: I

Partner Details

Please ask your partner to complete Questions 1-20.
· -- - ···---· -··------ -Customers Name

Name

1. What is your name?
First names

Surname or family name

Givr any othrr namrs that you uu
now or havr uud in thr past
(including your maidm namr).

2. Are you known by or have you ever used any other
names?
No

• Go to Question 3

Yes ·

• Please give details below

Maiden name:
Any · other· names:

3. Are you:
· l'uau ticlt onr box to show thr titu
you want to br ltnown by.

Male

Female

4. What do you wish to be called?
Mrs

Miss

Ms

Mr

No title

Other

Birth Date

5. What is your date of birth?
Day

Address

Month

6. Where do you live?

Givr your hous' numbrr, strut, suburb,
at1d your town or city.

7. Where do you want your card sent?
Givr .your mailing aJJrm ifdi/frrrnt
from wh~ you livr.

Ifyou Jo not havr a uuphonr,
plrau givr a frimJ or "lativis
11umbrr 10 iw can contact you.

8. What is your contact telephone number?

Tax Number

9. What is your Inland Revenue tax number?

Home . work

My number is

I

I

Year
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Customer
Number

Ethnic Group
Yn Jm.'t """to IDlnlln'
- tins ~ ifJOI' Jm.'t

"'""'to.

8. Do you know your cuaton. number?

Y•

D•

No

D •Go

What is your number?

9. To which ethnic group do you believe you belong?

New Zealand

European/Pakeha

Tokelauan
Chinese
Maori

D
Yn .n ·1mn1111on1· if.
• yn liw i11 OM p!Aa of
mit/me, most oftlN tim1,
anJ

D
D
0 ~=Islands D
0
0
D •To
Other

European

Samoan

Tongan

nLJ

O

Indian

New Zealand

UvlngAlone

to Question 9

Other (please

which tribe(sVrwi do you
belong? Give details below

stat•> .__________

__.J

1a. Do you live alone?

Y•D
Noo

• JO" .,., not sh.rint JO"'
aeco"""""'"1n with llnOtM

aiJMk.
11. Do you 991 pBI an oveneu penaion?

No D .
0•

Go to Question

Y•

1s

Pteue answer questions below

12. What country pay• the pension?

13. What I• the name of the pension?

Giw 11mount in Nn11

z~""'"" JollAn.

14. What I• the annual rate of pension?

IS
NZ
-------
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Income Details
Puas1 011/y giw yovr """'
shaJY ofany i11&tn'M.
~ "'4J aslt JO" ro shtN proof
ofyour i11&om1.
~ wiJJ WI hllifof""1
amount you s"""1 U.
Quation 15 or 16 wbn
ca/J:uilui11t yovr mtirlnnmt
to tlw carrl.
.
Do not incbuk any lump nms
poymnttJ or JO""' Ndliorud
Supn-1111n~

in U.

"""'""'"' QuatUm 15.
Exmnpln of1MMJ from otlwr
sourea:

• wagn or sa1.ary beforr tax
• taxabll acmknt

15. What money did you get u 1 penalon from any New
Zealand Reglatered Superannuation tcheme or H 1n
annuity from any New Zealand Ute lnaurance otftc.9
during the lut tax year?
(Do not Include any lump aum paymenta or your National
Superannuation In the 1mount below.)

I Enter the full amount or "nir

:S

1e. Are you atUI receiving the ume 1mount H ahown In
Queation 15?
YH
No

D
D •How

•Go to Question 17
much do you expect to get this year?

Is
17. What money did you get from 1ny other source
during the lut tu y..,..,
wt.. did. -

from?

s
s
s

compms1ttio11
• nn taXAbll form or
busi11m inco'!M
• intnnt from uivinf) or
inwstmnrtJ beforr

withho/Jjnt tu
• JiuU/nul.s ftom sham or
t:Ubmtum beforr
withho/Jjnt t"1t
• Mt taxabu inco'IM ftom rma
• rraurui.aN:J or
t1rmi11/ltio11-~ paymnrts

:s

!

.S

:

YH
No

D
D •How

•Go to Question 20
much do you expect to get this year?

Is
19. What I• the reason for the difference?

lnsura11&1 officn

• Nammal
Supcrznnualion.

Rest Home

I

1,_---~

11. Do you think you will get th• same 1mount aa ahown
In QuHtlon 17 during thla tu year?

• ll"J otlwr taxabll
inco1111, tf· family '"'111.

• NZRqjsuml
Supcrz11nualio11 schmsn
• a1111uitin from NZ lift

!
i

Total ;s

•~privau own111.1 pmsioN

Do not W1MM

$

20. Are you a rHldent of a reat home or hospit1I?

Y••D

Nol \
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1'@1§1it§hUnder the terms of the Privacy Act 1993, we arc required to inform you that:

• chc information you have provided is being collected under chc auchority of The Hea!ch
Encitlcmcnt Card Rcgularions 1993
• chc infonnacion is nccdcd co assess your encitlemenc to a Community Services Card and
will be used for chc functions and purposes of New Zealand Income Support Service
• you have rights of access ro che information hdd about yourself and you have chc righc co
request corrections co crus informacion
• chc infonnacion you have provided may be compared with infunnation held by che
Ministry of Education, Inland Revenue Department. Justice Depanmcnc, Customs
Depamnenc, Department of Labour and Accident Compcnsacion and Rehabilicarion
Insurance Corporation.

The infonnation I have gi\'m in this appliaJion is true and coma and I have not left
anything out.
PleaM sign here

If this form IHu b1m filkJ out
by sorruo111 1/s, on your b11HJ/,
thllt JHnOn Mids to

compln.

tM •imt's JnAiU.
Nn11 LlllAnJ lne°"" Support
~must hllW writtn
confirm1ttion ifyou h1tH
•ppoinml"" •imt.

~

CUSTOMER'S SIGNAT\JAE

:!
0.,

PleaM sign here

~
~

AGENTS SIGHA~

; .
: !

I

0.,

AGENT"SNAME

-

11

11

··-

i

Agent'1addre. .

Office use only
:GRANT

OECUNE

RECOMMENCING OFFICER SIGNAT\JAE

I

- ·19

'
0.,

·- ·- ·: 11

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER SIGNATURE

o..
CHECKING omc:ER SIGNATURE

11

°"'
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Domestic Purposes Benefit Application-Caregiver
CUSTOMER NUMBER

Who can get
this benefit
lfJO" ~ ""'ftilittt ;,. tlN fo,.,,,,
pl.I- ,,P, as JO"' _ , Nn11
u~"" 1 Swrnn
offia.

s,,,,.rT

M1'-ru. I h"1n. - ,,.,/,;- • /ti u wlMitMi i #Nii,-,,;, '-""
,.u; /ti • ,_,; • • Nn11 Zl.i-J
fttr- SllP~ Swftn WM N
Ito«.

Domestic Purposes Benefit for Caregivers
To get the Domestic Purposes Benefit for Caregivers you must:
• be 16 years or over

and
•be caring full time for someone (but not your partner or child) who
would be in hospital if you weren 't caring tor them

and
•usually live in New Zealand.
If you are caring for your partner or child. you may be able to get an
Emergency Benefit. Please ask us about this.

Aji# I ................ u faM-i;"
jdJUIUll.U- • 10'0 "/HP" udourp •
,,;,. ; pnufiti.f~
fufa-u'i I. ojiM • /, Nn11 u.i-J
1 - s,,,~ Sn-nn.

This is an income tested benefit.

What to bring

When you apply for the Oomfftlc Purpo... Benefit for
Ca19glvera, you need to bring the following lnfonnatlon:

Pin. ,,P, 1 sufffar iwl1 if.

s..,,- 5-ic.

• :yo••-M.-,•f*

Jonarw..a - IMw .JmJfar

• yo• -..U liM ,. ""'- .1-d

--+

1. Bank account details.
2. A birth certificate or passport, and one other form of
identification. eg. driver's licence.
3. Inland Revenue tax number.
4. Income details.
5. Full birth certificates for your children .
6. Marriage certificate.
7. Verification of any name change.
Your partner'• detmlla
If you have a partner, you need to bring in the following information
about himlher.
1. Bank account details.
2. Inland Revenue tax number.
3. Income details.
4. A birth certificate or passport. and one other form of
identification. eg. drivers licence.
5. Verification of any name change.

Thia form should be taken to your New Zeeland Income Support Service office as soon as
poulbl•. The date you apply affect• th• date you er• granted your benefit.
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Customer's information

Privacy &
Social Security
Act
UNilr Sttti.ru 11 """ 12 of
IM SocilJ
An - -

Stttni,,

authorilfti to collln ruttSM'1
info""'41iint ;,, orrilr to

nuilliJt mtirinllnu.

Waming

The Privacy Act 1993 require• u• to inform you that:
• the information you have provided is being collected under the
authority of the Social Security Act 1964
• the information is needed to assess your entitlement to a benefit
and will be used for the functions and purposes of New Zealand
Income Support Service and Social Policy Agency
• you have the right to request access to the information held
about yourself and to request corrections to this 1ntormat1on
• the information you have provided may be compared with
information held by the Ministry of Education. Inland Revenue
Department. Justice Department. Customs Department.
Department of Labour and Accident Compensation and
Rehabilitation Insurance Corporation.

I underatand tMt:
• it I have made a false statement.

or
•it I have failed to answer all the questions in full.

or
• if I do not tell New Zealand Income Support Service about
changes in my life that might affect my entitlement or rate,

then
• my benefit may be reviewed and cancelled,

and
• I may have to pay back the total amount of any overpayment
that I have received.

and
• any overpayment that my partner has received.

and
• New Zealand Income Support Service may impose a penalty.
(up to three times the value of the overpayment)

or
• I may be prosecuted and fined or imprisoned.

Obligations
ntuliMI m-,.
i..a..M ~ ~,;,,,,.

"'°"

'~ .rfoll-mu_,.,
111/wrlwr ~or~

Cluueps to,_, limt 1iNMio11

i"'u.M:

-

• 1~ni"f or nu/i11f •

rrI.tit1111hi1 ,;,,,;J., to ,,..m,,p
• <h•ttp ;,, tlw """'"" of
chi/Jrnt 1u1rruJ
• ch•ttp ;,. accom,,.,,./,uUne co1a
• ,,,,.,.,;,,p or •'Pdr•tiora.

I must tell New ZHland Income Support Service immediately if
either my partner or myMtt:
• have a change in work situation
• become self employed/start to run a business
• have changes to my/our income or financial circumstances
• intend to travel overseas
•start/finish part-time or full-time study
• have changes to personal details (such as name. address. or
bank account number)
• have changes to my/our living s1tuat1on
• are imprisoned/held in custody on remand
• are admitted to or discharged from hospital
• have any other changes that may affect my/our benefit
entitlement or rate .

N"tnt.J.ijilMt.].,,fait.1.1
- - - - - - - - - - - - --

ContKt-

Inf.,,.,,....,,. 19qul'9d by

- ·19

- -- --
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Domestic Purposes Benefit Application-Caregiver
CUSTOMER NUMBER

Name
Surn- Of IM'llly name

Giw _, •t/Nr ,,_. thtU yn ,,_ or IMw "'-'ill a fJ411
(i..m.JU.1,..,. -""" - ) .

z. .,. you a-..,• lwft you
No i

u.-.,, oaw

"-?

-

11 .
2.
F~1__J

4. Wi.t do you wl9fl IO lie C8llecl1

Pll. . tidt- "-,. " - tirll ,_ __,,. H W...- ,,,.

-1 : Mia~

Birth Date

Mal

Mtl-·

No

ti11ei

Olher i- - - - -

- 19

Address
Giw,..,. ,,._ 11-M: mwr.

,....,.., -",..,. -

... n,,.

Past Benefits

t. A19

you_.,...,.....,.,.. MY

type GI benefit?

1-

No ;
• Whal type ;

,,, lleMllC? ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

10. Heft

you -

No :

~My type°' lleMflt ..,_?

• Goeoau.-12
Whal type

• ol beMfic? '''. Wllee -

-----==:==::::;::=====r======

, _ cueeon. number?
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Tax Number
11 lftdlc.- wMcdl . . . . . . yow' l'Mldeflcy 911\iedoft:

Bom111

-

_
•Go IO Oueeliol'I 17
.- ,
;_
· • Go IO Oueeliol'I 15

New ZNllnd
New ZNllnd
ClllZen

14, Wtlll le yow'

• Go IO °""1lon 15

•Go to Oueaoon

Ethnic Group
Y--~N.--"1;.

.--if,..•~-
,_ iufo; .... ;,,,.,

nMimo-' will'--"
far--*-'1-~

.....

Bank Details

Employment

. New z.i.tid • To~llibe(a)l 1- - - - - - - - - - - - -

iwi do you llelonQ? '_ - - - - - - - - - - - r - - or.
,Cooll lllMdl
, _ ~ (b) l_IUlq)Mfl(c) _ 5 - ( d ) _Maori(•I

· - Maott (I)
.. New z.i.tid

c

~(I)

I

lnd!M (JI

c

c ::.00

TOlleleuen (g) i _ TOf19111 (II)

apecily)

i

ol:

....

1:

:·" ·.

•

21. An you~ or llewe you i..t -"Int In IN IMI 52 _...,

• Go IO 0unDon 33

Y• l

22. An you . . ~'

• Gol0~29

No ;

Y. . I

2.

.

I

II 1"' !00:

F.. llme j

C'*-(i)

·-----~-------

20. . . . . . . . . - - · , . . , .... ,... ....... paid lftlo?
~ ol 'fOIJI '*'*(lg. ~

No j

Giw tlw - · tm,,,._
,,.,,... ... ~ •ftlwfir.
., rr-,.. _,.fw.

19

11. TD . . . . . . . . . . . . . doyoullellfteyciu'*°"9?

-

The-·"' Ille -

llentled "' ..

14

llftnl9111o11 ......,

Pallllme :

- ------ - - - -- --
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24. How

muCfl"

~.-

__,, ...,.1 .:-s-----------

:ZS. Hew YoU heel.,., aa- employment Ill IN i.- u --.1
No

t

•

Y• :

Go 10 Qunoon 33

• PltaM . , , _ Oue$llOnS 2&-32

21. Who did YoU ... - - . . Md wlllC ~ ol - S cllCI YoU do?

Giw iN - - · ulqbtnw ,.,,,,.j,.,p

4,,J UJna ofiN ft,.,,, er~

JO" worlttti for.
27. WMt -

Giw f""" (IH[- i-J ...J
11n (lljur 1 6 6 ) -

~__,,..,.in yow lut jo«t?

°'°"'
I

...
_s'-------------

-- -

,,

,,

Y•I__: • Give~-... :'""·----------:n. Did you fll MY ~/Wmll1t11100-cype peyment In IN IMt 2t wwq?

Gi• ryr of,.,._.-. If· "'"I
urfttt 1-w. ,.,__ ;,. /;.,.
ofutiu, nc.

Other Income

Y•

3S. Did
Ne

&-r-.f*-fr--'..runs:
• -in "',.i.r,

n

I'~
"; • a;.,. '*

----~~.;:_;c__;;
. . . . . .....
:.:.,__ _ __

llnOUl'll '

you,..._,,__,._ -

1.-1

I

·- - - - -------

In ......

u ....U?

t Go IO au-on 34

-·---

• 11«itlitrtt c.,,.pnrutiort
• ~ "'...,;_

;,__ (i ttdwil

I

tbrlwi"ff)

•

• Ill/,.,,,,llf-ru
•

i 11urnrfro"' u11i11ir "' ;,..,,,,_,.,.

• Ji,,;Jn,M p.,,, ""'-

• ;,_,,..,p.,,, mill

• m/IUIMlfCJ ,, umri1MM11 '11'

.
•

e

P"JW!m"

s..,,.,.
,,,.;"'""'"" ,.,,,,,,,,,
Clti/J

4"1 0tJ- iMOtfU,

I

-·-----

34. 'Miit " - M cla JOU Hpect to pt In IN nellt 52 ...U7

tf· fa"'ilJ tnut.

•s
s
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Detail• of the
person you are
caring for

Iii#,,....
fr-,._,--.

Ycl. ,,..,, ~ urirttfoll,;,,,,for t/,U
, _ y.,. ,,..,,
M,JiuJ CnrifoMI

hyment

.

eo...,., ,_....,...,._.., ,..._..,.._..., ........

39.

n.. le I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . dc:Wii beforw yout--Clfl lie grWMCL

"you,_.

Giw'-i#-f.

,...,~--

• wh.lar-,..J..w•• whnlwr,.. Ult dMJffr "'"'pnuA

..
,,... ........
,..-...
,,...,................ .--.

..

~

~------

u. ..... ,.. ............... ....,..,

I

,,

°"'

-

-

• . . . _ . . . , . . ........ M 111 tlle , _ o.l8lle MCtlon (Qu1illla IS 1•22)
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Medical C:crtificate
ClJSTOMEFI "llJMllER

Customer's Na71U
The customer named above has applied tor the Domestic Purposes Benefit for Caregivers for
...................................................................................................... whO is your patient.
Please provide medical details as requested below.

Medical Details
PIM# f" rJN Jon.,. ofrJN ,,,._
yo. •rr '.mttfor-,. jiJJ ;,. ,;,;.
s«tiMI.

'- ..... _.,.......1u1111me?

No\_j
s.

,-

Y•!_i

Would ... , . , _ . . edlnlfted

-o -c

IMib~li@t§.U§.11
n,;, iafor-n.r. ;, ,.,,.mJ
-Mr S«r#lll l l .,.. 12 "
tlN S«YI S«wriq An 1964.

'°

Neplml It

"°' _... tort

I catify rhai I haw aamined chis pcnon, and confum the information
giWD aboft.

,.._...,.._.

-

,,

·-
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Partner Details

I

I

Ci,;STOMER NUMBER

Customni NaTM

Name

--

--

Surname Ot lamily-

- ...

2. Are you a - Dy Ol Mw you

Giw-, Hlwr rumo r1M1 ,._ -

"'-

_.;,,
"",_
m.il/.m - J .

,_

U...S.,.,,, ._,

~?

Y•I.___.

Noi

(~,..,

Pt-•--·--·

tilll ,._ -

()Iller

,. w.,._ ~

Birth Date

I

- ·19

Past Benefits
Y•j

-

• Wheltype i

~bentlll? ·----------------~

~

No

i : • Go IClau.tian 9
• Whal type ;

~blnllll? '----------------~

Tax Number
Residency
T"ltou"'-

Bomin
N-Zoaland

. I

Go IO Ouesi- 14

Permanent
reSldent

• Go 10 Ouesnon t 2

N-ZNIMd

· •Go 10 Ouesnon 12

Olher

• Go 10 QueSllOll ti

1

conzen
11. wt1• l1 . , _ tmmifratl«t l18tu1?

----------------

...

--- - --

--

-

- -
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13. Mler9 -

-

you born?

19

·-

14. Do you llClnMlty llwe In .... z.i.nct?

Employment

1L Ar9 you wwtdnt?

n•

Go ID Oueellall l!O

No

n•

la the i*

Y•

FIAi 11111e

n

L...,;

Patt lime!

Season.i ·

Cuuall

~

~u
17. Wllo . . you . . . . . . . ,
GiwiM-.~

n""''- _. .JJnu •Im.fo-

•r ,_.,.,.,. Jtl" -'*far.

1L How

inucfri. ,_er-__,, .nge?

Is
~~~~~~~~~~-

1L ....... you Md Illy oaw

0

No

Other Income
U-fl-of~fo- .m.r _ .

or"""
. • far... or.._;Jr.wi"f')
• tJf,,,.,w,...• in"'"' Jr."' rai"f' or i n • JiviMnlll ,rr.,,. s/Mre
• -Pl
• Mritinvarrt~

(u.m.M

••

~ ,rr.,,. -·

,.,_. or-i...n.11 '11'
,,..;,.,,,,,.,_,.,.,.,,.,.

.

~

._,_,.In IN IMl 52 - U ?
Y•

[J • PINN~ details 11e1ow

2G. Did you fll ir-.. tr..111y oaw -

D

-··--_,
No

Y•

In IN IMl 52 weella?

D ."'-

gNe detaila belOw

I
I
I

-··--_,

21. W"-1 "-•rou ...-. • fll In IN nnt a

......,

-· I

....

I

•Chi/JS~

I

• .,,, · - illCll-. tf· fomU, ,,.,,,

Bank Details

22. W"-1 .... - n do WOii _.IN lleMftt peld lntO?
~ ol ~ . . . (eg......,..,

The IQXIUl1t ia in . . -

!I Olllce '

i

Venfted by

of:

only

:11"1/·
I

1

I

I

,

11•
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Partner's obligations

Staff Copy

Pk11U rrllli tJ1U stJUnn.mt c"7TfiJJ1 tuUI sip.
I must tell New Zealand Income Suppon Scmce immediately if either my partner or myself:
have a change in work sin.iation (such as staning pan-rime, casua1 or full-rime worlt. whether paid or unpaid)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

become self employed/nan ro run a bwineu
have changes to my/our income or financial cin:wnsunccs
intend to travel overseas
sran/finish pan-rime or full-rime srudy
have changes to personal details (such as name, addraa. or bank account number)
have changes to my/our living sin.iarion (such as starting or ending a relationship similar to marriage. change in rhe
number of children supponed. change in accommodation c:osa. marriage or separarion)
• are imprisoned/held in custody on remand
• are admirted to or discharged from hospial
• have any other changes that may affect my/our benefit enridement or me.

l haw completed all the quaaoru in dUa Do-- P.rfOSO Bnwfttfor~ application, or thiJ
application haa been complcud for me. and the infomwion l haw given ii true and complete. The conditions
for recciYing a bcne6t haw been explained to me and I undcmand thac conditiona.

- 11

I

: Office use only
I o..i, if,__;,,,_,,,_
I

Sia.. 1111 e.y IMll ~·' "'"" ,...,_ 0"'-

••plained

1 haW . . . . . Ille conclillonl lot ~ • benefit and
'#flat tile
P8111*'1 OllligmllalW lnCI IN , _ lot ll'lem. The pannw hU ondicaled
ll'lml ...... 11 . . . llil alld accelll8!9IPQlltlbilily IO DnlVide ll'Ue and complele
in~ and IO.._ imm40ilsely ol Mf ~in~. Al
Clll9llOll9 NIW llMll complel90.

-

Partner's obligations
I ·-· ·

. 11

-

Your Copy

TM fou-mr mfoP"INllin isfor Jtl" "' "'- __,.
must cell New Zealand Income Support Scnice immediarely if either my partner or myself:
.
have a change in worlt sin.iarion (such u saning pan-rime. c:uual or full-rime work. whether paid or unpaid)
become Kif employed/start to run a businea
have changes co mylous income or financial ~
intend co mvd ovencu
sran/6nish pan-rime or full-rime srudy
have changes co personal details (such as name. addraa. Of ~ ac:count nwnb_erl . .
.
.
have changes to my/our living sin.iarion (such as srarting or ending a rela11onsh1p su~ular ro mamage. change in the
number ef children supponed. change in accommodaaon c:osa. mamage or scpannon)
• are imprisoned/held in cusrody on remand
• are admirted ro or discharged from hospial
• have any orher changes rhat may .iifea my/our benefit cnridemcnt or rare.

[
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

''"mt1J.;11mt.J,,,;11tn.1
I n f _ . . rwquir9d

"r
11
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StaffCopy

Additional information

PARTNER CUSTOMER NUM8EJI

I .

Office use only

I :

~

;.

I
i

I

PROCESSING OF'FICEA

'

I

o.,

I

\i

AUTMEHTICATINQ OF'FlCEll

t.ETltR REJ'ERENCE

0..,

Ii·~

11~

CRITICAL CATA I

I

I

CHECKING OF'FlCEA

Mntutt

i'

I

,

a.,
'.

''
0.,

-

,,
,,

·,. ·,.

-

...

Your Copy

Warning
I

I

I uadcncaDcl ta&c
• ifl haw m* a &.be mtemmt. «
• if I haw &ilcd to answer all the qucs<ioN in full, CM
• if I do noc !di New Zaland lnoome Suppon Suvicc 3bout changa in my life that mighc affect my cn1idcmcn1 or r:uc. dice
• my pvmci1 benefit may be reviewed and anccllcd. aACl
• I may haw to pay back che total amount of any overpayment dw I have m:cimi. ud
• New Zealand Income Support Scrvic:c may impoec a penalty. (up to rhn:c rimes the value of chc ovcrpaymcnc) CM
• I may be proeecuccd and fined or impruoncd.

The Princy Aa 1993 requiia ua to i.Afoma you dw:

the informacion you have provided i.s being coUcictcd under thc wdloriry of chc Soci~ Sccuriry ,-\ct 1964
• thc inforrn.acion i.s nccdcd 10 maa your cncidancnt co bcndit and wiU be ..scd for the functions ~nd purposes of New
Zealand Income Support Service and Socw l'oliq Agency
• you have the right 10 request acccsa ro chc information held about younclf and you have chc righ1 ro request corrcc1ion1
•

•

ro dw infonnacion
chc inforrn.acion you have provided may be complftd wich inforrn.acion held by chc Minisr~ of Eduoiion. Inland
Revenue Ocpanmcn1. Jw1icc Dcpanmcnt. Cw1orN Department, Dcpanmcnc of ubow ~nd .\cc1Jcn1 Compcnuuon

and R.chabilicacion Insurance Corporation.
Under Sectiona l l and 12 of the Soc.ial Security Aa to aubli.ah ca.adcmcnt.

are authorised to coUcct ncccssuy informacion in order
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Customer's obligations
Pu.. rr&J thU sr.ctlfffnlt c~ aJ sip.
I mwc rdl New Zealand Income Suppon Semce immediauly if either my partner or mywlJ:
have a change in work sinwion (such as saning put·rimc. casual or full-time work. whnher paid or unpaid)
become self employed/sun ro run a business
have dwiga ro my/ow: income or financial cimunswica
intend ro rnvel overscu
swt/6nish patt·rime or full-rime study
have changes ro pcnonal deWls (such as name. addras. or bank account number)
have changes ro my/ow: living situation (such as stuting or ending a rdarionship similu to marriage. c:hange in the
number of c:hildmi supporred. change in accommocbtion com. marriage or scpamion)
• are imprisoned/held in cusrody on mnand
• an: admirred co or disc:harged &om hospital
• have any other changes dw may affa:t my/ow: benefit enridcmenr or rare.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have completed all die quationa on dW ~ p,,,.,._ Bnufofor~ application, or dW
applicuioa hu been completed for me, and the information I have gM!l ia aue a.nd complete. The conditions
for receiving a benefit haw been aplaioed co me md I uadcmand these conditions.
NAME fOMll

Office use only

- ·-

CUSTOMER'S SIGNAT\JAE

11

, ...lllMI by ............. , ..... jWmlll• Olftclr
1 ,,.,,. • ..,_.Ille =rlClitioN for

r-=--o a _ , . . and explained Wllal Ille

and Ille , _ tar lllem. The customer ha
indic8l9d !NI hftlle undermndl and acceo11 ~ IO pnJVidl 11\11 and
~ ildDnnlllon lnll IO adviM omm«lilMly °'any cNngee in a n : i - - . .
Al~ ...... beell c:amplel9d.

CUllOmer'a obliglllofl9 -

~

'------NAME--f-prw'I)
_____

_.! ~

- . ti

INTtAYIEWING OFFICER SIGNAT\JAE

! ,;...:.:::.:.....::.:..__:.
________________________________________________________-.,
• dMla • 1ntonM11o11

L-------------------------------------~:

I

i

I.ETTER AEF£AENCE

PROCESSING OFFICER
Doy

1,°'

I

: 1<Xl'

CRITICAL DATA

AUtl<ENTICATlNG OFFICER

11

-1

o.,
CHECKING OFFICER

.,.,.

..

- - - ti

· ti

•

,

o.,

- ·11

o.,

:.
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Home Support Services Subsidy
CUSTCMER NUMBER

Who can get
this benefit
Ifyou ru1J help filling in this
~

form, pkAU aslt at your
n111nst New Zea!AnJ l""1rU
Support Sn-Tlic1 offe1.
M1hmu11 ' hiahill 1'U 11whiNI
a ltH /ti u whaluJti i tntli
panui. hanT patai /ti u polll'i
o ti Nn11 Z1alAnJ lncrmu
Support Sn-Tlic1 t4tA tonu ltiA
Ito,.

Home Support Services Subsidy
The Home Support Services Subsidy is available to
people who have been needs assessed as requiring
home support services.
The Subsidy is financially assessed by New Zealand
Income Support Service but is funded by the
Regional Health Authority.

A/Iii' u m11na'omili"
ftso11StHmi i k f1111tumuina o
so'o s' /HP" tAID111g11 ' uig11 i
pm~ti. f1111mokmoll
f1111ftsoot11'i fl oftui o II Nn11
ZeaiANJ /ncOtM Support
Sn-Tlic1.

What to bring
PllllU aslt lncoYM Support
Sn-Tlic• stAjffor h1lp if.
•you Ji, not haw ""1 of
the ti«umnaa "" h11w
aslt1Jfor
•you wou/J Ii/ti to /mow
11bout-car11 h1/p.

When you apply for the Home Support Services
Subsidy, you need to bring the following
Information:
1. Regional Health Authority authorisation form for
financial assessment (from your service
coordinator).
2.Details/verification of income, assets. expenses
and commitments.

Your partner'• details
If you have a partner, you need to bring in the
following information about him/her:
1. Details/verification of income. assets. expenses
and commitments.
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Name

1. WhM la your name?

First names

Surname or family name

G;,,. ""1 otlwr """"' thtd
you "" """' or IMw ..ti;,,
tlN JNUI (inclwJint yow

nWJn 111DM).

2. Ar9 you known by or have you ever used any other
namee?

No
Y•

D
D•

•Go to Question 3
Please give details below

D

PkllM tkll"'" bas to s"""1
tlN titll :!"" ..,., to ,,.

3. Areyou:

lmoum by.

MrsD MiuD MsD MrC

Male

Female

No title

5. What la your ct.te of birth?

I

!11

!

i

Day

Address
~

8. Wherw do you live?

Giw yow I».. ,.,,,,,o,,.,
smn, ndnlr6 llNI yow'°""'
ordty.
7. What la your com.ct telephone number?

Past Benefits

'

I

'

i_!

4. What do you wlah to be called?

Other

Birth Date

I

8. Are you currently receiving any type of benefit or
New Zealand Superannuation?
No

I ;•

Go to Question 9

.-i

v..

1
_

What type

i--------

•of benefit? '- - - - -

1-----:

L
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9. Have you ever recelwd any type of benefit or
New Zealand SupeninnuatJon befof9?
• Go to Question 11

No

YH I

10. What wu your cu1tomer number?

I
Ethnic Group
You Jo,,'t h•H to •n.swn'
this lfWSho" if)011 Jo,,'t

I

11. To which ethnic group do you believe you belong?
To which tribe(s)/iwi do you belong?
•Give details below

._

New Zealand
Maori (a)

·- _

New Zealand (b) , - Other (c)
European/Pakeha i _ European

want to.

Thu ;,,fomuuio,, is for
statislin anJ will H M#d
for m1•rrh •""j'utun
tkwlopmm1 work.

.- ;- . Cook Islands

I_

Samoan (d)

.-

Maori (e)

-

Niuean (f)

Tokelauan (g)

.~

Tongan (h)

- - 1 Chinese

(i)

Indian (j)

; -: Other (k)
(please specify)

·-

Partner

12. Do you have a partner?

A pllrl'Mr u • spouu 111bo
is 11111ift, lnuMntl. or
SOm#OM with 111htnn yoM
h•w. rJAtioruhip nmillir

No

lo """"""'

--.

,---

i_j

Yeai _ •Please give partner's details below

First name

Surname/family name

Date of Birth

19
Osy

Monlll

YNI

Address

--------------- --

-·- ·

Telephone number

13. 11 your partner receiving a benefit or New Zealand
Superannuation?
No

!

Yee !

•Go to Question 15
What type

•of benefit
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14. What la their cu.aomer number?

I
Family
Members

I

1S. Do you have any other family members living In the
home?
Yu

No

__

•Please give details of the
family members below
Retation1h9
to you

Income per ww1t

$

:------------------- - - - $
$
$

Assets

1e. Do you or your partner have any a...ta?

Exmnpla ofa.ssn:s:
No !_J
• mon~ in 11 b1111lt or 111vingJ
TypeolUMI
or:anisation
I
• mo~ !mt to othw pnJpil or
or:anisAtio111
• mo~ in &mu &Nls. shlD'tl,
tkbmtum or guwrnmmt
stoelt.

I
I

• 01/Nr

I

Yea
You

! . •Please give details below
Your~

;S

s

;s
s
:s

:S

s

I
I

I

s

Joinlly owned

s
s
s
s

You "'llJ IH 1WfUiTYtl to show
proofofti#. J,m,iU.

Income Details
Exmnpla of""''"1 from ""Y
othw sourr:a tUT:

• wagnor~

• act:itimt compmuuion

17. Did you and your partner (If you have one) get money
from any other source?
.----;
Yeaj_ • Please give details below
Nol_J
Howmucll
to you?

• farm or businm incomt

s

• u/ftmp"1Jmmt
• incomt from rrnt:I
• mlumiancy or tmnination
typtpaymmt:1
• boarrlns
• any other incomt.

s
s
s
s

How mucll IO
Y°"" patlNI'?

s
-- -·- -- s
- -- s
s --·- ·-- -- ·
s

--·
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18. H•ve you s-ld money to any penon or or;.nlatton
for HrYIC99 not received?
:----1

I
I
N0 L__;

Ye•

I

• Please give details below

An n:111npk ofsnvien not

TTuiwti.·
• prr-paidfonmd ccpmsn

Expenses and
Commitments
-

PkllU shtntl tlN '""°""' yn
tpnuJ tl#h 111ttlt.

19. P..... •how your uau•I weekly llvtng expenHa and
commitments for you and your partner (If you have one).
. Amount

$

&mnpla ofapnuo ll1Y:

$

• rmt and mortgagt

$

rrpaymntt1

• doaor, Jmti.st,
pha1'1'N1Cn4tical or othnmtdiral COS#
•ram
• hoYM mAintnwnct
• howt tmtl/or mortgagt

insunmu
• ttkphMw
• otht'I'

If'°" """"hm P""""-

P"Y""""' pkll# In-int allyow
oripud hm prurhll#
aK'W"""" with yn. TIN ii
IJtt.,,. "" 1UM to /maw tlN
totlll """1IUU owint llNl ti#
tUu{s) for yow JHIY"ll""-

s
$

s
$

s
s
s
s
s
$

Total weekly expenHa : S
~---
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I undentancl that:
• if I have made a false statement, or
• if I have failed to answer all che questions in full, or
• if I do not tell New Zcabnd Income Support Service abouc
changes in my life that might affect my encidement or rate,
thea
• my benefit may be reviewed and cancelled, and
I may have to pay back the total amounc of any overpayment
• that l have ~ived. and
• any overpayment that my partner has received, and
• New Zealand Income Support Service may impose a penalty,
(up to duee times the value of che overpayment) or
• I may be prosecuted. fined or imprisoned.
The Pm.c,Aa 1993 requira us to inform you thac
• che information you have provided is being collected under
the authority of che Social Security kt 1964
• the information is needed to assess your enridement co a
benefit and will be used for the funcrions and purposes of
New Z'.e:aland Income Support Service
• you have righa of access to che information held about
yourself and you have che right co request corrections to this
infomwioa
• che infomw:ion you have provided may be compared wich
infomwioa held by che Ministry of Education. Inland
Revenue Oepanmcnc, Justice Department, Customs
Dcparunent and Ocpamnent of Labour and Accident
Compensation and Rehabilitation Insurance Corporation.
Under Sections 11 and 12 of the Social Security Act. we are
authorUcd to collect neccssaiy information in order to
establish cntidemenL
The informarioo 1 haw given ia uuc and I have not left

anything our.
Pleuealgnhere

19
Day

I

Office use only

DectelM

I

I

,,

~OFFlCEll

I
1

l
1 •0'

LETTEJll llEffl'EHCE

1 ·~

I
;

I

I

I

CRITICAL l)ATA

:!
II
'

°""

AUTHENTICATING OA'ICEfll

1t

°"" - ---

CHECKING~

I

.'
I '

.,.._. , •

- - ·-,_
- ·-

0..,

"

- --o..

It

It
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New Zealand Superannuation Application
CUSTOMER NUMBER

I
Who can get

this benerat

To get New Zealand Superannuation, you must have
reached the qualifying age.

IfJO" Mid hllp fillint in tbU

You must also:

fa,.,,,.

•

pilllU 11.1/t IU JOll" Mlln#

N"" L""'1ul lnctnM S11pport

~1offe1.

To chttlt ifJO" 4tT 1/iKibllfrw
N"" Lal.tuul S11pn--nlllU'Unt.
or if]OM wUb to hllW yow
p111'tnW inclluUJ, pll- tult
N"" Z,""'1u/ lncorrw S11pport
Sn-W1 stlZ]f.

I

•
•

be a New Zealand citizen or have been granted
permanent residence in New Zealand
and
have lived in New Zealand for a •certain period of years..
and
be living in New Zealand when you apply for New
Zealand Superannuation.

If you have a partner who does not qualify for
New Zealand Superannuation, you may want to Include
them In your payment

If 'YOfJT partner is included your New Zealand
Superannuation will be income tested.

What to bring

Privacy &
Social Security
Act Uruln Stttions 11 11nJ 12 of
IM Soci4J SttllrilJ kt - llJT
1111"1oriutl to coll«t 'IUU#IU7
infomuuion in orJn. to
nuiblith mtitlnnmt.

When you apply for New Zealand Superannuation, you
need to bring the f~lowing Information:
1. Bank account details.
2. Inland Revenue tax number.
3. A birth certificate or passport, and one other form of
identification, eg. driver's licence.
4. Verification of any name change.

The Privacy Act 1993 requires us to Inform you that:
•
•

•

the information you have provided is being collected
under the authority of the Social Security Act 1964
the information is needed to assess your entitlement to
a benefit and will be used for the functions and
purposes of New Zealand Income Support Service and
Social Policy Agency
you have the right to request access to the information
held about yourself and to request corrections to this
information

Thi• form should be taken to your New Zealand Income Support Service office as soon
as poaible. The date you apply affecta the date you are granted your benefit.
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Customer's information
•

Wamlng

the information you have provided may be compared
with information held by the Ministry of Education. Inland
Revenue Department. Justice Department. Customs
Department. Department of Labour and Accident
Compensation and Rehabilitation Insurance Corporation.

I undentand that:
•
•
•

•
•
•

if I have made a false statement. or
if I have failed to answer all the questions in full, or
if I do not tell New Zealand Income Support Service
about changes in my life that might affect my entitlement
or rate. then
my benefit may be reviewed and cancelled. and
I may have to pay back the total amount of any
overpayment that I have received. and
any overpayment that my partner has received. and
New Zealand Income Support Service may impose a
penalty, (up to three times the value of the overpayment)

or
•

Obllgatlons
a..,.,. :JI"" limi .....

I may be prosecuted and fined or imprisoned.

I muet tell New ZMland Income Support Service
Immediately If either my partner or myHlf:

intend to travel overseas
have changes to personal details (such as name.
• stArtinf t1r nulhtt •
address. or bank account number)
~m.u.r
"""""P
•
have changes to my/our living situation
• ch.np mti# nian#r tt/
• are imprisoned/held in custody on remand
., . . chi/Jnrt sapporml
• cbtutp ;.~com • are admitted to or discharged from hospital
• ,,,.,,,;.,_ ,,,. #JNl"iU'UI&
•
have any other changes that may affect my/our
New Zealand Superannuation entitlement or rate.
If my partner la Included In my New Zealand Superannuation enuu.ment then I must tell New Zealand

inclwil:

•
•

Income Support Service Immediately If either my
partner or myHlf:
•

•
•

""Mt.JI;: I dh.! II; I; t.J II
I

cont:ect-

0..

-

-

have a change in work situation (such as starting
part-time. casual or full-time work. whether paid or
unpaid)
become self employed/start to run a business
have changes to my/our income or financial
circumstances.
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New Zealand Superannuation Application
CUSTOMER NUMBER

Name

1. What la your name?
First names

Surname or family name

Giw any ot/Nr ""7rt# th.I
you 11.11 now or haw uS1ti in
tlw pan (ineludint your
maU/na rumu).

2. Are you known by or have you ever used any other
namea?

I

No

v..

J •

Go to Question 3

C•

Please give details below

1.

2.
Male

3. Are you:

"°" '° '°""'

Pull# tiJt On#
tlw titll you want to H
/mown by.

Female

i

I_

.-

I
,_

4. WNd do you wtah to be called?
Mrs

[J

Miss

[J

Ms :

: Mr

!

No title

-

'-

Other

Birth Date

5. WNd la your date of birth?

I

19

I

;

Day

Ifnot Nn1 La/anti pflas,

Morlfl

v. .

6. What I• your Country of birth?

supply pr_oofofrnUintc1.

Address

7. Where do you live?

Giw your house numbn",

smn. suburb, anti your town
or city.
Puas1 fiw us your mailint
a4'irns if Jiffermt frtnn
whn-r you liw.

8. What la your malling address?

9. What I• your contact telephone number?

--

- - --- - -
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Past Benefits

.- .

10. Are you cu"9ntty receiving any type of benefit?

No

1

·

•Go to Question 11

~ 1-~ What type I
.. _
•of benefit? :
~----------11. Have you ever~ any type of beneflt before?

No

,-!.
·- ·

Go to Question 13

v.. ~ •What type
I _:.

I

benefit? ._ - - - - - - - - - - -

of
12. What waa your customer number?

l
Tax Number

I

I

1

13. What le your Inland Revenue number?

I

I

I

I

~

I

14. At wh.t rate do you nnt tax to be deducted from
your New ZHland Su~nnuatlon payments?
Primary rate (if the New Zealand Superannuation is your
only income)

D

,-----,

L Secondary rate (if there is other income)
special rate (Inland Revenue can calculate a special
[J Arate)

Ethnic Group
ThU in.fomuuio,, is for
sllltinia llNI will H ,.mJ
.Jo,. rYUllld iUUIfat-n
~rwri.

15. To which ethnic group do you believe you belong?
To which tribe(s)fiwi do you befong?
•Give details below

r i New Zealand
L Maori (a)

New Zealand (b) I . Other (c)
European/Pakeha L_ European
Islands
1Nluean (f)
Maori (e)
-----

0 Cook
C
I :

Tongan (h)

!
L

Bank Details

Other(k)
(please specify)

! : Chinese (i)

Samoan (d)
_
~

•

Tokelauan (g)
Indian 0)

.::::::=-----------

18. What bank mccount do you want your New Zealand
Superannuation paid Into?
Name of your bank (eg. Postbank)

Name of your branch (eg. Lower Hutt)

The account is in the name of:
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•·
The account number is:
.. ; ; .

I

Residency
Pkas1 proviM dmliU of
JOMT dlm&ll

frrnn N1t11

Ze"14n4.
PkllSI proviM J01'r

plUIJH""{s).
/fJOM ll1Ulllll'f" PIO IO
1itlwr 'f"OtUnt J7 or
J8 /UllSI JUnul widJ
lnctm11 Support Slntia
st4f/as yn ""'Y /¥
mtitkJ to Nn11 LlliANJ

:'

contribruunu in •
country w/Nh Nftll

'

:

I

.

I

I

..

•

.' II'

17. Have you lived at lent 1o yea,. In New Zealand since

19920?

v.. j

!

No

L .

Please give details below

18. Have you llved at l•Ht 5 yeara In New Zealand since
age 50?

v..

D

No

I

! •Please give details below

1. Date of departure

l

I
0.,

Date of retum'lmmigration date

iI

.19
_..,

v..

Period 8Wflf

19
Day

Montr1

YHI

Name of country lived in/visited

~~~~~~~~~-il

l~.~~~~.__~~~-:1.
~~~~~~~~~
Mol1fll

S~11nntuUion;

ifyn hllW raiMJ or~

'

.

YMIS

2. Date of depamn

I

I

Date of return/Immigration date

.,
, I

!19

19

I

Day

ZealmuJ ""' • SociAl
S«urity A~ ,.,;a,.

Montl'I

y-

Name of country lived in/visited
,..-~~~-.-~~~~

IfJO" ,,.. liwJ;,,
Awtr.U.for""
lll:f'Ttll# of10Y'""

:i
I

~

I

or ""'"'• "'°"'

infonru#o1t is ntpUml.
Pluu asll lnnnn1
SupJHl'T ltllf/for

Amtr.U. IUl4 N""
L"""1ul rai.Jmn
Mt.ill form.

Date of return/Immigration date

3. Date of departure
·19
I

Mon1lt

Yun

19. Give namn and addrnHI of two people (other than
relattv99) who can confirm your rnidenc:. In New Zealand?
Person 1

I

Children

y..,

Name of country lived in/visited

Period away
Mol1f'9

.19
Day

Molllf\

Day

i
, I

Person 2

20. Do you have children In your care?
--,

No 1

·-

YH

· • Go to Question 21

l •Please give details aver the page
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Pkase gi"' tlw nmna of
any chi/Jrm that yo•
support arui arr li11int
with you. iMlwJin,:
• mpchildren
• children at boartlint
school
• adopted children
• grandchi/drm
• moltopuNL

Overseas
Social Security

Partner

Child's full name

!1

I

Aetalionlhip to you

Date ol bil'll'I

:2

I

AetationlNp to you

!
21. Haw you made any contributions to an overseas

Penalon Scheme?
No

j

; • Go to Question 22

YH

D•

Please discuu with Income Support Service staff.

,.,__

LJ •Are you:

;--,

l_i
Divorced I
Single

···---1 :

y,.. !
I • ru•
·- you:
L__j

mat I 119\1

""'"""tr·

Partner's
Name

I

Other patents name

22. Do you have a pmtner?

A partnn- is " spouu who ii
a wifo, lnu!HuuJ. 01' ltmllOJN
you at'l !Wint widJ;,, •
nlationship that ii simi/a

I

OIMr parent's name

Child's lull name

No

to

Date of bil1tl

I

Living apart/

separated

Ii
L.J

fi
Living with I I
a spouse
Widowed

:..........J

23. What la their name?
First names

Surname or family name

Giw aay othw nmna tht#
they II# nOfll or haw MSI" in
the pan (iMlwlint

24. A1'9 they known by or have they ever used any other
namea?

thftr

11111Ulm Nmll).
Pkase ticlt one bo:r to
sh""' thl titk they want
to be ltnown by.

25. What do they wish to be called?
Mrs

I '.

Other

Partner's
Birth Date

Miss :

Ms

!-

i

No title

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

21. What la their date of birth?
19
Day

Mr .

YNI
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Disability Allowance Application

l

•

CUSTOMER NUMSER

~ N,. L.J..J

~

Iricome Support Service

! Customer's NaTM
Ftttt-

Address

1. Wher9 do you live?

Giw JOIU' 1Hnu1
strttr. sulnn-0,
anti ]Otu'
or dlJ.

,..,,,.bn;

'°""'

Birth Date

2. What la your dat8 of birth?
1

Oay

Disability
Allowance
Pk11U ticlt 0111 b0:t only.

19
YNI

3. Who are you applying for?
Youl'Mlt
Your pertner
Your dependent child

ri

: 1 Go to Question 4

·I-·

Please give their full name
;___:.below

j -: 1 Please give their full name
~

below

Ful-

Expenses

4. What expen... are paid for •• a result of th• disability?
How often .,.

&anplaof~

• tntwl
• mN/ietJ costs

• ulrphonl
• garrimint

s
s

• sp«i4/_Jin

s

• heatint

s
s
s
s

• d«ton'fon

• sp«ilzlist fan.
Yn m.y IH "'l"mJ to

prrwilil proofoftlwu

apnua.

·~

(dally. WMldy. etc.I?
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5. Don the Dlaabltty Allowance need to be paid to an
outatde organlution?

C

No

Medical
Insurance

v..

C•

Please give details below

8. .. the dlaablllty covered by ACC, prtv.ta medic.I
lnaunince or W• Penalona?

[j

No

Y•

I ;•Please give details below

r-°'.-.."*_....,..
__
n tdWfWt/--"-*"-•------- w.-, lmCMlt
___.. ''.-s----------

____________________

.__

ilMl§iit§.t-

The information I haw giftD in this application is true and I
haw aot le& anydllag OUL

,_________,_._____,

;' I

°"'
Dlsablllty
Certificate
PluM F

-

-

1. Doctor'• name and eddrna:

:10"'-.,. to

filJ;,, thil ~

2. What la the natul'9 and extent of the dlaablltty?

3. What la the expected dul'lltlon of the dll8blllty?
4. How often don the patient need to ... you, and what
la the coat per vlatt?

5. Do you agrM that the expenM• cl•lmed by the
customer are . . a rHuH of their dl18blllty?

No

lJ

.-

YH !
·-

-

• Please give details below
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l&HliliMt§.ngo;
Thu infor7Nllian u ~'f"irwl
llnMr ~ 11 AnJ 12 of
tlN S«WJ Stt.my Aa 1964.

I Ot11ce .,.. onlf

I certify dw the information I have given is correct from the
records held in this office.
"-•"-

~

DOCTOR'S SIGNATURE

- 11

0.,

0.....

I

.

'

' '

I
I

11·~

l.ETTEA AEF£AeCE

11~

I

PAOCESSIHG OFFlC£A

11

0.,

11

0.,

AUTlENTlCAr1HG OFl'ICSI

11

!11

QECKINl3 OA'ICSI

CAITICM. DATA

11

11

......... I I ,,
I

' 1•

0.,

1t

11

°"'

...

- - - ..
- i- : 11

:
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New Zealand Superannuation Application-Partner
CUSTOMER NUMllER

Who can get
this benefit
IfJO" nttti IN/p fillint mthil
form. pla. tUlt "'JO"' nltl1'0I
Nftll L""'1ul /n&01J11 Supptm

Sn-W,oflin.

"you do not qualify for New Zealand Superannuation In
yow own right, you may be Included In your partners

payment.
To check tt you are eligible for New Zealand
Superannulltlon, plene ask New Zealand Income

Support Service staff.
This is an income tested payment

What to bring
Pia. tUil /'"°"" S"JllH"'

SwPitt ltllfffor ,,,,, if.
• JO" "" ""' IMw .,,, oft'~ "",,.,,, tUl.tlfor

• ,.. ,,,.,JJ liJ. • - . , .i-..

e:m. IN/p liM -

AlouP~

u.m.,

When you apply for New Zealand Superannuation, you
need to bring the following Information:
1. Details of your income and assets (payslips, bankbooks .
share certificates, etc.)
'
2. Details of your partner's income and assets (payslips,
bankbooks. share certificates, etc.)

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Your birth certificate.
Your marriage certificate.

Your bank account details.
Your Inland Revenue tax number.
Your passport.

8. Verification of any name change.

Privacy &
Social Security
Act
Utukr S«fto,.i I I llNl I 2 of
tlw Son.J-S«rui,, Act - ""'
11uzhoriutl to coll«l 11ttn1417
infomuuion ;,, ortln to
atAillish mlitlnnml.

Th• Privacy Act 1993 requlrn ua to Inform you that:
•
•

the information you have provided is being collected
under the authority of the Social Security Act 1964
the information is needed to assess your entitlement to
a benefit and will be used for the functions and
purposes of New Zealand Income Support Service an

•

Social Policy Agency
you have the right to request access to the informatio
held about yourself and to request corrections to this
information

Thi• form should be taken to your New Zealand Income Support Service office as soon
aa possible. The date you apply atfecta the date you are granted your benefit.

•
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Customer's information
•

Wamlng

the information you have provided- may be compared
with information held by the Ministry of Education. Inland
Revenue Department. Justice Department. Customs
Department. Department of Labour and Accident
Compensation and Rehabilitation Insurance Corporation.

I understand th.t:
•

if I have made a false statement,

•

if I have failed to answer all the questions in full,

or
or
•

if I do not tell New Zealand Income Support Service
about changes in my life that might affect my entitlement
or rate,

then
•

my benefit may be reviewed and cancelled.

and

•

I may have to pay back the total amount of any
overpayment that I have received,

and
•

any overpayment that my partner has received,

and
•

New Zealand Income Support Service may impose a
penalty, (up to three times the value of the overpayment)

or
•

Obligations
· ~a,_,,,

,. Y""' u.r., sitrl4tiort

indwlr.

• '""'""
'" nuJmi.
n~
simiJ.r,.

I mun tell New Zealand Income Support Service
Immediately If either my partner or myself:
•

•

rNlrriAp

•
• cb.np ;,, ti. ,.,,,,./,w ti/
•
chi/Jnrt supporwtl
• c"-p ;,.
com •

""°"'"'°""'"'"

• rNlrriAp '"uptutUiln&.

•

Mjdmttl.!iimo1,,,;;;t.1.i
.

;
0.,

. 11
-

-

I may be prosecuted and fined or imprisoned.

intend to travel overseas
have changes to personal details (such as name,
address. or bank account number)
have changes to my/our living situation
are imprisoned/held in custody on remand
are admitted to or discharged from hospital
have any other changes that may affect my/our
New Zealand Superannuation entitlement.
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New Zealand Superannuation Application-Pt1rt11er
I
j

CUSTOMER NUMBER

Name

1. What la your name?
First namee

Surname or family name

Giw""'

0,,,,,.,..,,,. ,,,.

JOfl .,,. """' or "-- --' ;,,
ti. ptul (iwlwlinfJOfl'
'INliJn ""1116).

2. Are you known by or have you ever UMd any other

MmM?
No
Y•

D.

Go'° Question 3

0•

Please give details below

3. Areyou:

Pt.. lid Ofll , , _ , . , . . . ,
ti. titll yot1 """" to I#

._,,,.

Male

D
0

4. WM1 do you wtah to be called?
Mrw

0

Miss

0

Ms

Other

Birth Date
Ifnot Nnll Lllimul plu#
supply P"'!'fofraUllMe.

Female

5. What .. your dete of blrUI?
11
I
I
1
l
Day
Monlt
v..
e. What •• yow Country of blrttl?

Mr

[J

No title ·

n
....__.
C
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Give yoMr hoiu1 nMmbn;
smn. ruburb, 11n4 your town
or city.
Pu11Se giw '"JOMT mllilint

8. What la your malling lddreu?

aJ4ras if Jjfferns1from
where}°" liw.
9. What la your contact telephone number?

Tax Number
Past Benerlts

10. What la your Inland Revenue number?

I I I I I I I I I
11. Have you ever received any type of benefit before?

No

YM

D
D

•Go to Question 12
What type . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
• of benefit?
'-------------~

12. What wa your cuatomer number?

I I I I
Ethnic Group
ThU mfomuuilm ufor
suuistia .,.,J will be """
--·for me11TCh lln4fom,.,
~lwor'-

I

13. To which ethnic group do you believe you belong?
New Zealand •To which ~be(s)ftwi do you belong?
Give details below
Maori (a)

D
D

New Zealand (b)
European/Pakeha

I '.
I l

Cook lslanda
Maori(e)

Tongan (h)

C

Other(k)
(please specify)

European

n:

Niuean (f)

!'. Tokelauan (g)

Chinese (i)

C

D·
0'
C
1

Other (C)

_

.

Samoan (d)

~

Indian (j)
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Bank Details

14. Whn bank account do you w•nt your New Zealand
Supennnuatlon paid Into?
Name of your bank (eg. Postbank)~'

• I
I

. I
• I

Name of your branch (eg. Lower Hutt)

The account is in the name of:

Offtae_....,

The account number is:
BarlK

~ IVenllecli. ................ .............................
Residency
P~. .prniM Mt.ill of
yora- ~ftom Nn11
L""'1ul.

BrlnCl'I
;

1·

:

i

.

;

.•.

/

"''

15. Hft9 you lived mt feat 10 yeara In New Zul•nd 1lnce
mge20?

Y•

D

No

I

i •Please give details below

11. Hne you lived .t le•at 5 yea,. In New Zealand since
mge50?

Plltu.prrwU/IJO'll'

D

JNl#P'Wl(1).

Y•

q,..o...liwJa.

1. Date of departure

~for ..

"IPK'* of10,..,..
or morw,

mow

infomu#Um ;. rwpUnJ.
PW. .,J, 11"fmll

s,,,,.,., ltlljf
for
ll1Ui Nn11

~

U""'7ul rmMna

MtlliUform.

I

No

I

0.,

C

Date of return/Immigration da

!11
More

•Please give details below

v..

I

,19
Cay

Monti

v-

I;

I

Name of country lived in/visit ~

Period away

I.__----'------'.'":------"!
I
v-.

..

Monll9

2. Date of departure

Date of return/Immigration date

I

:19 ~ I
19
j
Period away
Name of country lived
---,-----:!
..
Cay

Manlt

Y-

Oay

Monlll

YNI

in/visit~

.--1

~-----~----~--------v...
MonN

3. Date of departure

I

Date of return/Immigration date _

:19

:I

~Oay---Mol-mt'l--"'."'.'YNI--

Period away

.19
Oay

Mcnitt

YNI

Name of country lived in/visited
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17. Glw name. •nd lddrHM8 of two people (other th•n
retativee) who CM confirm your realdence In New
Zealand?

Person 1

Person 2

Assets
Aun:r """ I#:
• lnflatmnla
• SIMro

18. Have you or your partner sold or gifted any auet over

the lat 12 month8?
No

D

Y•

LJ

'Please give details below

1. o..crtptlon of ..... 1:

• A,., otl#r propm,fnJw
w/Mh iNotu nnJJ IMw

IHmurnd.
Name and addrese of person it was sold or gifted to

Date it wu sold or gifted
I
1
!11
0.,

Mo1111t

Value

r--1,-----

YNI

2. o..crtpllon of ..... 2:

Name and address of person it was sold or gifted to

Date it was sold or gifted

Value
I

:11
I

·s
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Other Income
Exmnpla ofiMtmU frtma

19. Did you get Income from any other source In the l•at
52 weeka?

othw sovrca:
• w•ps or udttry

No

•~com~

• f11m1 or lnuinm ~
(in&Jwl,, tiniwin11)
• Sl/f,,,,,~
• i1ttnmfrnt ""1in11 or

Yn

! •Go to Question 20
I
i •Please give details below
'---....!
j

Income (eg. in19r9tt)

s
s

inwnmml:I

• JmJnuU frnt 10117'8

•

~

s

frnt rrnl:I

• ~or ""'9a..tin
,,,. JNIJ'M"l:I

s.,.,

• Clnl.tl
• ~ JNl1'M"l:I

-

s
20. What Income do you expect to get In the next 52
weeka?

• 11117 · - in&tnrv, ,,.

s

•PrifNI#~

s

fami'7 11"11#

s
s
21. Are you or your
No

Y•

D
0

Full time

.,.rtner working?

•Is the job: Self-employment

[J Part time i

'.

Seasonal

! i

!

i

i

.Voluntary I

Casual

22. Who.,.. you/were you working tor?
Yr:AJr partner

You

Giw ti# ,..,,.,., ulqhtnw
nranbw tmJ ll44rm ofti#
ftma or pnson Y"" """"for.
Giw tr°" (Hfo,. 111%)
amoMlll.

11.
2.
23. How much lalwH your
groaa weekly wage?

$

24. What WH lut dUe

19

at work?

Oay

Monltl

Y-

25. Have you had any other employment In th• IHt 52
w..ka?

Non
..____..

I

Yu I

• Please give details below

;

I
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Customer's obligations
PkAU naJ thU st1iummt carefully anJ sip.
I must tell New Zealand Income Suppon Service immediately if either my partner or

myself.
• have a change in income
• have a change in work situation (such as starting pan-rime work. ca.sual or full-time
work. whether paid or unpaid)
• intend to travel overseas
• have changes to personal details (such as name, address, or bank account number)
• ·have changes to my/our living situation (such as sW'ting or ending a relationship
similar to marriage, change in the number of children supported. change in
accommodation coses. marriage or separation)
• are imprisoned/held in custody on remand
• are admincd to or discharged from hospital
• have any other changes that may affect my/our New Zealand Superannuation
entitlement.
I have completed th.is New u""'1ul Supn-annUAtion application, or tills application has
been completed for me, and the information I have ~ i.t true and I have not lefr
anything out. The conditiom for receiving N"" ~ Supwann"41ion have been
explained to me and I understand these conditiom.

.,.

~

--

.!
__.I~~-----CUSTOMSn
_____SIGNAJ\IAf________ ~--;.___------~
I'

L--------lw.IE--(_pml_'______

.J..f________NAME
__

___.I

(_pnnl_,_ _ _ _ _ _

ii.

L~-----~-----SIGNA---ruAE------'j I

- 11

\-..____
.;____ _ __
ii.
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Residential Care Subsidy
CUSTOMEA NUM9ER

I
Who can get
this subsidy
IfJO" M,,J help fillint in thil
jimn. pull# aslt At JOI"' 1Ull7'0I
Nno L"'4nJ lnco'!M Support
Ser.mi offe1.

I

Residential Care Subsidy
The Residential Care Subsidy is available to older
people who have been needs assessed as requiring
long term rest home or hospital care.
The subsidy is income and asset tested by New
Zealand Income Support Service but is paid by the

Mehnrwl 1 hillhili 1111 ,,,,,J,;,u, Regional Health Authority.
" lttw !ti u whaltJJti ; unn
If you do not qualify, you can apply to receive the
pan.U. h1UTT JNUAi !ti u pOllri o subsidy in the form of a loan.
u Nnt1 Ze"'4ntl lncom1
Support Ser.mi tAtli tonu It;.
ltH.

I

A/Iii 1 ti 1NUU1'omiA u
fntHUoani i II fAAtumuinA o
so 'o se pqM tldosat• 1 uip i
pnufiti. f1141110lnnoll
fufnoo11i'i II ofiu o II Nn11
L"'4ntl /nco'!M Support
Servin.

What to bring
Pie~ aslt

/nctmU Support
Servin stlljffor /#Ip if.
•you Jo not h•w ""1 of
the tlanmtnats we hllW
aslteJfa,.
•yo• wosJJ lilte to ltn0111
about "'"" help.

When you apply for the Residential Care Subsidy,
you need to bring the following information:
1. Bank account details.
2. Income and asset details.
3. Receipt of prepaid funeral expenses.

Your partner's details
If you have a partner, you need to bring in the
following information about him/her:
1. Bank account details.
2. Income and asset details.

This form should be taken to your New Zealand Income Support Service office as soon
as possible. The date you apply attecta the date you are granted your subsidy.
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PkASe compku all 'Junti6ns,· if not applkllhk write 'nil~

Name

1. What la your name?
First names

Surname or family name

Giw any otlwr 111tma thu
you uu MW or h11w uuti in
the pASt (incltulint yoMT
TnllUim 111DM).

2. Are you known by or have you ever used any other
namea?
No

• Go to Question 3

Yn :

. • Please give details below

: 1.

3. Are you:
PkASe tielt oru b. to show
. tlw tide you want to IH

lmoum,,,.

Male

Female

4. What do you wl9h to be called?
Mrs

I

·- -

Miss

Ms

Mr

No title

Other

Birth Date

5. What la your date of birth?
19
Dey

Address

6. What waa your lddre.. before entering residential
care?

,.,,,,.0w,
-------------strwt, nJn,,I, •""JO"" '°""'
or city.
Giw J011r hoflM

---- -- - -- - ----- --·

7. What ta the name and addresa of the rest home or
hoapital?

- - -- -- - -- - ----- .
8. What date did you enter the rest home or hospital?

19
Oay

Monlft

Y-

9. What I• the total weekly amount of fees payable to
the reat home or hospital?

s
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10. What da• have the fen been paid up to?

19
Day

Year

Past Benefits

11. Are you currently recetvlng any type of benefit?

ForaAmpil:

No

!

•Nnuuailind

• Go to Question 12

SupmznnU11tion
• ln11ali4s Bmefit
12. Have you ever received any type of benefit?
No

L

•Go to Question 14

~

V..

Whattype

!__i •of benefit?

.~~~~~~~~~~~~

'--~~~~~~~~~~~

13. What wu your cuetomer number?

I

!
Ethnic Group

I

14. To which ethnic group do you bellew you belong?
To which tribe(s)ftwi do you belong?
• Give details below

This infomuuion isfor
st4tistia .U llli/J I# ruMI

r--i New Zealand
1_: Maori (a)

Mwlopmnt &U01*.

I
L

for mureh IUUi fatraw

r--L

New Zealand (b)
Other (c)
European/Pakeha
European
Cook Islands
Niuean (f)
Maori(e)
____..

I ;

[J

C

Tongan (h)

; - Chinese (i)

_

· Samoan (d)

; Tokelauan (g
Indian 0)

!

Other(k)
L_: (please specify)

Bank Details

15. What , . . home or hoepttal bank account do you want
your benefit paid Into aft8r penonal ependlng hu been
deduct8d?
Name of their bank (eg. Postbank)

Name of their branch (eg. Lower Hutt)

The account is in the name of:

The account number is:
Bank

.... ...
·

.

&.ncn
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18. What bank KCount do you want your personal
spending paid Into?
Name of your bank (eg. Postbank)

Name of your branch (eg. Lower Hutt)

The account is in the name ot.

The account number is:
Bal*
Venfled 11¥

Bl'll'dl

.....
;

.....

Partner
A pamur is" IJ>OUS# who is

" wifi, lnubllNI. or stmllOfll
with whom 1'"' h11w 11
rrltltion.ship 1imiW to
mlU"'l'WfW.

.~

.

-

II'

17. Do you haw a partner?
,---,

No

,.--

Y•I

i\-....

•Please give partner's details below

First name

Sumamelfamily name

Date of Birth

:19
~

Address

Telephone number

Yc,..,. PllmUr ""'1 w
,/ifibllfor• Livint AMlu
P"1"fl"L IftMy wish to
apply. p/11111 INtw thmt

1

a. la your partner receiving a benefit?

No

!_ •Go to Question 20
1- = What type !~-----------

cont4CI thftr Mllrnt

YM i__ •of benefit '_ - - - - - - -- -- - -

/nconu SMpport Sn-vitt

19. What la their customer number?

~'·

I

I
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Children

--·

PuAU fiw tlH nmnn of
any chi/Jrm that you
support an4 an livint
with you. inclwiin,:
• supchi/Jrm
• chi/drrn at boarding school
• lldopttd chi/drrn
• grandchi/Jrm
• moltopuna.

20. Do you have children In your care?

No

• Go to Question 21

Child's full 1111M

• Please give detai
below
Date of b1nt1

1
RetlllionllliC> 10 you

I

I

01her parents name

Chlld'1 lul llllM

Oateotbinn

2
RetlllionllliC> 10 you

Next of Kin

Yea

I

I

01her patent's name

21. Who la your nut of kin?

Name

How are they related to you'

Agent

22. Do you have an agent?

An •tmt ii somnru who ii
a"""1ri#ti to "" on JO"'

No I

lnlMJf.

Yea .

• Please give details belOVi

Name
Address

---------------- - - Contact telephone number

-- --
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Assets

23. Do you or your partner (If you have one) have any
caahaaMt9?

&amp/a ofcash assets:
No
• money in a banlt or 1avings
Type of asset
organisation
• money !mt to oth" ptopk or
organisations
• mortgagt invntmmts
•money in Bonus Bond.I, 1ham,
tkbmtum or gov~mmt Jtoclt.
&amp/a ofnon-cash assets:
•kisurt boaa
•caravans
• illna or bui/4ings oth" than
your home, tg. holiday homn.

Yea

• Please give details below

You

Your pannlf'

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

s

s

$

$

24. Do you or your partner (If you have one) have any
non-caahaaaet9?

No

Yea

. • Please give details below

TypeotUMt

Total value

You "'4Y be rrquirrJ ta show
proofofthn1 tkuiU.

&amp/a ofsln!icn not
rrcnwti .,.,..
• prt-paUJfanmJ txpensn
•any bona or 'ltey mon~
paUI to a mt hotM or
· ~· hospital.

Jointty owned

Money owing

$

$

$

$

s

s

$

$

.

--

-

25. Have you paid money to any person or organisation
for aervlcea not received?

Yea i
I

• Please give details below

28. It the payment WH to prepay your fune111I expen...
pleaM advlM the following:
What was the amount prepaid?
!$

State the name of the organisation these were paid to
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Other Income
Examp/n ofmon9 from 11ny
othn- sourcn:
• wagn or salllry
•private supmznnuation
• contributions from
rrllltivn
eannuitin
• tstate trust incom1
• morrgagt trust incomt
•farm or businm inco~
• intnnt from savings or
invntmmts
• dividmtJs from sham
• inco~ from rmt from

27. Did you or your partner (If you have one) get money
from any source over the laat 5 years?

No

Yee

• Please give details below
Howmud'I

Whet9 did it come from?

to you?

s
s
s
s
- - - - - - - - - - - ---.s- --- .- s-----. . s
s

s

s

s

s

propmits
•any otht1' incom1

Own Home

28. Do you or your partner (If you have one) own your own
home?

No

V..

Giw yoMr horu1 numbw.
SMJn.rb 11nJyoMr torn

• Go to Question 30

·- -' • Please give the address below

strttt,

ordty.
29. Who will be llvlng there while you are In the rest
home or hospital?

Gifting
Examplo ofmofte'J tifutl
couUIN•monty

•propn't]

30. Have you and your partner (If you have one) sold or
gifted any a...ta to anyone over th• laet 5 years?
1

No '

Yes

Please answer
• Questions 31-34

31. WMt wH the aaset?

32. Who bought or received the asset?

Pu11S1 fiw tht n11me
anti IUIJrns ofthe
ptnon who bought or
rtc-tiv1J it.

- - - - - ----

•..

-
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33. When Wlla tt sold or gifted?

19
Day

Mon1I!

YNI

34. Whet W11a tt worth?

s

lldiijij@@iiljiiTo H compllutl by ""1
peno" who IH/pd tlw
applieantfiO ;,, this foms.

Helper'• n•me:

-----------------Whet la your addrna and telephone number?

How are you rel.wd to the person applylng for the
Subaldy?

( completed this form at the request of the person applying.
The infonnatioo I haw: given is true and 1 haw: not left
anything out.
P..._algnhere
HELPER'S SIGNATURE

19
Day

Mon1ll

Year
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11;1qmq,;-

I understand that:
• if I have made a false statement, or
• if I have failed to answer all the questions in full. or
• if I do not tell New Zealand Income Support Service about
changes in my life that might affect my entitlement or rate,
then
• my subsidy may be reviewed and cancelled, and
. • I may have to pay back the total amount of any overpayment
that I have received, and
• any overpayment that my partner has received.
The Privacy Aa 1993 requires us to inform you that:
• the information you have provided is being collected under
the authority of the Social Security Act 1964
• the information is needed to assess your entitlement to a
subsidy and will be used for the funetions and purposes of
New Zealand Income Support Service and your local Regional
Health Authority
• you have rights of access to the information held about
yourself and you have the right to request corrections to chis
information.
Under Section 11 of the Social Security Aa we are
authorised to collect nec:essa.ry information in order to
establish mddcmcnt.

The information I have given is true and I have not left
anything out.
PIM. . sign here

19
Day

Month

YHI
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ARCI

Application for entitleJMnt

Claimlllt's name

·········-···-·-····················----··-···---·-····--················-··--·-·-··-····-····-·····..···

Name of parent or auanfian (if c:laimant is under 16) .•••..•- ...................- .............................................................
Address - -...................................................- •.- .........- ........._____.................-

...........................

Ph011e number .......................................................... Claim number (if Jcoown) ................- .............................
What is your ethnic background? .; ...........................................................................................................................
(17W information u colue1tdfo, sraruticQ/ nasont only. YOtl don't ltaN to aniwv tJriJ question.)

Name of bank ...................................................................- ..................Branch IDd

..............- .......................................

address ---·- ------------·--................................................ .....

Bankaccountnumber

DO DODO 0000000 00

List any expenses. allowances. or other entitlements tbat you are c:laiming for and the c:osts (if known). Attach
my medical c:ertific:ates, acc:ounts, receipts oc other proof that you have to support your c:laim.

··-···· ---········---·---····-·-···-····-····---·--··--··-·---··-·····.-··········-····················-···········

--·-··--·-·······--··-·--················--·---·------·- --···-··--···------·····-··-·-·--·-·----------·---------------....- .....- ...............................
---- ----·---·----·------·-------...---·---···-·······..····..··-·------------------·-·--·········.................
····---··--··········-····-..·····-·-·······················--·-·--····-----·-- ·-·-····-·······-····················-······
Give details of employment or self-employment far the 12 moint:bl before your injury. (If you are self-employed
pleue indicate this. and note the name of your c:ompaay). IDc:lude all periods when you were not working. and
specify wily (for example, unpaid leave, study leav.. or UMmpiOymem).
Name llld lddnlSI of employer (or identify uy pp ill eaminp)

-----··--·-··--··-----·······-··--·-------------- ·-···-····..·------·--··--

------·---·-·-··-··- -·- ------

Period c:overed
......1......1....... to ......1 ......1 .......
......J......J....... to ......J......J ... __J......1..-

to ••••••J ...... J._..

·- ----·····-··-- - ---

·- ·l·--'- to ......J......1.......

··-···-···-······--···---··-··········-··--·-·-······ ··-····-·· --

•..... J......1 ....... to ...... 1 ......1.......
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Weekly.·i:tJmpensation duw ·(contimwl}: ;':•;,,,..
IRDnwnber

..
..: ...
• ;,._;·! .. ~ . (

DODDODDD

•

Tax code

..

..

..

"

..

···········•···························································

If you receive taxa~le income from another ~~e, ~e pay u you earn (PA YE) tax deductions from your
weekly compensanon may be too low, resulting ID hable tax. If this is the case, consider arranging a special tu
code with the Inland Revenue Depanment (IRD).
If you did not receive earnings for the full 52 weeks before the injury, answer the question below.

If it were not for your injury, would the earnings from your job at the time of
injury have continued for another 52 weeks?

Cons•ntfor:th~·collictlow.an4.re[easrpflnfonnittlon.'.:;, ·:: ·: ·" ·..

0

0

Yes

'.

No

..

<

/f)'OU an~ ofyofll' riglru and n3po1Uibilitiu ngarr/iltg this corut nt, contact yo"' ntarut ACC Branch
Offic1 for a copy ofyo11r riglru and obligationi llNia- tlw Privacy Act J993 and th1 Health Information Privacy
Codi 1994, b1fon 3igni1tg tlri.J.

I authorise the collection and release of any information about me. by ACC, to the extent that it is needed to
assess my entitlement to compensation. rehabilitation usistanc:e, medical treatment, grants and allowances.
I understand that this authority relates to all aspectS of my claim. and includes any external agencies or service
providers (Neb u general practitioners. spccialim, UMUment agencies, employers and IRD).
I uodemand that this information will onJy be used 10 meet the requirements of the Accident Rehabilitation and
Compensation Insurance Act 1992.
I undentand that in the collection, use, and storage of this information. ACC will at all times comply with the
guidelines of tho Privacy Act 1993 and the H~ Information Privacy Code 1994.
I undentand that I have the right to access, and ask for the correction ot: any information that ACC holds about
me.
This alllbority is valid from ._ .• I ..... I ...... to _

/ _ / __

(Yqv'U n.,d to co,,,,,Ut• a new co11.1mt at tlw lltll oftlw datu 1tat1d ~. )

"·aizflruUt~~ il~m:atf!J~~t~r1s~t;~?.~1f.f~1r:~ff1:::/&~~i-/j~:~:(._:~:::~~~·N(;;.·~·~~~~~}~\;~~- . . ~... -:.: . .

":

..

.. ·'

I dectar. that the above information is true and correct and 1 have not withheld any information likely to affect
my application.
Claimant's sipanue ·- -············-··············--..• , ..... ,; ~,,

-~

.. •

•

•...

.-.1.#

,

······-·····-······-··:····························- Date ..•... I .._. I ......

::q;s,~:.·

••

... .,.~~ ..,.,_, "" ,;....

"If.qw~rtkdiuatfo1t.• (tfizpprapl'fllt...,i$t!fif:~~,,

;•

/• ·:"'···.v.•'~

. ·,,_

.

-·

.

...

.... ~__..;.,_.:;~';.":::':~.. ;..

Repcaaamiv..s name - - - -·-··-·· -· --

Whit is your re~p to the claimant? -

- ·-

··. . :" )•
... •, . v~.•. '..-. ····''="'·
··~-':",;· . .
~
....
~-

·_ . .

..
...
,..._.,." .. ·' ,,.,,.. . ..... .... :

...

~-

..

. .. ,,..

-·-:--- ··--··················-··································

···- ···-··---···-···················-·-······················-··-········

Wby is the claimant uoable to sian this Corm? ·-····-- - - ····-····-·····-..········-······- ································
I decW. that to the bat o( my knowledge, th• above information is true and correct. and that l have the
authority o(the claimaat to sign this form.
Rcpn:seaurive's signature ···-·-····-·······-- ·

- -·---·- --·······-···········-·

Date ...... / _ .I......

77w 11rfontatkNt t:oll«t«I Oft tltbfonrt will only k uedtofal/U U. ~ana o/U. Act:~ !Wlabillt.attort anti .
C01J1,_.,altoll livvrant:• Act 1991. /rt tJw t:oll~ .,. anti norap ofir(onrtatton. ACC will t11 all ttlftO comply witll U.
obltptlonl ofU. PrlYoq Act 1991 anti tlw H«Jldt lflfon-tlotr Privot:y C«M 1994.
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_........... ..._ . _,____

CLAIM FOR COVER AND
TREATMENT EXPENSES
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I
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11

I

...., IS 'IOU& ULAllONSlllP TO !Ill INIUUD nUOMr

11

-

OAll

I

15 M lllJUUO PHSOll UN.lilt TO SIGN lllf IOUI

I

I
I

Is

I'."."."'.''.".'.".".'~'.'_':"_~_~~·::".'~ -------------------------------------- --------------l
Milit•_ .. _ _

Ov.

o ..
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I
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I
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I
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I
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Claim for transport to treatment c
Claimant details

..

Name ----------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------- - -------------------·
Case number ---------------------------------· Date of injwy --------------- ·
Bank and branch name ---------------------------------------------------Address

Bank account
number

CCOITIIJI

I I I l I I

Transport and treatment details
Date of
visit

Place you
travelled
from

Place you
travelled to

Mode of
transport

Distance
travelled
(kmsor
miles)

io=o

Name of treatment
provider and type
of treatment
provided

Signature o
treatment
provider

Declaration by claimant (or parent or guardian on claimant's behalf)
Please sign here to confirm that the information you've provided above is correct.

Signature

------------------------------------ Date ----------------------

Parent or guardian details
Please provide the following information if you've signed this form on behalf of the claimant

Name ---------------------------------------------------------------Address

--------------------------------------------------------------

A CC contact person
If you've any questions about completing this form, or if you want any information about your entitle
to claim reimbursement for traosport costs, please contact the person named below.

-------------------------------------------------------

Name and position
Location - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone number ---------------
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C!\41.

Claimant consent for the collection and release of information
Claim Number:
Injured person:
Address:

Date of Birth:
Injury:

--------------------------------------- ------ --------------- ----------·
----------------------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------·
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------

PLEASE REn1llN 11IE COMPLETED FORM TO YOUR ACC CASE MANAGER.

Your ACC Case Manager is:

N1111e: .---- ------------------------- -- ----P.0.Box: ___ ---- --- _____________ ---- ----- __

Town:

Phone: ------------------------------------

I. ____ . ________ . ___ -- _______ -- . ---- -- . ------------ ___ aulhorist tht colltction and rtltast of
such informarion abo111 mystlf (or tht injurtd ptnon) by ACC that is rtquirtd to assess any tnlitkmtnt
that I (or
injured ptnon) may haw to ~ and rthabilitatiote assisuuact, or to /acili1411
trtatmtnt. I ruukrstand that thU a111horiry includa aU asptcts of
claim and uttnds to appropriaU
strvict provilhn, including GeMral PractiliOMn, sp«iallsu, asstssmtnt agtnciu. and tmploytn: but
only to thl uttnt required by IM circumsranct.r of IM claim.
·

w

w

I undtrstand that this infomu:uion will only N uud to fa/fil IM rtquirtmtnJS of tM Acddtnt
Rehabilitation and Compensation lnsuranc1 Act 1992 and that in tht colltction, ust. and
storage of thi.r infonnarion ACC will al all timts comply with tht obligations of tht Privacy Act
I'!'!~ and tht Htallh lnfonnation Privacy Codt 1994. I undtt•stand that. within tht provisions of
the Privacy Act and tht Codt, I have the right of acceu to. and that I may ask for co"ecrion of.
informarion that the Corporation holds abofd mystl/ (or IM injured person).

This authority is valid for the period------------------------ to -----------------------·
Please refer to the reverse of this fonn for more details about your privacy rights.

Signed --- - - -- - - - - - - - • - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - -- - - ------- -- - -- - - -- - - - - . - - - • - .. Date . - . - • . - . - - -Clf you arc

"'"'"I on bcllalr or 1hc 1ni1ared pcnoft 111- 1nd1CMC your rclaioaslup 10 11111 pcnonl
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THE PRIVACY ACT 1993,
THE HEALTH INFORMATION PRIVACY CODE 1994
&ACC

To help you get any assistance from ACC that you may be entitled to we need certain information from
you. This will include personal biographical and health related information. accident details and. if you
arc claiming weekly compensation. details of your earnings.
ACC will collect as much information as we can directly from you. However. it will sometimes be
necessary to get this from others. Depending on the nature of your claim this may include getting
medical details and infonnation about your earnings from people such as your employer or health
professional. To do this we need your consent for those people to release information to us. Without
that consent we cannot collect the necessary information and as such we may not be able to assess your
entitlement to compensation or other assistance that you may otherwise have. This means that you could
miss out on funding or assistance.

It will sometimes be necessary for ACC to release infonnation about you in order to obtain
details about assistance that you may be entitled to. Depending on the circumstances of your
claim this may include releasing infomwion to agencies which carry out assessments on our
behalf, treaunent providers, and employers.
ACC is bound by the Privacy Act 1993 and the Health Infonnation Privacy Code (HIPC) 1994 in
handling personal information collected in relation to a claim. As such, information may only
be collected or released by ACC to carry out our functions under the Accident Rehabilitation
and Compensation Insurance Act 1992.
The Information Privacy Principles of the Privacy Act and HIPC ensure that, with certain
exceptions:
•

the least possible amount of personal information must be collected to meet ACC's
need;

•

the

individual

concerned

must

know

of,

and consent to.

ACC

collecting

personal

infomwion;

• ·-· information is kept securely;
any person has a right of access to, and correction of. any infonnation about themselves

•
•
•

which ACC obtains;
information is only used for the purpose that it wu collected;
there are limits on what information can be released by ACC .

If you have any concerns about the way in which ACC has handled your_ personal information.
you should discllss the matter with your ACC Case Manager. If you still have concerns you
have the right to lodge a complaint with the Privacy Commissioner.
If you have any questions about what information will be collected. or how it will be ~d. pie~
discuss the matter with your Case Manager whose contact details arc shown on the other side of this
fonn.
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AW

CLAIMANT RESPONSIBILITIES FORM

CLAIMANT
CLAIM NUMBER

················································································
················································································

I am currently In receipt of ACC entitlements. ACC now requl,.. me to sign
this document Indicating I have fNd and understood each of th• following
statements:
I am aware, that while in receipt of weekly compensation, I must declare any
other ineome received, to ACC immediately.

1

2

2

3

SIGNATURE
DATE

·······················································································
...••...•. 1 .......... 1 ......... .

I am aware, it is my responsibility to notify ACC immediately, if I retum to work in
any capacity. I understand that under Section 18 of the 1992 Act, rehabilitation
back to work is my responsibility and therefore I shoutd not resign from my
current employment without first dllCUlsing this with my CaH Manager. I am
also aware that I should not move away from my current township without first
discussing this with my Case Manager.

........................................................................................

SIGNATURE
DATE

...•...... 1 .•..•..••• 1 ...•..•.••

I am aware, that I am obliged to notify ACC immediately, if I participate in any
adivtties (other than those for which I have my doctor's advice in writing
confirming I am entitled to partldpate in), which could be ...,, to aggravate my
injuries or effect my entitlement to compensation.

3

4

SIGNATURE
DATE

.......... I .......... I ..........

If I wish to retum to fuH work duties I must first obtain a dearanee medical
certificate and send this eertiftcate to ACC immediately..
SIGNATURE
DATE

5

..•.••.••• 1 .••••••••• 1 ..•....•..

I am fully aware that I can be liable for prosecution, should I not eomply with the

above.
5

............................................................................................

SIGNATURE
-DATE

.......... I .......... I ..........

querl..

If you have •ny
regvdlng thla fonn, pl•u• contact your Cue
Manager. Pl••• sign EACH SECTION of th/• document •nd retum within 14
dap. Fa/lure to retum thla form may ruult In a suapenslon of wHkly
compena•tion under Section 73 (2)(a) of th• 1992 Act.
RETURN THIS FORM TO: ACC, PRIVATE BAG 9032, WHANGAREI
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EARNINGS QUESTIONNAIRE

SELF-EMPLOYED PERSON

..;;.;CL~~;.;;;M;..;.~.;..;:;1;..;;.:M~BE=1----...:.._--

PERSONAL DETAILS

OTHER BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION

f,,,,:-;.,,..

I.

~

~··...
~

~hH
~Is

ll
Lu1:-lunc

.w •'OU mppd lft ..,,.. other bustnas
,,. occuplOOll t.xhcr 1h111 1lu1 h1<<d
b<lo-·I .. thrr • • td(-<mpkMd pmon
or <mplo\ft:

mD

! . Hom• .>dd<U1:
If ·yES ..

'<OD

~·•.,_ :

·-·---··---··--·-----------··-----l

Dae• ol lnupam1· _ _.....;.._--'--

11 '"" ar< also -iuna .. "" rmpl~ft 11 ..,u b< nttn..n· fur "''"
rmplO\U <a ... ci...u. ol '"'" ram1np on a .\RC l f~rm
·

THE BUSINESS

AFTER THE INCAPACITY
I•. Since dw -..cui· i...-. 1ou b<m: (al

obi< . . . _,,,. """'

(b)

unahW • -tr • Al

!cl

obi< to • ¥•or panul wod<
hl '"'1r dtaols ol duaa

6. .Ve

)'OU

unabl< co do:

1n t.usu..:

In Pannm1up
7

)-OU . .

CJ
CJ
CJ

CJ

11111 a pannmhip. scag:

(.al

number ol p.,.....,.

(bl 1-our pottm ....
1nma1 1n chc bu1u.a1

.........,,,,
n. <hrhoun

ilil -

did

)"OU ....,.. ' " " ' .... .k

lnupaCll)C

8. How many m1pio)- n mppd

1 ndw~(lllcl...W.C~ :

9. How

Iona ~ 1-ou b<m mppd

111 dus
...,.....,_
.,.._,•a Mil~

----!--------

to. Scau number ol da)' Ind houn !"" nonnllly """' ach
tdf-anpio)...t pmoa:

CJ
·tt. Ci•-. -

11. .....

•-.ck• a

(bl houn per "'""

CJ

C.al conan .... D h.nc:DOft

m

(bl c - - c D cam 111<omc

IU

c... dra.b:

llld addlal ol ~"'"'" or Finaclli -~•'ilcr.

"""'*

1.alACCnumbor

CJ :-.oc:J
CJ :-ooc:J

16. lb>-. \W . . odlcr - · dcado <a thll <IMm
<na...,_•~:

\M'I

•our

I 1/1 I I

tblU¥yci..n.....-

IIII
III

DECLARATION
I dcclu-E tha1 co the ba1 of my knowlcd&e the above paniculan an: a\lc and corm:1 Jlld I
SignaNrc

or the injured ~ or aulhonscd agent - - - --

If no1 1niurcd swc rclaoonshap IO lftJurcd person:

------

h.-~

no1 "11hhtld .ani· 1nfonnanon
03it Signed ·····-·--······-··-- -··-··-
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EARNINGS QUESTIONNAIRE
SELF-EMPLOYED PERSON

Telephone

lf enqwring plnse ao;k for ...
Oare

This £orm is to be &llcd in ONLY if )'OU an a sdf-anp!O)"d ~
and have lost income due a> personal injury by accidenL Comple111
this £orm if you wish to cwm £or compensalion rdalcd a> )'OUI' lou
of earning tapKicy • a rault of the injury.
Note: You an nor encidcd to eaminp related compensation b
the day o{ die incapacicy and the following six days.
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Treatment Expenses Claim
• This fonn is to be used when claiming treaunenr expenses from the
Accident Compensation Corpontion
• If you think you have suffered personal injury by accident this form need,,
to be completed by you or someone who ha.s your permmion to do so.

Personal c~
Details C ;_.,,

!Surname

.

C
:-.tlM
c~

.\ l46a

First :"'ames

I

Addres.s

:==========:::;-;:::========:-:-~--:~-:-~:--~:--~~~~

Date of Birth

/

Phone '.'iumber

' Are you in paid employment?

O Yes ~Occupation

I

ONo

1

Have you cla.imcd
0 Yes ~ Give prnious claim number (if known)
for this accident before: 0 No ~
and sign the Declar.aDon
CompAcee du. sec:Uoa only If du. Is your ftnt dalm tor ddl accident.

Accident
Details

How was your injury caused - ,.,,.hat happened to you

.. . ... .

.

!

i

·· ···· · · ..

i;

..

i!

...

I

''

Date of Accidt:nt 11 Name of doctor1 hospital you flt5l sough! treatment from : Date of fiN \· 1~1t '

I

I

0 Yes
0No
If a sporting acciden1. name sport

Was a vehide involvd

I

:

/

'

!

Did che K'Ciderll happen al work? !...:Yes
C:-io

l

Declaration I declate the information ~ is correct and l abo authorile any ireaanenl
provider t0 releue infonnation regudina the injwy.

I

Paticn1 Signarure

Refund

I

!1Da1e

!

I

I

Please aaach itemised account(s) and original receipc(s>.
Whal is the 1oca.I amount you are claiming? S

I

!

I
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NORmLAND R!ALTB
WllANSAUI

NORTH HEALlH DISABUTY SUPPORT SSMCES
AUTHORISATIW FOR FINANCIAL ASSESSMENT FOR
HCM: SUPPORT SERVICES

a.JENT:
Name:
~

0.. c:l8i1h:

-------

------------:----------___;__

Phone~ - - - - - - - ASSESSMENT a: NEED~ SUPPORT SERVI&:
OalB d Needl AaeM.,,.-C:
OalB d Support Needs Review

sqim.re:

MuirTun ~ d Hcua Par Wf/lllk
• Tatlll Hcutf Reta: S
• Tatlll Net;: •*«I Coat d Care Per Week $

ca c1 eam-ic:emere" SeNicm:

---------------
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Community Atseumeat and Rcbabilitatioo Services
Whangam Area Hospiw
PO Box 7-'3
Whangam
Phone : (09)-'30-4131
Fa~ : (09) -'30-41211

NORTHLAND RIALTH
llauora o tr Taltobrau

REFERRAL TO HOME SUPPORT AGENCY
RE: CLIENTS WITH AGE RELATED DISABILITIES

NAME. ~~~~-------~~~-DATE.~----REFERRED BY__________________________________
ALTERNATIVE CONTACT____________________~
SUPPORT NEEDS LEVEL______________G.P_ _ _ _ _ __

LIVESWITH~---------~~---------

MOBILITY~~-------------------

REQUIRES ASSISTANCE WITH.___________________

OTHER AGENCIES INVOLVED_________________________

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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•~!.'!:-~

Non!\ Hftbh

Service Authorisation I Chan~e

and_..,_

To t>. com~ f;x (;_.J ~pport Day Qff

Mua Huo,. A Roltt 0 Tt Rdi
Privam Bag 92526. Wtilellly SO.. AucklMd

1

(

ltt

~0"1
'
~

Ill lh t.1t1 ...

Pf~ com~ Ill questions

(a) Is this the first assessment f0t this dient7

0

Yes

Go to (bJ

,,.,. ' No

Cb) Has the dient completed a Client Details Fonn7

0

Yes

Goto(d

.·'""'
....

Go to (c)

No

Client Details Form:

lefoN • MMce wil be .,.W by North HHlth. • Olent Details fonn must be returned. This fonn can be obtained
from Nol1h He.ath Opentlons. If ""'I details h.w cNnged. plwe submit MOdler Olent Details fonft.
(c) Enter dient's NHI number if known

--- -· -.

·-···

First NarMS

=================-.:=-=·~~·--· - -

Surnarneifamily NatM

=========-------

Date of Birth

~

<,t·r v l l t'

I

1\

)

.--

I

r

1 rti\.,1l

To be eotnpl9'9d by wtltorlad A.swsor onl)& (G.rs Md Community HHldt Sodlll Wotten go to (c)J.
(a) Residential Support

This dient has been ~ to rectiYe (tidt one setVict lnCt one leYel):

Alchohol a Drug

:,

LM 1

f·.._,·

Intellectual Disability

,.._,

LM 2

0

Psychiatric Disability

._,

LM l

Physic.II Disability

,--..

0

If Resideno.I S4JPP01t lppt'CJWd. go to J. 'dlfy OeCaJk If not continue ro (b)
(b) DayCat9

This dient has been approved to rectM Oay Care:

For a Period of:

until ............................. (end date)
....................................... days per week
ride the oro. which best describf!S the PMon's disability and completw the 1p;91 of rtMJ.

Dementia

0

Frail Aged

0

Level

(1-5)

ConOllue to (c)
(c) Carw Support

This dient has been approved to receive Carer Support
for .......•:.............•:.................................... days per ································· yt¥<s)

r1ek the arde<s> wtiidt best desait>. the Fwson's disability.
Physic.II
Psych~tric

Intellectual

----·

0

0

U

Ag9-Relattd

.~'.

·,r- .

SenSOfY

Penonal Health
Terminal Ca~

If Carer Support is approwd. go to 4. full TllM C.tw Details
If only Day CM-. is approved. go to 5. ASMS$OI O.talls

.r -
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Residential Support Only
Client will be entenng:
Facility Name
Address

---·-·-·
Num~

---subUfb

·-· ··--

- ---·--- ·- -ToWnlCitY -

go IO 5. AsMuor O.Ulls

Full Time Carer Name
Address
--Num~

- - - - - - - - - - - --- ·· .
SubcJIO
fownlCitY
Coneinw to S. .Aanscw o.tlllls

NON-CONTRACTED ASSESSOR STATEMENT ANO DETAILS (i.t. G.P's. C.H.E. Community Health Social Wortcen)
I certify that ........................................................................... requires full ti mt Qle And anention and is unM>le to live
independently or safely at home without support_

.- --------- - ----- . ...

-- . -·--·-

Signature

I

Date

I

Namt
Address
-· 5~ ····

SubCJtb

ToWn/City

- - - - - - - - - -··-·· . --·-· ------- Cont.Kt Number

- - - -- - - -------- -

.

----

··-

* ACC is responsitw for those~ disatwd by .ccidetlt aftw f .4.14
CONTRACTED ASSESSOR SERVICE CO-ORDINATOR DETAILS - - - - - - - ··- -- · ·- .. .
Signature

- - - - ·- · ·---

Date

I

ASCTeam~

Address

StTMt
Town/City

CLIENT AUTHORISATION
lherebyauthome
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Narnt of Residential Care Faolity Administrator)
to collect payment on my ~alf from date of enuy until m. datt of exit from their services. Please pay any personal allowance
due to the residential cart facility's bank account held on NZISS's records unless I speofy othef'Mse.

Signed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Datt _ _ _ _ _ __
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SUPPORT NEEDS ASSESSMENT

NOR1lll.ANO ASSESSMENT SERVICE
New u•-.mwclll

Reau

Refc:ml date:

Pl.Keo( 'IT

mr

Appm1
I st ccar.c:t

CT

A

I

. . . date:

mt

Prmous SNL Incl:

PERSONAL DETAD..S
(aa.dl llicky Libel)

s~

First 1111DC1:

Holpital Number:

MrlMnlMill/Ma:

DOB:

Gcncnl Prstitioaer.

Addrea:

Postal lddrea: (if difl'cnat)

Pboae:

Male

Mlritalurus:

Etbnic OrisiD:

Nune:

~orlddr-=

Female

Occupetiaa:

IMPORTANT CQll'ACI'S
R.da1iamhip:

PER.CEIVED NEEDS AND sa.tmON

PHYSICAL
( CDlcr a,b,c,d ar c ill hem)

[

[
[
[
[

[
-Slecp---pen-cnlni---.V'--limc--DMd--r----------------------------------------------- [

c
I

····················································································································································································· ···························
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(PHYSICAL CONTINUED)
Mediaibaa:

"M"edic8iioa manqanmt

D

SOCIAL
ClllTall xnica:

....
Domatic fuaaion:

D

HOlllCbold ~
Safery:

D
D

Tramport -S.:

Social/cultunl/lpiritllll/recratioa needs:

Ol1TCOME
Scnil:m diXUS8lld:

Date rc(and;

Referred to:

LIST OF PEOPLE CONSULTED
Desipi•tjm·

Sipmre:

DUI:

ASSESSED BY
Nmm:
·-· . NORnn.AND ASSESSMENT SERVICE
Mdr-= NORTin.AND HEALTH LTD

Daipalioa:
Pbaae:

430-8021

POBOX742

WHANGAREi
CONSENI'(.-s to lip)
I haw di....t dlil
rn • ill re; - m rtetjcm .S ..,.,.i p-ocedulw widl die c:liclll/c.mqi\llS.
The diall/cmnli'M ...-'diap"eel with die 10 • m m""lims
I ba,.._w i111t obtaiDol c:ouml ID dilCllll die iafanmtjm oa dlil form widl die diml's ilCIW:e prorickr/ G.P.
1haw obCaiDlld CCIII.al ID IClld a copy ID............................................................................................... .

SipNre. ................................................... .

o.ra. ........................................... .

D
SNL
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-2-

COMMENT$

D
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MEMORY TISI $CORI

SCORE
I.
2.
3.

4.

s.
6.
7.

8.
9.

to

DAlC 1 - - - - - - J

Age (allow I year mor)
Time (allow.mo;-lqtjqn _. ~ayatch IDdmor up to
I hour)
Address for recall at end of tat· this should be repealCld by the
patient to ensure it bas been heard comedy:·
20 I Bank Screct
Year (allow previous year)
Name ofHospiw or home addrca
Recognition of two persons (doaor, nurse, etc)
Date of birth (dly and month only)
Year of first World War
Name of present Prime Minislcr
Count backwards Crom 20 • l (no errors, no clues)
TOfAL..__ ___.

GUIDELINES FOR PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL ASSESSMENT
A • No appucnt problems
B • Problems present but independent

C • Requires minimal assis&ancc
D • Requires moderate assilllncc
E • Heavily dcp en dr:nc

GUIDELINES FOR SNL U:VEL

0 '"' No problem. no support needs
1 '"' Has some disability but copes indcpendmtly.
Regular monitoring may be required by volumary or professicml agmcy.
2 = Manage personal care activities although may need some usistance to set up.
Generally may need usistance with domestic func:ticm (eg meal preparaticn, housekeeping).
May haw mild memory impairmmt.
Includes those managing their own inccntinmce devices (IDC, Colostcmy) with oc:c:asional supervision.
Should require regular monitoring.
J • Should require regular input of cme penoD for penanal care activities ( at least daily).
Requires help with domestic: fimcticm.
May haw mild to moderlte memory ~ but without behavioural problems or wandering tmdmcy.
May require assistance with transferring and initiating mobility.
May require assistance with maintaining c:ontinence (eg prompting for toileting, supervision of appliances)
lnfrequem incontinence.
Does not usually require assistance at night.
4 •Needs constant supervision/assistance from C11e throughout personal care activities on a regular basis( more
than C11ce a day).
Carer may be routinely needed to provide bowel/bladder care.
Generally require night time assistance or supervision.
May require canstaal presmce of one to mobilise.
Includes older people with age related psychiatric: disability which requires camtant supervisKJn to ensure
thepenon's sanity.
5 • Requires frequent input ftom two people to provide cares day and night.
This group of people are wry dependent requiriq a high leYel of input.
Includes those with severe behavioural problems needing presence of two people to manage.

APPENDIX4
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13 July 1995

Te Hape Rd
R.D.9
Whangarei

Dear
Hello, you may remember me.

I am employed as a social worker at

Whangarei Hospital (currently, I am working in another area). During the past three years I
have been studying towards a Masters in Social Work and I have now reached the interview
stage of research. The area I have decided to study relates to resources for carers. In the
past four years I have noticed that carers have less access to resources than previously. In
order to identify where the gaps in resources are, I am interested in speaking to women who
are currently caring for an older person at home

There is no obligation for you to be involved in this research. However if you choose to
participate and then later decide you do not want to continue you can withdraw at any time.
If you participate, your comments will become part of my study, however your identity will
be kept confidential at all times.

You will ·be interviewed by me and this will be taped to ensure the information is recorded
correctly.

The questionnaire will take approximately l hour and a volunteer from Age Concern will
provide alternative

c~

while you are involved in the study, if you want this. There are

four areas of questioning, the questions in section one are to give me an understanding of
the relationship between you and the person you care for. Second two identifies the service
and support groups you are involved in, section three asks about the type of care that you
are providing. Finally the last section identifies what the good and bad things are about
caring for another person and provides an opportunity to discuss the gaps in resourcing.
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Along side the interview will be a time in motion survey. What this means is that I will ask
you to record what you do during the day for two days.

Thank you for considering this study. I will be contacting you the week of the l 0 July 1995
to discuss an interview time.

Yours sincerely

Viv Patterson.
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8-9-95

Te Hape Road

Maunu
Whangarei

«address 1»
«address2»
«address3»
«address4»
«address5 »
Dear «name»,

Hi, I am sorry I haven't contacted you again sooner. As you will be aware from my
original letter the first phase of the research was the interviewing. This is now complete
and I am currently collating this information.

The next phase is the time-use diaries which I may have given you at the time of the
interview. Please find enclosed another form as I may have forgotten to hand one to
you, I would appreciate it if you could return the form in the self addressed envelope by
the 22September1995.

Thank you once again.

Vivienne Patterson
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Questionnaire
The beginning of the interview process will be an introduction of the research and
further information about what the process will be and general discussion about caring
etc. Also covered will be confidentiality and the method of data collection ie taping the
interview.

SECTION ONE

Name

Age

Ethnicity

Religion

Address

Marital Status

What does your partner do?
Where do your parents come from?
Where does name's parents come from?
What was their religion? (yours and his I hers)
What is your work history? (paid I unpaid)
What else were you involved in at the same time?
When did you last have a wage?
What have you done since then?

-

How long have you been caring for name?
Has any other women in your family been a main carer?
How did it come about that you are caring for ~ ?
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LIST OF SERVICES section 2

Do you receive any of the following services?

Yes

No

Aid to families (28 days)
Attendant care
Day care
Community nursing
Home support services
Meals on wheels
Social relief
Are you involved in the following support groups?
Yes
A.D.A.R.D.S
Age Concern
Arthritis Foundation
Advocacy Service
Blind Foundation
Cancer Society
Civilian Maimed Association
Diabetic Society
Disabled Persons Assembly
Grey Power
Hearing Association
Home Line
Hospice Society
National Heart Foundation
Northland Disabilities Resource Centre
Order of St John
Ostomy Society
Park.insons Society
RSA
Salvation Army Social Services
Stroke Support Group
Other groups?

No
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section 3

What tasks do you provide for this person?

Who else helps you?

What do they do to help?

Where does your support come from?

How has the situation affected your relationship with Name?

How has the situation affected your relationship with others?

section 4
What are the good things about caring for ~?

What are the bad things about caring for name?

When do~y.ou find it easy?

When do you find it difficult?

What would you say to some one else who is considering caring for an older person?
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INSTRUCTION MANUAL
To:- - - - - - The purpose of the time use diary is the analysis of the activities performed by you over
48 hours. So you are clear on what is required I have put together a few points on some
areas that might not be clear to you.

1

The objective is to keep a daily record of your activities in such a way as it
will present a continuous chronological account of events as they occur,
therefore it is important to try and fill in the diary as you go, not every 15
minutes, but at regular intervals, and not at the end of the day.

2

You have been asked to record not only your main activity, but also any
second, third, or fourth activities you are doing. It is possible to be doing three
or four things at once. (or even more)

3

It is important that you try not to overlook activities, and do include such
things as watching the person you are caring for (or children), supervising
activities, watching television, listening to the radio, eating a snack, having a
drink.

4

If you go to town for three hours for example, include the travelling time, and
time spent paying bills, going to the bank, buying goods etc.

5

Sensitive activities, such as toilet or sexual activity may be recorded as
'personal' or you may wish to combine the duration of the activity with
another associated activity such as 'shower'.

6

If it is possible, and if you wish, another household member (over 14 years)
can observe your activities and fill in a diary. If this involves an older
s~h~lchild, then this might best be done in the school holidays.

7

If an observer is to fill in the diary, the observer is not to assist in duties slhe
would not normally do.

8

Please state if an observer is filling in the diary.

9

I realise that the time use diary is very detailed, but I would be grateful if you
could record every single activity that you perform. You may find it
interesting to see exactly how much time you do spend on certain things.
Thank you, once again, for helping me with the research, and I look forward
from receiving the time use diaries in the future.

Viv.
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Time Use Diary Day 1
'Mlat are you doing? (Main activity) !\Mtat other activities are you doing at
;the same time?
:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45
46

47
48
49
50
51
52
53

00:00:00
00:15:00
00:30:00
00:45:00
01 :00:00
01 :15:00
01 :30:00
01 :45:00
02:00:00 .
02:15:00
02:30:00 .
02:45:00
03:00:00 .
03:15:00
03:30:00 ;
03:45:00
04:00:00
04:15:00 .
04:30:00
04:45:00 '
05:00:00 I
05:15:00 .
. 05:30:00 :
. 05:45:00
. 06:00:00 !
06:15:00 .
06:30:00 .
' 06:45:00
. 07:00:00 '.
' 07:15:00 :
07:30:00 !
. 07:45:00 ·!
I 08:00:00 ;
. 08:15:00 :
08:30:00 I
' 08:45:00 :
09:00:00 i
09:15:00
. 09:30:00 '
09:45:00
10:00:00 :
10:15:00
. 10:30:00 .
10:45:00 .
11 :00:00
11 :15:00
11 :30:00
11 :45:00
12:00:00
12:15:00
12:30:00
12:45:00 .
13:00:00

'

:

'

I
;

:

:

'

:

-
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Time Use Diary Day 1
What are you doing? (Main activity) !Wh8t other activities are you doing at
!the ume time?

13:15:00
13:30:00
.
55
56 . 13:45:00
57 14:00:00 .
58 ; 14:15:00
59 14:30:00
60 14:45:00 ;
61 15:00:00
62 . 15:15:00 .
63 15:30:00
64 15:45:00 .
65 16:00:00 '
66 16:15:00 '
67 . 16:30:00 :
68 16:45:00
69 17:00:00 i
70 17:1 5:00 !
71 17:30:00 :
72 17:45:00 i
73 . 18:00:00 :
74 18:15:00
75 18:30:00 '
76 18:45:00 '
n · 19:00:00 !
78 19:15:00 :
79 . 19:30:00 '
80 19:45:00 i
81 ' 20:00:00 I
82 20:15:00 :
83 . 20:30:00 ;
84 . 20:45:00· i
85 21 :00:00 I
86 : 21 :15:00 I
87 j 21 :30:00 I
88 . 21 :45:00 :
89 22:00:00 ;
90 . 22:15:00 j
91 22:30:00 !
92 22:45:00 .
93 23:00:00
94 23:15:00
95 23:30:00
96 23:45:00 .
97 00:00:00
54

!

I
I

.
'I

:

:

i

I

!
I

I

I

I

:

-

I

-

(Repeated for Day 2)

Appendix 7
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CONSENT FORM:

I have read the information sheet for this study and I have had the details of the study
explained to me. My questions about the study have been answered to my satisfaction,
and I understand that I may ask further questions at any time.

I also understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time, or to decline to
answer any particular questions in the study. I agree to provide information to the
researcher on the understanding that it is completely confidential.

I agree/do not agree to the interviews being audio taped.

-

I wish to participate in the study under conditions set out on the information sheet.

Declaration of Confidentiality

I hereby declare that as transcriber of the recorded conversations between the
interviewer and the participants, that any information contained in tapes will not be
divulged to any party what so .ever. The tapes and transcriptions will be handed to the
researcher immediately after the transcription process.

Transcriber
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